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A 0.0175 scale of the General Dynamics Corporation B-15B space shuttle 
booster was tested in the GD Low Speed Wind Tmunel to evaluate some of the 
low speed take-off, landing and cruise characteristics. To accomplish these 
objectives, a delta wing was selected from five candidate delta wings and 
tested in and out of ground plane, with and without cruise-back engine 
exhaust plume simulation of the dynamic pressure and mass flow ratios (model 
to full scale). The exhadst plume simulation engines were non-metric, only 
the indirect plume effects were measured by the six-component balance.
 
Variations in canard, elevon and rudder deflection were tested at the nominal
 
Mach number of 0.201 and Reynolds number of 1.39 million per foot. The 
maximum angle-of-attack range was -4to +24 degrees, at sideslip angles of
 
O, 5, and 10 degrees, with smaller ranges for runs in ground plane and cruise 
engine exhaust simulation. A selected number of runs were performed at 
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A 0.0175 scale of the General Dynamics Corporation B-15B space 
shuttle booster was tested in the GD Low Speed Wind Tunnel to evaluate 
some of the low speed take-off, landing and cruise characteristics. 
To accomplish these objectives, a delta wing was selected from five 
candidate delta wings and tested in and out of ground plane, with and 
without cruise-back engine exhaust plume simulation of the dynamic 
pressure and mass flow ratios (model to full scale). The exhaust 
plume simulation engines were non-metric, only the indirect plume 
effects were measured by the six-component balance. Variations in 
canard, elevon and rudder deflection were tested at the nominal Mach 
number of 0. 201 and Reynolds number of 1. 39 million per foot. The 
maximum angle-of-attack range was -4 to +Z4 degrees, at side slip 
angles of 0, 5, and 10 degrees, with smaller ranges for runs in ground 
plane and cruise engine exhaust simulation. A selected number of runs 
were performed at angles-of-attack of 0, 8 qnd 16 degrees'at a side slip 
angle range of -6 to +14 degrees. 
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TART 1. SUMMARY OF SADSAC NOMENCLATURE 






















Total Axial Force 
Base Axial Force 
Forebody Axial Force 
Total Drag Force 
Base Drag Force 







Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio 
Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio 
Noral-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio 
SADSAC NQMENCLATURE
N, 








- CDB CDBASE 





CY CY CC 
CBL CSL CWL 
CLIM CLM CPM" 
CYN CLN CLN 
L/fD CL/CD 










B19 Basic B-15B booster body with R1 rocket engines and fairings 
installed at all times. 
Basic B-15B-l booster body with Rj rocket engines and XI fairings
B21 






Basic delta canard with a geometric ful
1
-nPI 1 nres of 46o ft2
C4 

VT 	 Basic vertical-tail with a full-scale area of 1274 ft 
A E = 350 . 
Dutside row of 	eight rocket engines simulated on the mode
R1 

Dase. Inner engines are replaced by the model sting.
 
E34 	 ir breathing engine arrangement. Twelve through flow engines indlividually mounted'beneeth the wing.
 
E35 	 Engine E34 exhaust plume simulation. Twelve tubes simulating
 
E34 exit exhaust conditions with total head probes at exit
 
plane of each simulated engine.
 
Sane as E35 with two engines on each side of centerline pluggedE36  







X1 	 Individually mounted rocket engine shroud fairings mounted on
 
fuselage sides at the model base.
 
X2 	 Tail cone fairing for the ferry 




Single rocket 	engine shroud fairing mounted on fuselage sides
 







WlO Basic B-15B symmetric delta wing with sharp wing tip. Has split
.elevons with ALE = 530 
Wl4 Clipped delta wing with 40 twist distribution.
 
W15 Clipped delta wing with conical camber (mean camber line designed
 
for CL of 0.215). 
W16 Clipped delta wing with conical camber (mean camber line designed
for CL of 0.350). 
%f17 Delta wing with curved and cambered leading edge. 
Wl8 Clipped delta wing with symmetric airfoil. 




























21XlV w16  
B21VTC4'1I6E34 














B2 lXlVTChW16E 3 6 G3 
Refer to the Data 
of test variables. 
Ground Ground
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TEST FACILITY
 
The General Dynamics/Convair low speed wind tunnel is a closerreturn 
atmospheric tunnel, constructed of reinforced concrete. Airflow is
 




The tunnel has a primary test section 8 feet high, 12 feet wide and 25 
feet long. A model or component can be tested in this section at air­
speeds up to 00 mph. The sides and ceiling of the test section are
 
largely glass windows. These windows and fluorescent lights, housed in
 
corner fillets in the test section, provide excellent model observation
 
and model photography. Personnel access doors open directly into the
 
test section from the control room end the model service area.
 
A variety of support systems- te available for mounting a model or com­
ponent. These support systems include single, bicycle, and thrde-strut
 
supports, sting supports and suppbrts for two dimensional installations.
 
Digital computer and plotting facilities are available so that the results
 
of a test run can be processed, tabulated, and plotted within 10 minutes
 









REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
per unit length (pounds/sq. foot) 
1.2 x ft 50 






1.39 x 10 Ift1t58 x10 6 /tt ,..... 
o8 
607 _ou 80 " " " " -­
-
1259.78 x 106 ft 







BALANCE UTILIZED: OD/Convair, Balance 0-5-1.50 
COEFFICIENT
 
'CAPACITY: ACCURACY: TOLERAICE: 
NF 500 lbs
 




YN 1200 In-lbs ...... 







Aerodynamic forces and moments were measured with the Convair C-5-1.50
 
six-component balance. Seven base and two cavity pressures-were measured.
 
The data presented have been corrected for tt nnel wall effects before
 
reducing to coefficient form about the Moment Reference Center (MRC). For
 
all data presented, the MC was at Fuselage Station (FS) 50.936 and Water
 
Line (WL) 21.000, which corresponds to 33.436 inches from the model nose,
 
along the model centerline, and 3.938 inches above-the trailing edge of the
 
bottom of the model for the basic delta, wing. Model wing dimensional data
 




b(REF(in)REF ( in 2 ) .(in)Wing 
W1O 343.87 15.062, 30.44o
 
WI4 380.30 15.215 30.44o
 









W18 380.30 15.215 30.440
 
The fuselage base area used was 44.oii in2 and the fuselage cavity area wa.
 
.




DATA REDUCTION (CONTINUED) 
The data was reduced to coefficient form using the normal expressions, ex­
cept for a cavity pressure to base pressure correction to the axial forbe 
coefficient and the flow simulation flow rate and trust coefficient. The
 
two pressure tubes in the balance cavity were manifolded together to pro­
vide one measurement denoted as Pc" This pressure along with the averaged 
base pressure (Pb) was used to correct th&. axial force as follows: 
(Pc - Pb) Ac
 






The flow rate was measured by an ASME contoured 1.8 inch diameter flow nozzl 




where T = W .V, wag sumed for each nozzle 
V exit velocity -fromthe total head measurements 







Incremental data for elevon and canard deflection was obtained for several
 
configurations by subtracting runs. The incremental data was obtained by
 
subtracting runs of zero surface deflection from runs of a given surface
 
deflection. Thesedata are identified in the plot title as "Increment due
 
to. . . 
In addition an increment due to flow simulation was added to a number of 
runs. The following equation were used in adding this increment. 










CL 	 (Cmo )(Cosine Alpha) - (CA ).(SineAlpha)
Simulation Yo Simulation 
Simultion 
CD 	 =(CNo )(Sinfe Alpha) + (CA . .. )(Cosine Alpha)









c = 15.215 
These data are identified in the plot title as " . thrust added to . . 
J 





TITLE SCHEDJLE VARYING PAGES
 
Comparison of Wings Tested A Configuration 
 1-14
 
Effect of Twist in Wings B Configuration 15-18
 
Effect of Conical Camber B Configuration 19-22
 
Effect of Curved and Cambered Leading Edge 
-B Configuration 23-26
 
Comparison of Selected W17 and WO B Configuration 27-30
 
Body Tild-up to Cruise Configuratic A Configuration 31-51
 
Effect of Orbiter Separation Links A Configuration 52-58
 
Effect of Landing Gear A Configuration 59-65
 
Configuration CM66-86Effect of Aft Fairings A q
 
Effect of Engines- A Configuration 87-93
 
Effect of Canard - Wing On and Off B Configuration 94-97
 





Outboard Elevon Effectiveness 
 B Elevon Deflection 
B-15B-4 Configuration
 
























-B-15B-1 Configuration in )taw -With Canard 
Deflection 

B-15B-1 Configuration in Yaw With Rudder, 
Deflection
 
B-15B-1 Configuration in Yaw Near (L/D) Max 




Canard Effectiveness in Ground Plane -
ELEVTR .=0 Degrees 
Elevon Effectiveness 
- Canard Off 

Configuration - In Ground Plane
 























































SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX 
PLOTTED 
COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS 
TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES 
Elevon 'Effectiveiess Engines E-34 On - B Elevon Effective- 175-178
 
In Ground Plane - CANVTR = 10 Degrees ness.
 














Effect of Aft Shrouds In Ground Plane B Configuration 193-196
 
Effect of Ground Plane - tanding Gear On B Ground Plane 197-200
 
3B-15B-lEffect of Flow Simulation In Ground Plane 
B Flow Simulation 201:2o4
 
Effect of Flow Simulation In Ground Plane B 	 Flow Simulation 205-208
 
for DC = -10, DE = 0 Degrees 
Effect of Flow Simulation In Ground Plane B Flow Simulation 209-212
 
for DC' = DE = 10 Degrees
 
Effect of Flow Simulation In Ground Plane B 	 Flow Simulation 213-216
 
for DC = 10, DE'= -10 Degrees 
Effect of Flow Simulation In Ground Plane B Flow Simulation 217-220
 
for DC = 10, DE = -20 Degrees
 
Effect of Flow Simulation In Ground Plane B Flow Simulation 221-224
 
for DC =10, DE = 0 Degrees
 





Effect of Flow Simulation In Ground Plane B 
for DC = 15, DE = 3 Degrees 
Effect of Flow Simulation In Ground Plane B 
for DC = 20, DE = 10 Degrees
 
Effect of. low Simulation In Ground Plane 
 B 

for DC = 20, DE = 0 Degrees
 
Canard Off Configuration 
- Flow Simulation B 

In Ground Plane for DE'= -20 Degrees
 
Canard Effectiveness at Take-Off Thrust, B 
DE = 0 Degrees. 
Elevon Effectiveness at Take-Off Thrust, -B 
DC = 10 Degrees 
Canard/Elevon at Take-Off Thrust B 
Effect of Flow Simulation in Free Aib B-15B-1 B 
Effect of Flow Simulation in Free Air B-15B-1 B 
Effect of Flow Simulation in Free Air B-i5B-1 B 
Effect of Flow Simulation in Free'ir B-15B-1 B 
Effect of Flow Simulation in Free Air B-15B-1 B 




































TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES 
.Effect of Flow Simulation in Free Air B-15B-l B Flow Simulation 277-280
 
Effect of Flow Simulation in Free Air B-15B-1 B Flow Simulation 281-284
 
Effect of Flow Simulation in Free Air B-15B-1 B Flow Simulation 285-288
 




Canard Deflection With Flow Simulation in Free B Canard Def a.. 293-296
 
Air for DE - 0 Degrees
 
















Increment Due to Elevon Deflection B-15B-1 F Alpha 315-317
 
Increment Due to Canard Deflection B-15B-1 G Alpha 
 318-320
 
Increment Due to Aileron Deflection B-15B-1 H Alpha 321-324 
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX 
PLOTTED 
COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS 
TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES 
Increment Due to Elevon Deflection - Canard F Alpha 325-327
 
Off Configuration 
Increment Due to Elevon Deflection in Ground F Alpha 328-330
 
Plane, DC = 10 Degrees B-15B-l
 
Increment Due to Canard Deflection in Ground G 
 Alpha 331-333 
Plane, DE = 0 Degrees B-15B-l
 
Increment Due to Elevon Deflection in Ground F Alpha 334-336
 
Plane Canard Off Configuration
 
Increment Due to Elevon With Flow Simulation F Alpha 337-339
 
in Ground Plane, B-15B-1 DC = 0
 
Increment Due to Canard With Flow Simulation G Alpha 340-342
 
in Ground Plane, B-15B-l DE = 0
 
Increment Due to Canard With Flow Simulation G Alpha 343-345. 
in Free Air, B-15B-l DE = 0 Degrees 
Effect of Take-Off Thrust Added to Coefficients - I Elevator Deflection 34&349 
G.P., E34 off 




'Take-OffThrust Added to Coefficients - G.P., I Canard and 354-357
 
E34 Off Elevator Deflection 
Take-Off Thrust Added to Coefficients - G.P., I 358-361
 
Canard Off, E34 Off
 
SUMMARY DATA PLOTDEX 
OE CIERTS CONDITIONS 
TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES 
Take-Off Thrust Added to Coefficients - G.P., I Elevator Deflection 362-365 
z34ao
 
Effect of E34, Take-Off Thrust Added - G. P. I Engines 	 366-369 
Cruise Thrust Added - Free Air - Canard Off, I Elevator Deflection 370-373 
E3 ff 
Cruise rust Added - Free Air - 34 OfTf I Elevator Deflection 3yT-377 
Cruise Thrust Added - Free Air - 334 Off I Canard and 3r8-381 
Elevator Deflection 
PIOTPED CoEPa R SCHEDULE: 
(A) 	 ML vs. ALPHA, ML vs. CD, ML vs. i/D & (r) CR IM,02 & CA vs. EEZV I
 
CLvs. CM Cr CL Y&CS. ALPHA 
 (G) Cupan&CAvs.cNuvTa 
(B) 	 CL vs. ALPHA, CL vs. M, CL vs. L/D & 
CL vs. CnM (H) CA, CY, CIN & CSL vs. AlOGN 
(C) 	 CY, CA, CSL, CL & CD vs. ALPHA (I) CL, CA & CT vs. ALPHA
 
CL vs. CT4 CL vs. CL4
 
(D) 	 C,, CLK & CSL vs. BETA 
(x) 	 CL, CDn, GI, L/n, &CAB vs. Fow 
Notes: 
I. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
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moment coefficients, angle of attack, and uideulip angle 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B19, 321 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: B19 is the basic bodyfor the B-15B delta wing
 




DRAWING NUMBER: FW ZA-213
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length (to T.E. of wing WI0) 229.7 ft 48.248 in
 
Max. Width 32.25 ft 6.772 in
 
Max. Depth (F.S. 57-823) 37.49 ft 7.873 in
 




*Max. Cross-Sectional(F S. 57.823) 1059 s.Tt. 46.7 sq. in
 




Base 998 sq. ft. 44.011 sq. in
 
* Wing off fairing 
45
 
MODEL COMPONENT: WING w10 (SEE FIGue a 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic symmetric delta wing with sharp wing tips, split
 
elevons and has a total of 4714 ft2 full scale exposed area.
 



















Diehedral Angle, degrees 

























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
-W.P. of .25 MAC 



























*us. Sta. of .25 MAC 

l.P. of .25 MAC





















































































MODEL COMPONENT: Wing W14 ( EE wU19 :0 












P1 anform, 8623' sq.ft 380.3 sq.in. 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent) 17 9.4 in 30.440 in
 




Taper Ratio 	 0.109 0.1059
 
i° 	 3°










Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge --	 "_5 








Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 1291.0 in 22.593 in
 
Tip,.(equivalent) _36 inin 2.64 

MAC " "86.4 	 in 15.215 in
 Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 	 3104 5V.337
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 1722.02
 











Area 	 5218 sq.ft 2302 s.ir
 
Span, (equivalent) 	 773 n .9 0 in 
7___7297 2.294Aspect Ratio 
Taper Ratio . OA..o 
Chords 
Root 1.6L. 
Tip & _ P-3 in14AC 	 68. n1.952 in. 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC l2io 	 884
 
U.?. of .25 MAC. 	 1255 






MODEL COMPONENT DATA-WINGS 
Model wings denoted W15., W16, and W18 all have the same geomeTric aata w.tn 
the following descriptions denoting tir differences: 
Wing Description 
W15 Clipped delta wing with conical 
(mean chamber line designed for 
Ref. Dwg: WT-7rIO55. 
camber 
a C of 0.215) 
w16 	 Clipped delta wing wit'h conical camber (mean
 
chamber line designed for CL of 0.350).
 
Ref. Dwg: WT-71-105126. 
W18 	 Clipped delta wing with symmetric airfoil. 

















Planform 8623 sq. ft 

Wetted
Span (equivalent: 1739.4 	 in 30.440 in 




Taper Ratio o.1059 0.1059
 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 20 2 
Aerodynamic Twist! degrees 00 00 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 5 . . 
Trailing Edge 00o0 
_ 




Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 1291.0 in 22.51 in
 
Tip, (equivalent) .1 .8 Iin P.,i9__in
 
MAC 869.4 in 154 51n-
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1zo4 54.37 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 1173 .o5
 









Area 5218 sq.ft :2 _a.
 
Span, (equivalent) 1 n80
 
Aspect Ratio 2.294 2.28
 
Taper Ratio 01360 o.16o 
Chords 
1007.5 in 7.64ginRoot 

Tip 168 in 2.394 in
 
MAC T2.6 in 11.952 in.
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 3256.884
 





Delta wing with a curved §nd cambered leading edge.
 


























Diehedral Angle, degrees 0.0 0.0
 
Incidence Angle, degrees 39­_o 








Sweep Back Angles, degrees-










Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 1291.0 22.593 in
 
Tip, (equivalent) .7o.0 i.0 i
 
MAC 
 79.2in 15.386 in 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC,
 










Area 5070 sq.ft .5 
Span, (equivalent) 133 in, P.980 in 
Aspect Ratio ...








Tip 0.0 0.0 
MAC __ 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC .....
 







MODEL COMPONENT: 	 VERTICAL TAIL V7 (5EG FISOeE I,_ 
Basic vertical tail of airfoil section NACAoO22-64W(OD)GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 

DRAWING NUMBER: ZV-2!3 (sheet 2) 
'DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area 1228 sq. ft. 54.156 sq.in. 
Span (equivalent) 4o.42 ft. 8.488 in. 
Inb'd equivalent chord' 12.O ft. 8.820 in. 
Outb'd equivalent chord 2o.89 ft. 4.386 in. 
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 14.7 ft. 3.087 in. 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 8.05 ft. 1.690 in. 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge ,35 ° 35 ° 
Tailing.Edge, 0! !o0 
Hingeline 200 20* 





MODEL COMPONENT: CAfARD C4 4 6Er F( Gtwe / 0 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic Delta Canard with 460 ft 2 (two canards) of full 
scale exposed area (10% of wing W13). Airfoil NACAO14-(6.6)(5)
 
DRAWING NUMBER:,. ZW-213 sheet 3
 
DIMENSIONS: (per canard) FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area 230 sq.ft. 10.152 sq.in.
 
Span (equivalent) 14.66 ft. 
 3.079 in.
 
Inb'd equivalent chor 28.40 ft. 5.964 in.
 







At Inb'd equiv. chord .. 78 ft. 1.004 in.
 
At Outb'd equiv. chord
 








 0 o0 
Hingeline .00 0 






MODEL COMPOgENT: ENGINE E34 (SEE F(rLR" io) 
GENERAL DES RIPTION: Basic fly-back engines individually suspended under
 
the wing and body. Eight engines are located under wings W1O and W13, with
 
four more located under the body. Through airflow is-allowed.
 
The engines under -thewing are swept back 20 degrees..
 
DRAWING NUMBER: ZI-213 (sheet 2, 7 and 8)
 




Max. Width 0.805 in.
 






Max. Cross-Sectiodal ,0.509 sq.i 







MODEL COMPOENT: IOCKVENGIES Rl (SE Ft Qg it) 
GENERAL DES^RIPTION: A total of eight are located on outside ring of base 
plate. Dimensions given are for exposed model combustion chamber and nozzle. 
DRAWING NUMBER: ZN-213 (sheet 4)
 
DIMENSIONS: (per rocket engine), FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length 2.437 in. 
Max. Width (radius) 0.762 in. 
Max. Depth (radi1i, 0.762 in. 
Fineness Ratio 
Area 





























angle of attack, angle between the projection

of the wind X,-axis on the body X, Z-plane and 
the body X-axis; degrees 
sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-exis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; degrees
 
yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axie .is 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees 
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body 
X-axis, positive when the positive y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees 
air.density; Kgc/m 3, slugs/ft 3 
speed of sound; m/see, ft/sec 
Speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/see, ft/see
 
dynamic pressure; l/2P, psi, psf 
Mach number; V/s 
















wing area; m2 , ft2 






wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
lchord; m, ft, in (see ref or LREF) 
:reference length; m, ft, in.; (see 6) 
wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
base area; m , ft2 , in2 
c. g. center of gravity 
MRP MRP 
MW 
abbreviation for moment reference point 




for moment reference point 
MW abbreviation for,moment reference point 
on Z-axis 
NOM CLATRE (Continued 
Axis System General 
SYMBOL DEFINITION' 
F force; F, lbs 
M moment; M, in-l 
Subscript Definition 
N normal force 
A axial force 
L lift force 
D drag force 
y force or moment about the Y axis 
z moment about the Z axis 
X moment about the X axis 
a stability axis system 
w wind axis system 
re: - reference conditions 
Go free stream conditions 




NO CIATURE (Continued) 





Body Axis System 












axial force coefficient; FA/qS 
base axial force coefficient; 
[(Pb - Pco)/q] (Ab/S) 
forebody axial force coefficient; CA ­
yawing moment coefficient; MZJqS bref 






Common to Both Axis Systems 
pitching moment coefficient; My/qS tref 
side force coefficient; Fy/qS 
CL CL 
CD 
Stability Axis System 
lift force coefficient; FLJqS 
drag force coefficient; FDqS 
CDb CDB base drag coefficient 








yawing moment coefficient; MZ, /qS bref 
rolling moment coefficient; MX,s/qS bref 
lift-to-drag ratio; cJ% 
lift to forebody drag ratio; CJ/c 
58 
ADDITION TO TH STANDARD SADSAC NOMENCLATURE
 
FOR TEST GD/C - 58T-1
 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL S4BOL DEFINITON 
3exDCY Deflection angle of elevons in degrees
positive trailing edge down based 
upon notation: 
X = L left side 
X = R right side 
Y = 0 outboard elevon 
X = I inboard elevon 
6 DCX Canard deflection angle in-degreespositive trailing edge down, based 
upon notation: 
X = L left canard 
R right canard 




= L left canard flap 
= R right canard flap 
ELEVTR Combined elevator deflection in 
DE degrees, for split elevons 
(DEL + DELI + DERI + DERO)/4 or full 
span elevons (DEn + DERI)/2 
6A AILRON 
DA 
Combined aileron deflection in degrees,
for split elevons 
[(DEO + DELI) ­ (DERI + DEgO)]/4 or 
for full span elevons, (DELI + DERI)/2' 
6C CANVTR Combined elevator deflection of 
DC canards in degrees (DCL + DCR)/2 
6CA CANRON Combined aileron deflection of canards 
in degrees (DCL - DCR)/2 
6CF CFIiAPR Combined canard flap deflections in 
degrees" (DCnF + DC)I2 
a) FLOW 
WD6T 
Nominal total flow rate, lb/sec. 




ADDITION TO THE STANDARD SADSAC NaMENCIATURE 











is FS Flow simulatio. 





A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
end those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier.
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 




.The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens 
NASA 1SC Mr. Ray Nelson 
GD/C Mr. R. lanflisl 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­






Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 
New Orleans, La. 70129
 














-6 'A -2 0 2 4 0 a to2 19 14 s0 o eo n at '4 t 
ANG.E OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMOOL CCNFI*UROATITf 0E$SMI?,. EtYR AILRO$ RUDDER CANVT& REFERENCE IN;9RHAT1IN 
1ACl0OZ t$ 81xvC4w14 0.000) 0.000 0.c19a 't.aa StRE 3;n.3004 $0. IN4< 11 Ct?57. aAYOt21xx1V7C4W&U 0.000 UJtkv 0.000 0.00a LREF 1.156t IN1.4ACVOOI, ~- 8~S211MCAIS o 0.000 0.001.20- 00409 GREF au.SA00 in.; ACVOO. L CDLS? sar-I Sa1xtV7CIw7 V.000 010002 4.000 0.100u XNR? za.*OOV IN.4A''JOd5, 2 .tT5q$ S21AIyC4W18 D.000 Q.CQo 0.000 D.000 ThRP 0.00a IIN. 
s .o SCALE U.0175 
PAGE i 










a z e 90Q'4 9 a a - K - 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
vTA SIT SYMBOL CQFIURATIC4 DESCRIPBt!4 ELtYTR A1LRON RUDDER CAMVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1:V002, : GOLST 587-1 ZIXI VC4WA o.oo0 .000 0.000 O,U0 SREF 380.3004 S. IN 
,CZV003, L ULT 5Sr-1$ U1%ZlVYc4WSS 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.U00 LRFF 5.215P IN.
 
.ACVO04 GLST 587-1 SZIAXVTC4WI6 L.000 U.00 0.000 0.000 BREP 30.4400 IN.
 
IACVOV&,.8 GOLST 58t-1 DZIvtC4WL? 0.000 0.000 0.000 0,0u0 XKHp 33.43s0 It. 
CVOOS 4 $S 47-1 8211V1C4WI 0.000 0.00 0.000 0,00o Y$RP .000 IN. 









13-0.4 ___________ _____ __________ 
I-I-, 
.0 o1 .30". .55 .45-0G$ 05 15 * .4a .51) 
ORAO COEFFICIENT, CO
 
DATA 7 S HVOI CourlURATION VESRIPTI-al ELFVTR .1LRON RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:ACVOOZ4 ODLST 587-1 BZ$XI7C4WI 0.000 0.00 0.0vo D.006 SREF 360.3004 SQ. in 
i{cVoOA) OCLST 6T-- Bz£lv.C4wI$ 0.0cla aD 0.O0O O.OU LREF 41.2L50 IN. 
:^. .. : ngGT n7-% 32IvTC4WZ? 0.000 0,000 0.00D. 0°0up , XHAF "3,4360 IN. 














.9o .2a..........45 .5a 
CRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
>474 SET SYMBOL. Cc4NFJ0URATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILR0Nt RUDDER CANVZR RESERENCE INFORMATION 
,ACVOOZ, 





















ACV0O5, OOLST 587-1 BzlAIVTC4WIS 0.000 0.000 0,000 0.000 YMRP G.Do0D IN. 
ZHRP 3.9380 1$. 
Be TA 5$000 PCAL E0,0$ 
PA5E A 
COMPARISON OF WINGS TESTED
 
L.4 
"° T-----,, N -rr---,-rl r r-- -
II 
1.0 
- - _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-J 
fta 
0 4 a l 2 4 i 
LIFT-ORAG RAT10. L0.
 
DATA SET SYNIC CCOFIOURATICN DECqIPTICH ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER CANVTF REFERENCE IHFOR TIGN 
0.0 S 96.0 IN: 
PAGE 5
 
COMPARISON OF W NGS TE-STED 
-. 6 
-Gto - - 4 -2 u 12 It to 
-. ID-S_____UI 1:a 0 o 0ua0alGU -u$1304Sli 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. LIB 
RE0 I0 
.0 . V .... 
PACE 6 









- 0.a4 ---- '--- .__*_.5 +1 0 0 -. J -$ -. 5 -2 -3 --4 
-0. 
LUL 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
0.7^ SET SYMSCC CWMNF6RATIC4 DES"IPTI04 ELr.VTR AILRC RUDDER CANVTR REFgRENCC INFQRNATION 
I.VOVZJ 0 O LST Sa7-1 0Z2IV'M4W4 .OUQ 0.000 0.000 0.000 4REF 3so:30" SQ: IN 
4 ACV003, GV ST 587-1 821 IVTC4WIZ 0.000 0.000D ova 0. 00 LREF " zl15J IN+ 
14-PA~~~~~PC 44..... 7444 CYOI06, 00 St 507-1 BzlxlvT 4wl? 0.0co0 .000 OOg 0.000 ouXRp 33.4360 IN.
 





















.4a .03 .30 .5 .90 Is .10 .0$ .00 -. 05 -*£o -.15 -. 20 -.25 -. 30 -.35 -. 40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA S SYMBOL CONFI0VRA%14 DESo¢sPTIa £LEVTR AILEEN RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFOR4ATION 
IAcvOvz', O0L$T "07-1 021X1V7C4W±4 a.IfO 0,000 0.000 0.a0o EREF 3$0.3GO4 so. IN 
;ACVO03J a 1.ST 567-1 021ZAIV7C4W5 0.000 0.000 0,000 0.00U LREE 15.Z15. IN, 
ACVOO*, DDLS 5&7-1 821lv7C4WIO 0.000 0.00 0 0.uo SkE 30.4400 IN. 
:AgVOSS Rx0v 01.5; 507-1 caW 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000 XNRp f.4400 I 















.- . 34 23 2 2 
-
- a 2 4 a to 2 14 Is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET STN CONFIGURATION DESCNIPTICN ELEVTR AILRV4 RUDDER CANVTR 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
4ACV0V2, Q 0L$T $8 -1 an l1vc4wl4 a ,G Duo 0.ou UUu D,000 SREF 380 3004 so IN
:ACV003; IA LST 5:7-1 aZ IXV7T"*4WI5 E):Uuo 0.00 U.Uuu o ,uoo LRLF Is :21. 1 IN 
" ALE D.Ulr5
 
PAG E 9 









.0 V74- a 0 0 a F-o40 N 
-°
 
- -4 0 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 20-

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SY$8OI. II I l 2lE3Cl~iITICIA [ I k [~~ U.Bo AILG0ND.Ov 0.00 CANVTRB.Do IlAR l JNrQRMATIONIN.VA Tm CC*JFZOURATIC*4 IXJ ELEVh IJ ER REFERENCE33,36 
LACvOO2j '' G0Ls7 Ss7-I a2,xSvTc4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 $REF 3#0300* $0. ZN 
:Acvoa.J 001.31 57-1 821xIv7C4w15 0,000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF ;5.415 ZN.0A4Y 04, 0 001.7 307-1 BZIXIVIC4WI 000 0.000 *D 0.000 0,000 ORF 30.4400 IN.
 
;O8 S 5B-- 321X1V1C*W,7 11,000 0.000 0.000 0.000 X4RF 33,t340 IN.
 
Ac105j 0LS W07-1 WI 0.000 0.000 U.000 O.00 YHRp 0.0000VAIYTrC4W8 IN. 




COMPARISON OF WINGS TESTED
 








-0- 4 a- 2 4 A D 12 Be Bel 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSO, tUAI" CS+IT ELEVTR AILROU RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 










CA"Vo"4 i GBS 8- IXIV7C4Wl6 0.000 G.Gull 0.000 0.000 SRF 3G.A400 IN. 
'aV0 5 1 6DLST $87-1 S,2 XIV C4Wj8 0.000 0,000 D.000 0.000 YNRp 33.00000 IN. 
ZMRF 4.9aaa IN. 
PAGE I1I
 











2 4 1 8 20 2 4 2 

















































- - - -






;0 -I----------ANL OFATAK ALH.OERE
1 
!C2 5- ~ ll1WS000 00ufOSlBIODv 000 g10 N
 
Li i 3 0 

C A SMO IUAI P~ T tR UDR CNT EEC NCHTO 
zAVB LT 7-
 11 41 .O .D e 00 HF O . N














S0 - -. 
L.A o-. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
IPTION ELEVIR AILRON RUDDER CANVTR R rERENCE INFORMATIODA;A SET SYHS CONFIGURATICM DES$ 

CACOZ ' D T I0- SZXIVC4Wl4 0O.OO0 O. 00 0 DOD a 000 5REF 
 380.3004 SO. IN
 
, CO03 ;=SI I8- flzXlVTC4Wl5 
 0.000 O.OD : OOIF .~ t.25 N 
0,000 U.000 U.000 0.000 XmqP 33 *4 60 IN*
CY0V06, GDLST 587-1 BZiXlVC4WI? 
 ANGLE~~~AG ERE IN:
LH. 0o OOOU ulOOO0 14ATCK 









EFFECT OF TWIST INWINGS
 
1.4­
1.0 - - u1 o 1 0 z 4 e 
0.43.460 I 
LI 0.00 1 
2Cp S99 
0CU 007 
ANGLE OF A77ACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 









.. 0I . ..0 .0 . .i . IL t . . . . . . . 
-0.6 DS 00 .5 to .15.5 40 .45 .50 
CRAG COEFFICIENi. CO 
DATA 1C7 sya 
rzD0151 
CW*FLOURATIC.4 DESCRIPT1C4 










SREF 380.3auS $Q. 1M 































R N CEINFORMATION 
DTA S T SY BOL CONFIGu fi:T !ON DSCR IPTI ON 
LR F 5.15 0 IN . 
EL ETR A ILR N RUDDER CANVTR RE F 
.000 U-009 .000 
48"002, G 
0.00 0 
ST 587-1 Bz lxlv c4 4 
BREF 30.44DO In. 













-°4 .35 .30 BE) .15 .10 Us .Do -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -.20 -. 25 -. , -. 35 -,40 
PlICHINU MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SE SYMBOL COFIOURATION VE$C-IFTION E4EVTR AILRON RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INPORMATION 
BCVVDS :: GOLST 587-1 BZ1XIV7C4W18 a BUD 0.0 C1.000 C1.000 SREF 380-3004 So. INbcvuuz, 4 UBL5T 567-1 DZIAIMAW14 o:GUG 0.000 0.00 0.000 LREF 15 25 1 IN. 














-4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 ±0 12 14 is 18 20 22 24 2 






























$Rep 30D.04 60. In 
LREF 15.2150 IN. 
SRLF 30440J I". 
XNRP 3.4360 IN. 





A 0. 03 
PAGC 19 
________ 
EFFECT OF CLINICAL CAMBER 
r COEFFICIENT. COrri---~~~~~~~~O A r Y-r~-t-~ -rr------- Vt 7 r--- r 










n-s 4D S 197 W__74__Ua 
a 
.0 0 a
0 ft r 4__o.4 U N 
.2P 33400 I (S a000 z 
0.0 -0.00 CAL 0_17
 
I.- 2 






























-0. 0 '*'" l - -l - 4I-~4 4-i-s-'- -4-ft4-I±4JJ -I-.1.4- .A.L.L l 4.t.LS .JJ.tL .e. .L.L~ *~'" .X.L 
.4 .35 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -.15 -. 20 -.25 -. 30 5.35 -. 40 
PITCHING MONENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
ATA ACT SymahL C164VRATIj DESC*WTICt, ELEVTR AILRCO RU0DER CAtVTR RFERENCE IFORATzoN 
CDCVODS,0 GDI.*T 587-1 21(1V7C4418 U.000 0.000 U.01o 0.000 SREF 380.3004 So. IN 
C8CV003, ODLST 587-1 BZIAIvc4W 5 0.0G 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF I5.2l$ IN. 
:sCV00t, 0 OOL$T 5$7-1 S ixIVZc4WIO 0.000 0.0001 0.000 0.0030 BREF 30.D0 IN, 
X4RF 33,4360 IN. 
YHR 000 IN, 
ZmRF 3.93119 IN, 
SCALE , 0175BETA 0.00 
PAGE 22
 










ANGL E OF ATTACK- ALPHA. OEGREES 
-0.F $0.400 1". 




 SCALE 04}1 2 
PACE 23 






C-)' l 1 * , t I l l l l l I d l . I I
 











EFFECT OF CURVED AND CAMBERED LEADING EDGE
 






z ~ l = t l f * l I ] 1 1 Iv , I l l l I l f 

*0.e-­
_A. 	 .... . A 
-10 -.8 -6 -4 - a 2 * 8 06 	 L2 14 1 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO, L/O
 
0AiA 347 $400 4FIOURATI4I E5SCRIPTIOa 	 ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INrOPHATION 
tOCVD0G S - *7-1GDST 821XI4W18 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0D0 SREF 380.300% 30. IN
rV006, DoLST 587-1 821Vl1VC*W7 	 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 	 LREF 1'21oO IN. 
OREF 30.1400 IN. 
XNRP 33.4.60 AN. 
ZNRF 3.938l0 In. 
OTA 0.000 	 SCALE a.0075 
PAGE 25
 






-0.6°.... .... , 
-0. 
301W--.--fl 054 
XMR 336 43 IN 
-0.0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. GEM 
DATA OCT £?HDOI CCNF41UfitIC DtOCRlflZIt tIEVTR A1LRON)fl F CANVTR REFER~ENCE IKFOR$ATIQN 
laCVOO$s 6CLDSr, 50T-1 3z1x1Y2'C4WLoL.0 0.0 00 0.01 53.000 SRWF 380.3!0. $0. IN 
8DCV006, ODLST 587-1 8t$XIVC4WLZ 0.00 13.0030 0.000 0.000 LREF 15 21n IN: 
DREP 40.4400 IN. 
0 0.... 00 I 
ZNRF 5,9380 IN-. 
- TA 0.00 SCALE 0,01,5 
PAGE 26 






ANGLE OF AITACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
 
BREF 30 44UU IN. 
ZMRP 3400 IN. 
PAGE 27 









:S VOO4 , L. 4DL@r 6a7-z IxV/c4WIO 0-158 TIE IN RON G. .Duo0-n .NBC 0,000 SREF 34a.0704 sq. ilk 




' P GE -28
 






oLYR 	 ALO UM CNT EEEC NMAFO 
OsS ,V 4 - C4 j - 5 I n RV 

. o . 0 .10 R F 3 3 0 0
2V 6 6 ­ z x v c w 60 













COMPARISON OF SELECTED W17 AND WIO 



















- 0 . 2 ,
zj
 
- ae- 4 z 0 a A4 6 a to 1z 14 16 to 20 22 24 ge 
ANGLE (IF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
 
C A SET SYMS& CONFIGURATION DE$ChjTICN ELEVTR AILRONI RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1ACY010, GDLST 507-1 S IXlV7C4E3Wi6 OUbu D.000 0.009 O.DLU SREF $80.3U04 SQ. IN 
.ACvV4 4OLT 687-1 S lAIVT4Wl6 0.000 0.000 0.09a 0.000 LREF 15.Z15& IN,
'ACVV27, ID.5 507-1 Z UBTZAAWIVW16 CANARD OFF 0.000 DQbuD .oO O.Dou BREF 30.4400 IN: 
f 00O07 GINT 587-_ 82XIV7C4 U.Quo 0.000 XMRF 33.A660 IN. 
BETA 0.009 SCALE U.0175 
PAGE 31 




. . . .'' " .. ... f... .. 4'... ' " 

'-I 






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 


















































 ,. E- 11 J,: .. ........ .. .
 
-4. '' 4 0 i 1. ' -
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCkIFTIC ELEVTh AXLRON RUDDER CANVTR 
 REFERENCE IWORNATION
 
ACVVI~ Q4DL$T 587-4 £lXlVvAC4E 
 6 0.010 0.000 . 0.000 6RSF 380.31304 SQ, IN 
aAVO4DATA NOT AVAILABLE FO*R ALL. CWNUITiC*U5u U 0.000,U2 .00,2 1.2F N.0.0002 IS?34CLST 64 AV7WI61 507- CANARD OF' 0 .00 0.00 0.000 0.000 PREF 30.40Q IN.D"40.T 587-I sZIxIVTC4 0.030 0.100Q x4141CAIVO, L 40"T 5W7-1 s2$xIV7 33.430 IN.0.00 VMRF 11.0000 IN . 
,ACV004, Z0,-, 5"7- 57141 214W 3.04A0 IN. 
BE A 0.0DSCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 33 








-0.2 0: :u g VDu LE N 
CAAD F MN Dm 0Go a o B 3.40 N 
21Ly4060 :0 "- " N 
- ,005 .20 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .4G .45 .50 
DRAG COFPFICIENT. CC -.
 





se A -I ~'0 ? 4~ W60)0 000 00 000 sRLE Sa.30 $. I 
547-I ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .0~~PCAF ±a: 34XfCWO0000)0040n 















-0. .0 .00 .0]5 .10 .15 .2D .25 .3u .45 4 . .50 
ORAG CSOEFFICIENT, CO 
- AILROM BUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMAHTIONELEVIRCATA SEI SYMBOL CCNFIGURA71W. DESCRIPTION 
a~Von1 0.00 Cigna0 .000OO SRCF 3&0.3094 So. INH
 fAV00 GDLST $87-1 02IXlVTC4E3A4fG 
r*ouu O.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 1; 21;0 IN.
 tACWO" , OOLS..T581-1 B21 IV'C4w fi 

uQUU0 U.00 OR 50.*400 IN.
CNROFZACVDIT, 4a(eLST$8l7-1 BZ IXIW67.00 9.0 
0,0 0 YMR P 0.0000 IN.
 OGLST $87-1 x V 'i
















.05 . .05 .10 .15 ZD0 .25 .30 135 a4 .45 .50 
ORAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
DATA j SYNBOL CONF;URATICH CESCkIPTIO 	 ELEVR AILRO3 RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.01)( SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN
 
cvlo' OOLDST 567-1 S2IXIV7C4E34WI6 
A CV004, DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CODITIOS 0.000 0.000 U.000 0.000 LREF 15Z IN,
 
ILT 214ITi16
:.Cv T7 	 11-- CANARD OFF 0.000 U.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 30.4400 IN.Acvo-z 11L$ 58,7-1 D1X_74 	 0.009 O._o_ XRF 33,__60 IN,
 
0.000 YHRP 0.00130 IN: A aOs OOLST 187-1 021XIV7 
















CFF AILOON AU00E CANVIR REFZRUC IN RATXOM4 
0 ozr $t1ICOQ tt'7CA4WI$ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 00Cr Z00.a004 4Q. MN 
MAvO4 L vtLT r0T' 821lz1Y1C4W±6 0.00s 0.000M 0.000 0.000 LR~s Is5~~ 
o.V*,DLtt 50?-1 SS$xsV7$ 
CAT. v: 7ThoDk. C19tet fiATLON DCE6CRjFTIC. 
CANAOFS0"' 0.000 0.000 0.0013 0.1110 BREF 3 t4-013 IN. 
l o.$t ser-I $ZZIVlCA 0.00 0.003 XMRp 3430N !N, 
;A:VOns, 14S 82ttl Y IN.tLsl" 587-1 0.0000 






BODY BUILD-UP TO CRUISE CONFIGURATION
 
0.4 






REFERENCE INFORMATIONELEVTR !LRON RUDER CANVTR 3SO.3U0A SQ. IN
DECITIO 000 0.000 0.000 SREF
PAT. SET SYMBOL VFIOU*ATI4 B2jXjVTC4EJ4WlG 0.00O0AC00 DLST 687-1 
0.000 30.4400 IN.a.000 O.oa D.000 BREVCANARD OF"$ IN.,.CV{OIT, 3 S7-1 szlAvWoI 0.000 0.000 XMRP Z3.4360 CACVU7t, acLST 587-2 52&XIVZC4 0.000 0.000 IN. 
ACVoOO, C.OCLBY587±1 S2±IYZV ZNEl 3,9300 IN. 





BODY BUILD-UP TO CRUISE CONFIGURATION
 
2,4 












-00°44., ..... L..4.I4.4..Lk...4..... 4L4..L.t.4t LL. .L. ....L..,. 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. LID
 
CATA SET SYnSo Cc*FIOURATION DESCRIPTIC ELEV(R AILRON RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 





,ACVOI?, DLST 50Z-1 BZIXIVTWI6 CANARD OFF 0.000 0,000 0.000 D.o00 BaRF 30.440D IN. 
;ACV0Os, *DLST "T-1 59IXIVTC4 U.000 U000 XRP 33.4360 IN. 
iACVOOSk 4DLST 58?-3 821XlV1 V.00 YNHR 11.000D IN 
.. V4O9s 01T 5874 S6ti ZRF 3.s380 IN. 
BETA 10.000 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 39 
BODY BUILD-UP TO CRUISE CONFIGURATION
 
- ~ .0 U00-. -. 04--- U -1 .9 -&S -3 -5 --
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLH
 
!.vvlv r LST 567-1 0ZXlV7C4E34WIro a0 aD plul 0 0 00 0.0 SREF 380 30D. SQ. IN 
€ 1 az tXVIvywif CA-NARD OFF 0.000 0.000 0o000 0.000 BREF 30.4400 IN. 
PACE 40
 
BODY BUILD-UP TO CRUISE CONFIGURATION
 








PITCHING MOM]FENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 














;. cvao irZ A cv 13 0 1 , GASD~T W l-1ULST 567-1 
I 
PITCHING PIIENT COE1FICIENT, CLM 
w aV wW 0.000 0.0,fl fl r c 0 2 0 .000O~~~t57R Sa- gnv 
.0 
BEA 6.00SCALE 




IN.  . 
IN. 
42 








G -4 - 0 2 4 6 0 1 19 1 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK,_ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOLI CC*F;(URAIICN OESCkIPTICN 9LEVTR AILRON RUOER 
IACVOLO-01T 0,-1 SaXIVrC4Ea4W6 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4AVO4., R DLT 5:87-I B21x1V7Q4WI6 O.0o 0.000 U.000 
ZACOI;7, 0 LstT 5$7-1 X21IVN6 CANARD OFF 0.000 0.000 D.A00 
CAV0O7j I] oT - DZ1XIVC4 OOU0 
(A.yOOS, 4OLST 587-1 BZIXIV? 0.000, 
9jC .I0LZ7 S -1 NSA&F 







g0 22 24 2 
REFERENCE INFORATOo 
SRF 300.3004 30. IN 
LREF :5.2 , IN,
SREF 30.44G IN. 
x3RP 33.4360 IN. 
0,0000 IN. 
3.93 0 IN. 
0.011IS 
PAGE 43 
BODY BUILD-UP TO CRUISE CONFIGURATION 
.4 







OAAt Sm - 4 2 4 6 3 1 0 t 14ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 18 20 f 24 23 


































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
IAYOD, OLST SST-1 DZXIV7C49J4WI6 0.000 0.000 0.00 O.DCO SREF $80.3004 SD. IN
A V V D A DA T A NOT A V A I " L E F OR L L C O D IT I O S El . U UP O. O U D 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 L R E F 5 . 15 0 I N . 
CV .-- --- LST ------- 7-- XI-0--------------------------­
tAV09,zliZMRF_ 4LT 67t 3.9380 IN.
 
BETA 10.000 SCALE 1).0175
 
PAGE 4 
BODY BUILD-UP TO CRUISE CONFIGURATION
 
. ..........
_ _ _. 







-'z. -. o2 ' ' 
4 6 J , A 1 . 1ci. it s go 22 Z4 2 610& k~.,ATA 
DAASET SYMBOL CCHFIGURATIVt.' DESCRIPTIONI ELEVTr AIERON RUDDER CAI$VTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.ACVOIO$ C' GS 5@T-1 8ZIXIVTC4ESWS.6 0.000 U.000 0.000 01000 SuEr 380.ZU04 SQ. IN 
rACVOO4J L GOLST bOT-1 O2IhAIV7C4WbS 040D D.000 0.000 0.0011 LREF I5.21$D IN. 
ACVOI7j G.; SZtflVTWIS CANARD 0FF 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 30-.400 IN.DLST 587-1 BRE? 

,aCVOO j GOLST SOT-: 821X1V7C4 
 0.000 0.000 XNRp 33.4.$0] IN.
I ACVDOO 00LST S0T-1 OZIXIVY 0.000 ThRF 0.0000 IN.
 


















- C - ? 0 2 4. 6 8 10 12 14 " 16 16 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATIN DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILcO RUD ER 
0.000 0.000 0.00D SREF 380.304D 50, IN
3AcValo'0 GDLST 587-1 B21XIV7C4E34W16 0,000 
£,000 o.o 0.0o 0.00D LREF 15.ZI59 IN,ZACy0O4, Ll GDLST 507-1 SSIXIV7Z4W16 0.0D0 0.GO 0.000 EREF 50.4400 IN.1ACVOIIS 0DLST 507-1 DZlXiVzn6 CANARr OFF 0.o0 60.61 621X1V7C U.000 33.4360
cA¢cv0. " 57-  0.Do XNRF IN.
 
0.000 Y$RF 0.0000 ' CVO008, OOLST oar-$ 82XIV7 
ZNR? 3.0380 IN,












-. D2 I- I
 
a.2 4 - a I i 24 16 is 20 22 4 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIOURATICN DESRPTIC ELEVTr AILRON RUDDE CANVTr REFERENCE INFORMATION 
i va1o' 0 DLVT 507-1 021XlV7C4E34WL6 0.000 U.OUD D.DoO 0.000 SREF 360.3004 SQ. IN 
(.Cvv a DATA NOT AVAILABLE FO? ALL CONDTIONS U.000 0.000 aluo 0.000 LREF 15.91,U IN. 
!ACV027 D 58-1 azlxzvT CANARD OFF 0.000O .O 0.000 0.000 O REOF 0. 440 1". 
: CVO.T; GOp ::,,-I SZXV7C4 ODUOO 0.000 X14RP U.4360 IN. 
AVVVS, ODLT 567- 1 OZIX1V7 0.000 YWRP 0.0000 IN:
 












4 -. 0 
0 
22 96 
- ,t0-6 -4 ­ a to z 14 
is to 20 44 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIQN
ELE V r AILRON RUDDER CANVTR 
DATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESC-AFTIC 
NLREF 15 




s T 0:00 
 YMR 0.0oua IN
 
GDV~g 587-1 B21XI S"f, E 4.0380 IN,














-6 4 -2 
CATS SET SY"14L8. COFaXURATXON 
;ACV010) 2 60L5T fly-1 
tACV004 - LST 587-1 
*Iv0t7i 6DLST 5t-, 
Scv00r6bLST 57-1 
,ACVOOOJ QODLS7 507-1 
LtCV009. r_\ 601ST 60t-i 
IN ; TA 5.0 
0 2 4 6 8 t0 l 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DESCRIFTION ELEVTR ALRON RUDDER 
Z1XIV7C4E34W16 a.Oo 0.000 0.000 
BZlXIVlCtMO a.oo 0.so O.0DO 










D 22 24 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 380.3OC4 So. 
LREF 13.z21: IN. 
BREF 30.4400 iN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YKRP U.0000 IN. 











- -. 00 
.J 
- - 4 a-Z1 2 4 6 8 :10 1 14 11 10 21 12 14 2 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
OA T. SEIT SYMBOL, CCOF1URATION DESCRIPT ION CLEMT AILRON RUDDER CANVTR RCFERt"C IN FORMATIO 























L jVO7 GODL.ST 587:1 BZIXl VC¢4 0.ol00 GO xHne 33.4360 IN. 
MIEA l .* D SCALE V.0175 
PAGE 151 






4 4 g 
PAG-5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONBETA ELEVTRQA, SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DCSCIP~TIO 
Q:uuu 0.00a D G.O 380,31 o INO. .ODO.DD REF 

LIKa I)N UBo .0 :0 REF 31
 








MACH .. 2 - ­










-. 05 .00 .05 .10 
DATA SET5Y L CSYMBOURAIf DESCIIT1O 
' yl. G0Lst 5S.1 821X1V0C4E34W1 
;tCV011, GDL5T 587-1 8Z!X1YT4E34WI6LI 
IAACH 0.201 
.15 .20 .2.5 .0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
STA ELEVTR AILRON 
0090 0.000 0.000 





.40 .45 .50 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 3$0.30"4 SGQ IN 
,F ;,210 IN.RcEF 3D.4401 IN. 
XMR? 33.4360 IN. 
YHRP 0O.Oo0 IN. 
7NR? 3.SguO IN. 
SCALE U.0e 
PAG3E 53 
EFFECT OF ORBITER SEPARATION LINKS
 







, EFFECT OF ORBITER'SEPARATION LINKS
 








- - - -.. .... ... 
.4c .ZO2M5 4
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. "CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOQL CCNttURATI DUsCkSPT;c., LIEU EV7 A41AON RuJDER REEECE ZUPORHATIOIttCt~O,' OOLST 58r-I Vt~VCf~t 0.00 0.1000irCVaIlt oMtns 5sr-s ~ ~v411S2xv .rnJO V.0091 SREW 30 3304 10. X"oC. LinnsCcf.o 0413 00 0+000 03.605 ter IS~elfl IN,

BRSF 30.440D 1* 
DWt' 3$..0 in.YHRP 000 IN, 
ZMP 3.939D IN:3*4CO 1.201 SCALE 0.OSYS
 
PAGE =s5 









ANGLE (IFAfTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 

















so la 14 is 1 20 22 24Aa 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CT . ST SYRINX C O G AT I 
MCV12 DLS7 
tF IA G0I.S? S87-1 
V CR PT I 




LE T R 
w 
uu ou 
A LRON RUDDNE 
0.000AVtEWILu 0.000 
0.000 0.000 
RFERENCE ; ffF0R9 4T!C N 
SREs 380.30a, SO. inLEF IL 21ta IN. 
BREFXR2F 4G.44G33.360 IN-IN. 
XMRP 63430 IN. 
2MRP 3.9380 In. 
H .SCALE l- 5 
PACE 57 







-A -* -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF AfTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
VAT. SET Syn,"O CUIGURAIJOR'DESCRIPTION BETA CLEVTR-, AILRON' 
fecv~ll, : 6DLST 587-1 S@ tVC4E34W~IL2 SE. LINKS ON 0400 O.Cluo 0.000 







20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 380.3004 so. IN 
LREF 1".ZI, IN: 
30 11400 IN. 
X RMP 33.430 IN: 
ZMRP 3.938U IN: 
SCALE U0.175 
PAGE 58 
EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR
 
-J 








.... 214RF 0 IN 
ANGLE ATAC, LPADERE SCAL 

PAC-E 59 






.o0o Upo .05 .10 
TIS1SOY L € FIOURATIC DESCalpTIV 
11D GOLST W0-Z a2I 1V7C4934W6fi3 
HAC0020 .15 
A 
.20 FS$ .30 
,RAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
GETA ELEVTR AILRON 




.40 .45 .50 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
LRE A N 
HRP 33:4360 N.y.RF D.0200 1. 
ZMPF 3.9as0 IN. SCALE DIGITS 
PACE 60 













KTA ELEVTR AIRON RUDDER' REFERENCE InFORMATIONSEa SYMBOL Co rlURATIC PESZRIPTION 

teV1, Q LS 507_L ozixlv C4 Z4II 
 U."aO 0.00 0.0o 0.000 SREF 300.3004 $0. 114
 T 

Ecvalz' )%2 6 SlIT43EAR ON U.00 OO0 REaF 1 0: o&DL57 587-1 D.0 IN*




















-oD. 6 t . .1 . .,. 
-m - --. 
.40 .35 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 05 .00 -. 05 -.,0 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -.65 -.40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CIM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURIATIO DESCRIFUT4 BETA ELE Tfi AlLRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
iECVOIO, GO S 580-1 OZIXIVIC4E3AWI 0.00. 0.0 .00a 0.000 SREF 38U.30V4 SQ. IN 
ttC~V $2. 0 01.7 7-1 821flV7C4C$4wI603 0tAR ON. 0,000o 0.000 0.000 0.000 tL? 0.±F IN. 
SREF 30.4400 IN.
 
XKR 33.4360 IN. TNRF 0.0000 in. 






EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR 
UI 
~ 
r o 1 4 Is s 0 4 4 a 
-H, ANGLE OFATCK ERE
 
P~t1 L74R"B J L O XLO4 UDR RFRNEIFMA 
oz vcca U30 DOo QGO U00 Et 0.04 S.I[ O9C) 4~i o :0 0 ~v AF l~v a
:ccvoxo'~~w-$ 40 a-C43W10000 a -RO 0 6 040 N.0 

lfvl6'1 OL7571 rRO .o 'v .au 000 X ~ 346 N 
- TM4 UU I 
ZVP 330 N
 
R - -- 0--- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- ­
"--3~~~~~~PG - .- - - -- - - -- - ­-
--
EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR
 









........ a. .., Igl'.16J
4.6110 i o g49 
ANGLE OP ATTACK, ALPH'A, DEGREES 
YMRP 00 1D ,
 
PAGE 64 
EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR 
1. 
I-_ - -- -
ILI 
-J 
00 L-. .. '" 
-I 
-. 0 
PaLIcc3""5ouU-. ~p :00 UE f:z; N 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
0~~ZR 10 B a. 1 U IO 4 
R[ - INFORATIO 
PACE4:38 .atU 
ANGLE~~~AC OFERATAK5LHA 








I go 2D 24 26 z 4 6 a 1lo 1 140 6 -4 - 2 a 
ANGi-E OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
cl. uo 0.00, 0.00 (1.000 SR9F 380.4004 30. IN !A 15) -- 0L T 5 7--1 021VTC4E34Wl6 ROCKT FAIRIN OFF 

3 FERR CORE ON KINK) 11190a 000 BREF
0.000 30.4410 IN.
 GDUST 501--t V2IX2VTCAE34WI6
9.cvvl ' 0.0ouU .UU XmRp 33..360 IN:
 




EFFECT OF AFT FAIRINGS
 













ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, QEGREES
 
D.A=R 
ANGLE~~~AGuH. ERE GFA7CK 
















. 6 is go 22 24 2
-0.6 -0 4 6 8a I2 1 14 
, ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA. DEGREES
 
D , Y . 'SE $5 ¥ 
1 CV 15 *I 
C C WFGU R A TI C D E CR I FT I C 
D L ST 5 7 -1 8 2V7C4 r3 4W6 R O C ET FA IR IN G CF 
E LEVT A A LR O W 
0 . 0 .U a D 
U DDER 
O0.o u 
CARV T R 
O . UoU 
R EFE R E N C E I FO R A T I C 








FER3RYG CON "N 










.AIWU141 IOLSO03N° O 5 - .00 0 














 0 . .20! .235 
 SoI as1 
 .40 
.45~ .350DRAG COEFFICIENTC CC
 
DAA R7SYPO 03ClPIWELEVR A1LRON RUDDER 	 CANVT900L51 sot-I 81VTC4S$4W1 0 ~CXET VAXRIN6 OFF (3.000 	 RCPEtRcuI& rnrlflt050A- OfZAV7CO4olo 	 0.003 00 0.000 SREF 4600004FER? ON 	 (3.03 SQ. inCV1, 	 .0 O 0 5. 1 2 0. 5o~vo. 0, 000ieO 	 4 l0.443(3I IN.. 50CS 501-1 Bt1A1ZV7C4tStt6 	 W.P SPEF .4510AOU1, U LST 	 507-1 ERY a.0um 0.0,02 0.000 0,000 LgEFSZtX$V7C4E34IMfs StiRtOUD0 	 Z0.4450 IN.0.00a D00 	 OUU 0.000 	 MA~fP 33.436D IN. 
0NP IN..0c00ZN4RF 3.938D IN, 
SCALE A0.000. 17C 
PAK- 69 













- 605 .00 +D I0 . g}, .{ 4 4 
CRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
A ILRON RUDaER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATIOND ELVVTR $0. IN0-.T *YHDOL c,,rI6UAA-,j OC RIPTICN 
I#A(V15' GU;ST 507-1 BZVT7C4E34WI6 ROCNET FAIRING OFF OL]oa 0 O,o v D .OUD U,000 SREF 380. Qat 
IACV013, GDLST BZ.XZV7C4E34WI6 FERRY CO NE ON 0.00O0 O000 OO [,O RE 040 N5a7-1* l 






























.5 .40 .45 .50
-. 05 .00 .05 .10 .5 .20 .25 .30 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
DATA SET SY8MOt rCrIURAT1C0 DESCRIPTION 	 ELVTR AILRON RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CACVOIS Q GDLST 587-1 52VTC4E34Wl6 ROCKET FAIRING OFF 0.00D 0,09 00000 0,U SRZF $0.0U4 $tSQ IN 
(ACVfl±O, 4017 T 581 1 821xV7C4E34w5S 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.OU LREF 15.2102 IN. 
ACVO1 4, G0LST 587-1 B3ZX2V7C4C34W18 FERRY CONE ON 0.000 0.000 0.000' 0.000 BREF 50.4400 IN. 
'ACV0±4. [ ItST 587-I 82$X5V7C4E34Wi- SAROUD a 0.000 0,000 O.OO O.000 	 XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YMRP u DODD IN, 








- , 1,,,,, 
-
~~- - - I - - -
-.4 
ii 
0P. 0 . . .- - - - --- _ _ 
to 





-o -- 4 2 a 2 4 
LIFI-DRAG RATIO. L/O
CONFIOURATICo QESCRIPTiC* ELEVUh AILRON RUDOE&OtST 581-1 82tlC4 3W16 ROCKET FAIRING OFF aDo 0 ,o0V.Vo 
aAv0o*G.ST 50r11 BUIl$VTCtE4wis U.000 0.000 0.0au
'Nt07-1 D21g9v7C4Xa4Wz0 FERRY COVlE a4 000 0.000 0.0000GL1ST EUxRaCws MOiS ON 9.01 0.Wov 0,00 
0.0SCALE 
so *t 14 
CAtVTR RtFzPrnCE INFORATIO 
0.00V SRUF 00.3004 04,. 
0.000 LRSF 4S.fl5C IN. 
0413a BREF 30.44130 IN. 
O.0t30 XMRF 4SW IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 





EFFECT OF AFT FAIRINGS -r rrt rr--rfrr~r rr 






-i~~~~~HR - -, s t ,-A 4 a i nan 
S T. ' 5.000 000 .0 . W SCAvctcn4000L E 4$.015 
PAGE 73
 









10 12 4 10
-1 0 44 -
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D
 
AILRON RUODER CANVTR RCFERENCE INFORMATION2 ELEVTR OFF 0.000 0.000 0.0a Q.o00 SREF 380.300" SQ. inCDATA SET SYMBOL C04710URATION DESCRIPTION IACvoS5 OLST 5:7-4 822VtC4E34106 ROCKET FAIRING 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LFEF I5,21&2 IN. t.CvOIO, ELST 5 7-I 82XIV14E34W16 0.000 0.oo V.000 BREF 30.4400 1".0U.00*DLST 8IXZV7C4E34WI6s CA.VD", 507-1 FERRY CONE ON U00D 0.000 t.000 XNRP 33.4360 IN.;CVO*4, D*LST $-1 $1.3V7C4E34W14 SHROUD ON 0.00a Y$RF 0.0000 !N. 
ZNRF 3.9380 IN. 
SCALE 0.01A 7 
BETA 10.000 
PAGE 74 







.40 .5 .30 .25 Zo0 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. t5 .20 -. 35..LJ--. t0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
"ST SYMBSOL CCcjI URATM UESCRIFTON ELEVTR ARON RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORHATION 
$ACV015J 
ACVOSO 2 4~ILST O0LT 1-t $67-4 b21VC4E34t1b ROCKET 8flIVT434WI0 FAZRXG OFF 0.D0 o0.0a 0.000 Oo0 0.000 0.UU 0.000 0.U00 $REF LRFF aS.3004 153.?fl SQ. IN IN. 
:ACVOZ3j
:ACVO%4, U ODLSX DtST SF-1 507- 8214X2V1C4034Wf6 Bzlx3V7C434WIO FERRY CONS ONt SHROUDON U.001)0.0U0 0101"10.000 0.000 0.20A 0.003 0.D0U LIREFX$Rp Z0.440033.4360 IN. N. 
YNRi' 0.000C IN. 
ZHRP 3.938C IN. 
B&TA 0P000 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 75 













.Z20 .1.5 .20 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 W.I -. 35 -. 4o-'.40 .315 .30 . 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
0.-,A SE~fTS,'yMB .# CON'FIWURAT ORDe{(iI f.Wft ELEVTR AILIOiN{ RUODCR CANVTR REFCEN"' INFORMATION 
.[ 0.00] Q. UD S EF 360.300. SG , IN IA V}} DST 5"7 " 9zIV7C4E34Wl6 ROCKET FAIRINrG OFF 0.Dou DO.uEa 
ACY.O13, 0OGILST$87-1 ' 9,9IX2VTC4E34WIG FERRY CONE CN 0.0100 .o 0.000 6.00,U0 BRIEF 30.44DO IN. 





BEIA 5 .0011$Ae 
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-0,6 .40 5 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -.15 1.20 -oZ5 -. 30 -. 35 -. 48 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLII
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATIO DES ITION ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER CANVTR REENECE INFORMATION 
.CVO S, 6OGLST597-1 BZIVC4t34 16 RCCET FAIRIC OFF 0.001 0.006 U.Do uono SREF 3$0 3004 so IN 
CACVVDO) 4DLST 587-1 BZ$XIV7T 4E34W6 0.000 O.000 0.000 0.000 LREF l ":2H 






EFFECT OF AFT FAIRINGS
 
ANL O ATTiCz THD
 
"4 .-... . . . . ... . ,a1u. . . . . . . 
.U 00G 8.04 S.I

.IS OCS 56- ZVCEII OKTFII5OF 05o A D S 

,]
,0 OO 0.0ou LREF in.00 
.0000a UUU 30.4AGO IN, 
;ACV010 a 4OLST 567-1 82Ixv4e4W6 F B."aFIIN 0.011 













-6 - 4 a 2 4 6 A 16 22 14 16 IS zo 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
0.00 G .UU 3!0.3O04 SQ. I7 4E4WI .00 OO LREF 
Cvvl. U VLISy 6-1 SZIX3VI4E34WIS SHROUD ONJ DDo OoCIDO 01000 01000 XHRF 33.4460 IN.
 













* -4- -9 a 2 4 6 a 19 I 22 t4 15 Is to 2 24 as 
ANGLE OF ATiACK, ALPHA, CEGREES
 
LA7A $ STVYDvC C$C 71RATln CZU* 	 4LEVTR ALR0 RUDDER CAWR, REFECE INFORMNAT0IN 
:ACV015)' !D SLS1 5*?-.! A2tV7C*E34Wfi #oCtE VAIR3NO 0.cio O U .00 GO SREF 382.3=04 SO. 1.crr eso 

ZACvo1C, L CLT AZtX1V7C4934t41$ 0.00 0.000 a. 00 0D00a LREV $3.215u IN.
3 58?1 
:ACV*", 40t$8 	 57-1 B2VCZV7C4E34V16 FERRY COE CN 0.09 ,000 0.000 U U 0P WUOaPE 30.44910 IN.
 
so- ON~lC4Z1l .rgo 3.43SO
;CyC"t4j LST 	 $2&1AL M*O 4 .0 0410 0,000 X"R 1P. 




EFFECT OF AFT FAIRINGS
 







U- -. 02 
- -2 	 4 6 8 to 12 14 16 18a zu0 24 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
 


























-4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 to 20 22 4 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ELEVTR FILRON RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCZ INFORMATION071 SET SYNMOL CNFIGUPATION VSCRIPTIc0 
O.000 CIA= 0.000 O.0o SREF 300.3004 3A . IN 
IAy0j O 5 _I7- BZIAIVZC4ES4WIO 0.000 0.000 0.D00 a.000 LREF I5.2152 IN.
 
'ACVOAII, 0 LST 587-1 Bz"ZV7.3wz6 FERRY COMEON U.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 30.44U0 IN.
 
CACVO4, G0LT 5O?-$ BZIX3VTC4E34W 6 sHrOUD ON 0.000 0.000 0.00 o.UU XNRF 33.436D IN.
 
A015 '' 007- C4E34WI RoaET FAIRINO OFF0:.467 BZI 
Y$RF a.0000 IN.3.9000 IN. 
EE.0175 
PACE 82 
















ANGLE OF AITACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
Be X V7(4E4WI6 OoDOB0 .000 0.000 
s2l42VTc4E34WI FERRY COME ON 0.000 O.DO0 0.000 















EFFECT OF AFT FARINGS
 
. 2 1 -4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK , ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SIT SYMBOL C€ffFlWRA ] DESCRIPTIO ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I CV015, 2 GDLST 587-1 02197C4E34WI6 ROCKET FAIRING OFF 0.000 aUUU 010120 D.OOU SREF 3033 S.I 
Ia O Z 8~ZIlVTC4E34Wl6 0ax0q U.uo0 D9an D.00 LFEF l5.zlbj IN.AC00, DLST 587-2 
.A V013, I 4OLST 547-1 925XzvZc4934WI6 FERRY CONE 0 0.000 0.00*  .0 U.g0 BREF 30.440D IN: 
1ACV014 ij LST 567-2 5ZXaV7C4EZ4WI6 SHfROUDON, 0.000 O.Uuv 0.000 0.000 XNRP 34.4360 IN* 

























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CCNNIOURATICW DESCRIPTIO ELEVIR AILRC4 RUDDER 
QULSI 587-2 8ZJIV-.'4E4WI5 0,000 0.000 0.000 
GOLST 587-1 62iXZV7C4E34W16 FERRY CO7ON' 0.00 0.000 0.000 







LREF -20 N 
BREF 30.4400 IN* 
XMRF 3Z,40660 IN 
D.Guoo IN. 
ZMRF 3.9aso IN, 
SCALE 0.027s 
PACE 85 






Z -. o 
as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA. DEGREES 
PATA SET SYMBOL CON FIOURATION DESRITIO ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tACV010a Ll OLST 507-1 921 XI VI 4ES.4W1 0:000 0.000 9.000 0.000 LREF ICe,21- , N, 
aA;.D3OOGLST 587-1 B21XZiVFC4 .34WI6 FERRY COME ON OOO 0.0000.0 00 0.000 .O RF 30 4400 I N 
YH P D DODD IN, 
ZMRF 5.9360 in. 
PAGE 86 






- 4 -2 0 2 4 &ANGLE OF 8 1ATTACK. 12ALPHA. 14 16UEGREES 18 0 4 . 20 
VATA SET 5Y148L CCMF1GURAT1C* OESCUIFTIC BTA ELEVTR AiLRON WUOE WEFEftENCE INFONNATION 
O CE COLST $47-I 421flV7C4W14 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SRZF 380.3004 50. it' 
COVDGLSY 507-I B2IXIY7C4ESAWIS 0.000 0.000 0,0L 0.000 LftEF l5.215 IN. 
S EF 30.4400 IN. 
XMRF 33.4360 IN. 
ZIIRP i.9580 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
PA E 87 
EFFECT OF ENGINES 
1.41 





-0.4 _______________ ____ 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
0.A - SYNBC4 CONFIGURATI t DESCRIFTII aETA ELEVTR" AILRON RUDDER "RI:FERENCE INFORNATION 
f Vo, ' GDLTS7 87-1 821 tV7C4WI6 U00 Q00 0.000 D.Vvu SRF 300.300 SQ. IN 
XMRP 34450 IN. 
YHRP 0:0000 IN* 
ZHR 9$8 IN: 










DAAWVS CWGAI OSCRIPTiONWctLE ALLRON RUDDER RFERENCE NO4TN 
Z cvU DLST ga7tv 8?R%±V7c4t$ 00a 0.P00 0.00C SREF 160.300. so. ENO GUu0. 
a4LS7 OPvao 497-1 SfL/V7 4E34I4 0.000 0.000 0.00 U0013 LFtIF 15.2151 fIN. 
MRFf 30.40 IN, 
YI4RP 0.00 u"al . 
ZNNP 5.010 IN. 














-.'40 .35 .30 .25 'Zo .1 ,10 U05 .0O -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -.20 -. 25 -.30 -.35 .40 
PlICHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DAT7 S;YNa" CONFIGURATIC DESO IPTI t BETA LVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
E£cvDov Q 0OLST sar-I BZ4XIV C4Wtb B.Dou aluou DOov U 0D0 SREF 300.300" SQ. IN 























ANGLE-OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
 
DATA SET YBOL COFIURAT4L DSGIPTI f BTA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER RFRENCE INFORATIO 
R 000T 5:7- B21XIV7C4WIS 
"FIZI, O.Go 0.0 00 O.UUU 0.000 SREF 38U.3004 SA. INO"LT 57-2 BZIX2V7C4Wl6 

: O 
5.00c 0.000 UOuuO 0.000 LREaF 1.I IN.
L 5 7 - 1 5 Z X I¥ 7C4 34 WS6 

. O B 0 .0 o . DO a 0 .0 1213~B E F 
 3 .4 4 0 0 N :
 
OF VO S 
 5$X V7C4 E4 WI6








EFFECT OF ENGINES 
& 17R2 
z 
- .00~ - -" 
000 SE 8.04 S.I
 
MU- A RF 1,11

o .a .0
VS 8- Z~V74I 
ov 000 0 V .0 t± ~., PS 8-




.0 .0oo HF 3.1 IT3 111c 2 w .aZU~ I " ZXY 
.v HP 000
 





ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
P4AD IO 
~ ~ AGANGLE ~ EREOFATC92LPA~ 
EFFECT OF ENGINES 
z .04 




































6 - 6-. 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CA7A ST SMBOLt CCw4FJURATIO* DESCRIFTICt ELEVTR AILRON RUVDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8aCv067 Q DL$TI 507-1 OIX1V7C4 O.XUS 0.000 SREF 380.300, SQ. IN 
laCvO0, LODLST 587-1 8214IV7 0.UUO LPEr I,. 2I IN:
 
;CBVQO GCLS; 57-1 Bz1XIV7C4WS5 0.000 0UDO U.000 .GU BREF 30.4400 IN.
 
'8CV056j * LS7 507-1 aflxlg7wg6 oE 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 XMRF 33.4360 IN. jYMRF 0.0000 -M.













.15* .00 o1 .30 5 .40 .45 .50 
CRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
ATA SET SVABO CQQFGUAATI f* DECRIpTICU 9IVT& AILFI4 AVILDER CANVT REFRENCE IHFORHATI 
toCV007, W 587-1 0.000 SREF SQ.GLS7 J)lX&V7C4 0.000 380.3004 IN
 
EBCGDS, &9LST 587-1 921XIY7 0.D00 LREF 1,1 IN. 
:BCVOD4, VLST 587-J 92IAIVTC4WI6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 30.4400 IN. 
C¢Y056,[ U LST 087-I oa DE 0.0 0,O00 UD.000 XHRp a3.4360 IN.B~XIVTWIO G 
ZHRP 3,9380 IN.
 
TA O.g SCALE 0.017f
 
0.5 PA-
EFFECI OF CANARD WING ON AND OFF 
1.4 
1.2 




to -8 - 2 a 2 6 12 14 16 









ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER 
U2O46 
CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 












































o 42 .3 .3 2 a 1 1 0 o - 0 .1 . 5 - 2 . 5 -3 . 5 - 4 
". . - PICHN MMN CFIT, CLM~ A 
-. F :0go
 
.253 .20 ,15 .0 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. ,0 -. 05 -.C -. , -. 40£ESTAHPN1CMOMENT 
 AFILRIENT
aLODE 
IAAOCVOO7 a Y C G F5ti-, E PI8Z1XVI 
 L R A RUDD0R NC OO0.0VT R$RC 3 $01ON 
; o O v CO O L S T 5 0 - 1 O Il If l l 
- . O O . R CF i1O tO e - I.QL$7587-I
IUcvO4,; 3VO 214VCtW180.00 . ,
0.00 .00 0.*1) *ILr 1*0 14-0 I.
 
ZNRF $.9380 III.OCTa 0.000 $CALO 0.0115 
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a 4 -2 0 2 4 6 111 t 14 16 18 20 2 24 20 
ANGLE OF AITACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ELEVTR AILR RUDER CANVTR REFERENCE INF0RMATI
ZATA S7 YMbO CC#FI6URATICJ DESCtIPTICi 

SREF 300.3004 I. 

~AV~l$ &CS 57' alI~s~i DC 0 R .011 D.00 0.000 0.000) LReV- i5 SC so:
 
G fLT587-* 8zIIC4vYTWI6 DC = 0 DE 3 .001 0.000 0.00D 0.000 
tACVZIs !'> OCLST 5I-1 821X1C4VWt6 C 0 E = -10 -J(.1uo 0.000 0.000 0.000 S JN
BREF 30.440U IN.
 
= P VE 6 0.000 D000 0,100D 0.000 XMRP 33.flOO IN. 




















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
1LIVTR ±ILRON RUDDR ANVTR :fENCE INFCORIATION 
S5-i 82sx±CoyvWlttvO;, cc 0 	 CE -I10 30.000a 0 o 0.T 7587-1,LS 0a1XIladt7W 	 O0 00 $REV arw.S.I0 E = 0 u.UQ 0.000. 00 LREF 15.21S. IN. 
'gtoT ~ ?WI CCr~ atiDO a .0,0 130 0.000 0.000 BRE; 3040 N0045$ OLTI1 $ZlX4Y7W16 CC 0 CE 10 1.00 SA 0.000 40V 0.000 	 YMl4 0,0000 IN. 
ZHRP 0.9350 IN.MIA 5SCALE 
PAGE 99 
FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS B-15B-1 CONFiUURAIION
± 0 - t..... ... rrr- r- .. .. rr, .-r-...r.. 	 .r 
















6 	 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 zo 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSCL CcNFI&URATIO DESCnIFTic ELEgTR A;LRON RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.CVG21, ST 56- 82 XlC4V72 C = 0 DE = -1n -10.000 000u U 0.000 Ono6 	 REF 380.304 ". INIACVD?2j OPLST 587-1 :BZ1C4,7W16 DC = 0 Dc 0 0.000 U.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 112i IN.
ACVOZS, iLST 17-1 621LXC4V7W16 DC 0 DE = 3 
 3.000 0.000 0.0o 0.000 SREF 30.4400 IN. 
.ACVOIIA, OG.7 587-1 B2A1C4VYTW6 LIC a0 VE = 6 6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 XMRP 33.4460 IN.

cVOZ5, Es *VLS7 567-1 82X1C4V7WI0 CC U DE =10 1.090 0.000 	 0.000 0.000 YHRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 3.9380 IN, 
&TA 10.000 	 SCALE U.0175 
PAGE 190 
___ 




















.0.05 0 .15 ,0 
.25 
.4. .35 .40 
.45 .50 






01.5 547- 1 
O0S47l 









DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
9SV7 A;LAC RUBCE 
C 0o 10 -±0.000 000 0.000 
OZz 0000 0.000 0.000 BE z 000 
v BC 1 6.000 0.000 0.OU00 CC IC ±C.O00 0.000 U.900 
CANVTR REFERENC INFORMATION 
0.000 3REF JO0.0vc. SO. IN 
.00L1HI)iS NU.0-.000 0  sNEr 10.21t, IN. 
0.000 oaXp 33.4$61 IN.0.0o YMRp 0.00o IN. 















--. 00oO .05 .10 is5 .20 ' .t .50.11 45
CRAG COEFFICIEN7., CC
 
PAT. SET SYMBOL CONFOURAJC DE$ChZIla, ELEVrR AILRON RvDDgi CANVTR REFERENCL INFORMATION 
;Acvozl * , :LS1 X C V W DC = a CC = 0. . D j" E 3 $ . 9.7 -10 o O , M 3 C 04 

;ACouzz OCLST 54Z-1 bZtll4Y7WIb 
 Dc = 0 DE.= 3 3.000 0.000 0.O00 0.000 WEF ZO.4100 IN.
 
;AcVoz-" 4OLST 507-1 8ZL -4Y7Wj DC z B DE = 6 G OOD 01000 O.DOD
6 D;ODQ xHRp 3.1350 IN.
 2* 2s; PL3T 50r- a1;1X4cWWI CC - 0 CE 10 ib.UD 01,00D O.OUO 0.000 yMRF 0.0000 IN. 
TA 1.000 %LE 0,t]175 
P­









-. .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .4. .45 .50 
ORAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 






































I t V025 N 
4CV2,ST587-1 

























CTA *o.Doo SCALE U.0A 03 
PAO;, 103 








le11 14 160 2 A 6 
- so - - 6 - 4 - 2 
"LIFT-DRAGRATIO, L/O.
 
AILRCV RODER CANVTR REERENCE INFQRMATIONELEVTPDATA SE7 SymuvL CW1RATICN DESRIFTIC" 
0 .000 a,0os 0:0110 CABO LREF 5ZD IN 
667 o21 I ~v? 16 DC = 0 CE 3.0*O 0 .OOD0 0.0, 0.000D MHr U.4400 IN. 
:=022 8 4OLS- 587-1 DBtIC4VIWI6 DC = 0 QE -0 
.DZJ "05 U-t 

" 
INES 3 . VIA0 IN: 
SCALE a .0 I , 
PAGE 104 
FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS B-15B-1 CONFIWRAUON
 




- - ___--.0 

-10 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. LiO
 
DATA SET SYMaOL CC4FI6URA iCM DZSC IPi4CSt ELEVTX ' AiLRi4 RUDDER CANVTR REFRNCL INFORMATION 
.CVOZIj GDLST 587-1 BzIXIC4V7WI6 OC = 0 DE = -10 -10.000 0.000 0.00 OD .0oo SREF 380.300a S,. IN 
CACVOZj 'DLST 547-1 132XIC4vfWI6 DC 0 CE = 0 0.000 .00 Oo0 0,000 LREF 15.21V. IN. 
tACVZ2 GODLST 587-1 BAlC4VTWlS6 DC 0 DE S 3 3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 30.4400 IN. 
:ACvvZA, Q0L0T 587-1 BlAIC4VlWI6 U 0 VE = 8,000 0.000 o.0o0 0.000 XNRP Z3,4360 IN: 
:ICvo25, &DUS 5750-1 82AXlC4VW16 DC r 0 DE = 0 10 .0o0 0.000 0.o000.000 o Ov YMRF 'N.
 




















"7 SET S""S" COFI URATIOM DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER CANV7R REFERENCE 
a 0 D.000 LREF 515,5 IN. 
ZACV03 S -I 82II4V7Wlfi D = 0 
4MG2* 587-1 BZIXIC447WI6 Dc z DE--= O.UU U.ODP U.000ST 
DE = 3 3.000 D.Doo0 .000 0.000 BREF 30.41ov IN. 
:VQ03 DL 501 " B211IC4VTWIG De = a ve = 6 GAU 0.00 0.000 0.0OO,00XMRF 33.4360 IN, 




,,, ..  -r...r-----r,-....-r-r. -. ... ...B-15B-Irr CONFIuURA[lON- n. .r . .FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS 









-tA4 .35 .50 .25 .0 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -. 20 -. 95 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
















































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SE SYMBOL CONFI"RATION DESCRIPTIO ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER CANVTR 
15.21bz IN.
 
ZAc az, DLST 687-1 slIxIC4V7WI6 nC = a DE 3 3.0 0.000 .Ov 3.36 N
 
'ACVO2/ Ll a8-B1XIC4i7W f, vC a DE 0 o.o 0 .000 0.000 U,.UUoOU LREF 







FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS 
















..... ..... LA... 

.40 3D .23 20 *S .1 .00 -. 0S -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -,30 -. .4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 








$2±x1C4,7wi0 DC DC 













































SOTA 10.000 SCALE 041t73 
PAGE ]09 
OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS B-5BI ONFIbURATIONI F 
0.4
 
- 0.4 L__ 
-. 2 0 9 4 * a 10 1a 14 1o 10 go za Z4 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SET $YMI004 CONFIURAIOi CESCIPTCIM oTA EEVfTR jCttO VERO REFERENCE INFOaNATIQN 
QAgtZ GD4ST 587:1 521X1C4V7W16 oE z-5 DA D 000 '501 ~.U 1.0 ~F t040 Q 1 
ztCY0*t, a 001.51 547-I StU.IC.7W1 CC 0 DL 0 0:000 0.000 0.000 G090 UKtW 15.z4sc slot 




SCAI.E 0.0ir5WAN 0.201 








AA IGRA$T yb)L-¢( ¢SFT TA ELEYTI DELO DEH REFERERC INFORMAT40N 
; V4 GOLST 587-1 822II4~vT ls BE =-5 VA = 0.0cu -5.00a _10. o U -1 0, oo SREF 30D 3G04 sa . In 




ZMRF 3 .9360 IN.
 
PAGE III 







-- 0.4 ______ 
-0 .62 0 A - 2 a A 6 a in 12 14 16 
LIFT-ORAG RATIO, L/D
 













CE r-5, CA = 
C (2v 0re 









































-0.0 C - C 
IDVOZL$ 5*T-1 54IAICmv #Ib CE -5 CA = 0 OoOuO -5AD00 0 .
T O 10 .0~ 00 SREF 3 0 .400 IN. 
YHR- 0000 IN:
 





INBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS B-151-I CONFIGURATION
 
. ....
L.6 ,I .. ... ... .. , . , .. . . ..
 











-,- -• -2 a 2 A a leI 12 LA $4 la 20 2z 24 26 
ANGLE OF A~iACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
D T. SET SYMBO CONFI&URA-liC DE$CRIFTI BE TA ELEVTR DELI QEI REFERNCE INFORMATICN 
/AVD3 S T 507-1 aztxlc4V?Wlo ve =-b DA = 0 0.000 -5 .00 -10.000 -10 000 $RE 400.3004 SQ. IN 
E "022," &DLST 58r-I BZIXIC4 ,7W10 OC = 0 DL = 0 0.000 () Vua 13 00 0:000 LR 1 5. 15c. IN. 

















-.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 Sb5 .40 .45 .50 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
BE TA E LEi-R DELI DERI REFERENCE INFORMHATION 
:ACOa5J OCLST 587-1 WIXLC4V7WlG c CA 0.000 -10.601 SREF SQ. IN 
DAT. SET Sfl4OCL CC*471005AT1C* LZSLAIFTZI4 
CE -5 0 -5.000 -10000 3$0.300 

;ECVfl. ODLST 507-1 BzIxICYWI6 DC z V CE = v 0.UC0 0.000 -0.00o 0.000 LREF 1.215i IN.
 









INBOARD ELEVON-EFFECTIVENESS B-15B-I CBNFiUURATION
 
... ... . ... . . ..... . . 







- 0.4 I RATIO, 
-0.6 1. 1 I. . 
V I
 




- HAC -AL 4 -2 2 4 8 
LIFT-CRAG RATIO. LID
 





Bgt lC4Vfl 1S 
0Z1A±CSV7WE6 
DCC 

















XHRF 3,60 SN. 
YHRF 0.0000 IN. 
•ZMRP 3.9380 IN. 
.FI SALE DAC$ 










- LVR UL EI REEEC HONTO 
-C 03 Ls : -,------------ W 414 7I0.04 E Z 5 D 
uou -0. 
- N 
.40A .SOi .25 c5.0 .5 0 .E0 v co0 - . U0 .0 .I0 -. 20. NUN 
.S .5 
-4 
AC :>3 4CLEST 6.7-1 $2±Aic4VTWI6 UE :5 DA 0 .0.:000 











FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS - CANARD OFF 





-0.6 o0 12 14 10 1 0 24 *0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CC*I1URATICN DESCRLFZC BE TA ELEVTR AILROJI RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
AcVOSZI Q CDL$T 587-$ $21X1 V7146 OE = 20 0.000 -20.000 0.0n0 a0.000n SREF 380.300. SQ. IN 0 
zAVt 5 Ll 4DL7 587-1 Bzlx~vJwZ6 CE = -10 0.0bo -±0.00 0.000 0.00 LREF 15.213 IN. 
IACVOSOJ 40DLS1 587-t szixlVIW&6 OE = 0 0.0 0.000 OOo 0.000 BREF 30.4400 INt 
CACVOS54 DL.7 5$7-1 f3Z3lAV7W15 LIE 6 0.000 6.000 0.000 0.000 - IxNR 33.4360 IN. 
8.CVOS DsLS7 587-1 BO1AIV7WIf DE - 10 0.00 ic.000 0.000 U.000 YnPF 0.0000 IN. 










* 0.0.6 r . . 










0 .05 1 
cNi0URtATl ZScAI;T;i.y 
GCLST 567-1 ZII1VIWI6 
0DLST 587-1 8ZIIV7116 
0D1ST 567-1 5214V7WI6 
001.57 507Sa BzIxIVZWIO 







.25 all S. 
I 
DRAG COEFFICIENI, CD 
BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
-20 G.000 -20.000 0.000 
-10 0.U0 -10.000 0.000 
0 0.000 O.'3 0.000 
6 0.000 6,000 0.000 









SREr Sail 0So, so. IN 
UREF 15:.241 IN. 
BREF 30,4400 IN. 
fliRt 33.4360 IN. 
YMRF 0.0000 *N. 
ZNR*' ,.93S IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
PACE 11 
FULL SPAN ELEVN EFFECTIVENESS - CANARD OFF 











-0 o - 4 6 a 10 l 14 &6 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D
 
















































Z2t53V L$7 587-1 721XV716 DE - 1o .O00v 10,000 0.000 0.00 YMRF D.00G IN. 
ZMRP 3.9380 IN. 
HACH O.0ol SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 120
 
FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS 











.40 .35 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .0B .00 -1.05 -. 103 -. 15 -. 2 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT., CLM
£AT; SET SYMBOL CCWFIURATICN CESCRIP1 
-. BTA LtEVTi AILRON RUDDER$ACVO52. ' REFERENCE INFORMATIONODLST 587-1 
 e D21xivy-.e .-0 0 -Zu.0UD 0,000 
- 3d0.30C4 ,Q. ,NO4t7 507-1 82z1xVtlIe DE44CV056. 40L5T 507-1 8?LXIV7Wl 6 DE 
-.
a 
10 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.100 LEF 15.2;o0 IN.0.000 0.CU0 0.000A0..4, 0.000 8REF 5.4400 IN.p t 58- BZlX'iWI6 De jd 0.0110 
.aO53,'CLS( .000 0.000 0.000 XNRF 33.4360. IN.$0':1 5ZLAlVrW16 DE to .0c0 0.000 0.000 0.00o YmRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRF 3.S380 IN. 
SCAL E 0.0175 
PAGE 121 




0o - - ........ 

. . .. '..... . . . 
0.4
 
- , -4 - 2 0 a 0 1 4 1 ge R4 2€6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 














BvoaT 2 "CLS; '5:GRAI D SCRIPT - ELEVTR AILRC RUDDER CANVT R REFERENCE INFORMATION 
;OV# @LT57-1 BZIXIC4V7W1G OC = = ,0 .O 00 SREF0O GE O -10.UU0 380. Vvl So. IN 
......Z -: D L T 5:7-1 BzlxIC4VTWl6 OC = E:. .O ,O oO 0DS .000 LREF IN.O Z 1,1
571 BIXCY I 5C= DE 0 0.0,00 0.000 0.000[O~y27/ " $ 50-1 5.000 BREF 30.4400 IN.
521XlC4V7W16 DC =1U DE a 0.000 0.000 00
U.0D 00XR
VO T GOLST 587-1 82 l=c4v Twl6 VC 15 DE = O D O . O 346 N1U.000 XMRP 33.4360 IN.
~~~~4L37
ZOVD29 @ 567-1 D21IXC4V7W6 DC 20 DE 

















CA. S]at OFGRIC E~FINEE'RAIL .EUDRCNT EEEC-NOMTO 
I BZV031 :D "DLs 587-1 82lxlc4vT 16 c = -10 DE = 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 -10.000 SREF 3,80.3004 SQ. IV 
rsc .Zz, L- DLST 547-1 .2s lC,_V7WI6 DC = D cl = a n.000 QOD 0.000a(D O-ODO LREF 5 a2LRi IN. 
:" 1026, 5B-1 a z lc4vT 16 CC = 5 DE = 0 0.000 0.090 O:OOC 5.000 BREF $0:4400 IN. 
:C9.Z7 8 .. 1.5.T B2, =CVT 16 Dc Ia DE =0 O3000 0.000 0.0000 10 000 XMRP 33..360 IN. 
;9CDOZ 	 4LS7 5B7-1 925xIC4vT 1 6 Oe 15 DE a 0 .000 0,ua0 soO 15:0139 TfHF U.O0000 IN. 












- 0.4 ,-...... . .--
- .......- _ _
 
0.. 20 -.--- io. 
-.05 -1 .0-5 .5-4 
PITCHING MO1MENT COEFFICIENT. -CLMDATA SE7 $OVMQL CCNF.CURATI44 DESCkIPTC*N EL"eVTR A, "# RU.DDIER CANVTR REFERENCE iNFORATON 
SOcvo4D587-1 8 VwsDLST Ic DC Dr, 0 0.000 0.000 0.00)cocv.DLS7 517. OflXIC4flwI5 oc a =& 0 11.000 -10.000 S-EF 3t0.3004 SQ. IN0.000 0.000 0.000,L~ ±tan'0 587-1 In.lvbLS7 BZIXIC,$VWIS DC 3 pfC 0 0.000 0.1300 0.011 SAM0 80rE $0,4400 IN.fl.T.0107 5$?-2 8ZIXICAV?i416 Wc G DE a 0.030 0.000 1.000 10.000 XNR? 3,4613 'N.40407 507-I DZIA±C4V7W±6 oc 35 DE;9CVOZ, gLST a c.000 0.000 8.0U' 15.00D YRNP G.00D0 in:C 551.1 S2±IAICAV7IOO INI cc a0D 01000 .o 0.000 .10 ,000 ZYRP 34360t IN. 
fl 0.00*) SCALt U.13175 
PAGE5 25 
















- 0 .4 
0.4 
2 
- 8 - - 4 - 2 a 6 8 tO t$a 14 is I s 20 22 4 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA ST Y MDC C OFI URATI OND SCRIPTI ON L V R AILR OM RUDDER CANVTR REF REN CC I FO MHATION 
AV311 GLSI 587-1 S2jXCVW16 DC = -10 VE. = -10 -10 00.000 00 0 -000 SE 0 .D4 S .I 
B V } G L 5 7- 1 2 X C4V W IG DC = a D E = 0 0 :000 0.000 .000 . GGG LR F 15 2 50 N *




•YM P 3, 8000 IN.:
 
Pi,3E 12-0 








--. 05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35,4,4 	 5 
DlRAGu COEFFICIENT, CD
 
ELeVTR RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFDRMATIONDATA SET iYMM COFIGURATI DE3CRIOTION 	 AILR 
Or, =-10 -10;000 0.000 O.VO0 -10.000 bREF 38n.3004 SQ. IN
 I ACV031)J GOLST 587-1 :2iXICkVlwI: DC =-10 	 0.000 0.000 D.OCO LREF 15.2150 IN.CCOZ2) GDLST 587-1 BZIXtC4'?WI OC = 0 ED 0.G 0.000 












CANARD/ELEVON DEFLECTION B-15B-- CONFIGURATION
 












-0.4 "N. 33.4.60 

H P t 3E.36 128 















.a .0 -5.0 .5 .0 -0 .0 -1 
BEA *oc.CLE007
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SIT SVNV. ¢¢r4UMATIW DESCIPTION FLCVT AILROM RUDDER CAMVTR REFCRENCE INFC.INATION 
ZNKP 1:9400 IN: 
P,',3E ;123 












-2 . t 0 I t I 16 10a 20D 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA,ST SYMBO(. c0eIriURfION DESCRIPTION BETA CAMVTR AILRON RUDDER RFE ENCE IHF)RHATION 
0.DID= 0400 0.000 0.000 OftEr 38013aV4 St. 114 I cosi lDL$T $:;-I BZIXSC4VWIOA DO t CA ­(ACVPsi. ,aS 55-$1I S2IXICAVT~flG cc z CA Z10 ,00 0.0Pt' 1UCOV 0.000 LREV 1S.4150 IN.
 




























SYNIHX. ¢ONFICURATION DE SCRIPTION 
Q{L5T 687-1 BZIX.IC4W7WI6 
GOLST 587-1 ClXlC4Y7WI6 
































S1EF 380.3004 So. IN 
LREF 15.2150 iIN. 
BREF 30.4400 IN. 
XMRP 33 43613 rN 








FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS B-150-I CONFIGURATION
 
flr- IrrI-r I- . so 77T I--- IrI 
.04 
X'- .O6 j 













-6 - 2 0 2 A 6 a in 12 14 is Is 20 22 2* 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET STYH80 CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFCRHATION 
(CCV01) OOLST 57-:1 BZ1XICAVTWIS DE 0 CA 8G 0.000 lo 0.00.00 0.000 SREF, 388.3004 So. IN4 fACVA A L.. SD-' DE = DA n.000 10.000 LREF 15.2150 IN... 82X1C4V7W1 0 10 0,00D 0.000 





YTRP 0.00DO IN. 
MACH 0,201 SCALE 0.0175 
PR.E 132 
FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS B-15B-I CONFI6URATION 








-4~ 2 a 2 6 3 t 1tO4 is is go 22 
24 ge 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET 4TKMff CCFIOURATIC0 DECRIPTI SE TA CARV7R AILROW RUDDR REFERENC 
INOrATION 







- k0 h 0.#01 
P1 3E 133 
B-15B-1 CONFIGURATION








a o 2 4 i s t o 2 0 So 4 2 62 6 
. 0 5 ,6 4 a 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONBETA CANVTRSyM ¢cwFl RATICQ DESCRIPTIONDATA SET 
0 = 0 OOoz O.DOU 0.000 0.000 WrF 380.3004 $0. IN 4CV05*1 OOLST SST-1 DZIX$C4VM1G OF = DA 
.D ooO oOLF E.O 15.21so4 0 IN.
 
.ACV046) ;OLST $07-1 rZIXECAVIVIG De = 0 CA = 15 
, O , O O R F 30 .4 0 I N .










FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS B-15B-1 CONFIGURATION
 
.,a-. 3 . . . .- .10 . -. 05 - - - - 3 .40 
-
- - -- -- -- -- -ATI- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_____ 
illp , s I N.-










I .30 .20 .10 .00 05 -. -. .*25 30,t0 .33 .25 .15 .05 -. -,10 15 20 -. -,35 -. 40 
STY*4B C flURATIfr DESCRPIO BTA CANYTS AILRON RU0DER ResERENCr INFtOINAT2O4 
CDV~i001.7T 587-1 B0X¢VW6D A= ,0 ,D ,O .000SR 380,3004 SO. ZR 
(ACV046) OOLST 307$ B21*SC4VTW±O tr 0 04 50G 0 .00 0.000 *0.000 0.000 LREF tS.tSO 2*4. 
(ACV04S) 0 OVLST 557.-$ SOXICAVTWIG Dr 0 DA 20 C.000 0,000 20.000 0.000 BR£r 30.4400 1*4. 
+XI4~# $1.4500 ZN.
 




OUTBOARD AILERON EFFECTIVENESS B-15B-i CONFIGURATION

-~- Irrr '~' rr -r flt f l 
94 
PtE 3 
-' e -4 . 2 A 6 1 0 12 14 10 10 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
P T M 
DATA ET symBoL C 4FIOURATZOM DMsCRI IC BEA AILRCN DELO DERO REFSRENCE INFOIATXON 
a GL$T $67-1 021XIC4V7WI6 DE z 0 DA . a 0.D00 0.000 0.000 V.00V SHEF 360.3004 34. IN 
'o.ava 10.000 20.000 -Z0.OGQ BREF zo:440a IN* 
(AV ) P,17X"Rp 33.4360 IN: 
YMRP 
5 5 B2XIC4VT I - DA 10


















iZ -. 02 
ANGL OFATAK.A.tA.DGRE 
C 0 





















SETA A1LROfl 08L DEUO 
0*A 0 0.030 0.000 0.00 0.000 
0* 5 0.000 8.000 10.000 -50.000 
0*D 10 0,080g 10.000 20.000 -20.000 
REFERENCE 1UFORNATION 
S1REV 380.3004 39. UN 
LREF tS.2.S0 Ifl. 
BREF 30.4400 IX. 
XHRP 38.4380 IX. 
YfRP 0.0000 IX., 
CAI t 0.047S 
PASE 137" 

















14 Is I 8 20t 22[ 2I4 2 
61 -4 .-2 uI zl 41 6I Iaa1 
12 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, GEGREES
 
L O  
N BETA AIUXC DE DERO REFERENCE IHF3R"AT!ONOATA SET SYNOM CMFIQURAtTIM vc£-RPpTI( 
0.000 01.00D D. G REF 380.3004 SQ. inI C¢VD5 :' 60LSr 5, -1 B lXlC4V7W16 DE = 0 CA - 0 C.GUD 

A ",.,) Z .0 T :,7-I 0219lc4vyT % De = 0 A = 5 V.U*va 5 .6131 ID.U00 -10 .00 LRF 5 .z1oa IN '
 
'*Cv04$j 4OL3T 507-1 SZIXIC4V7W$6 DE - 1) CA z 10 D.DCD 10.000 20.000 






fgpp 3.4380 2N 
0.0175 138 -r-%GE 02iSCALE 


















4 20 22 24 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYOL COFIGURTIN D RIPT ETA REFERENC ALODRO (LRON NFCRMATION 
I C05D 0 VLOT 5267- S2IX±C4V7v16 DE = 0 DA = 0 0.000.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN 
0Acv0453OOL37 sor-1 BZIX±C4V2W16 OE = a DA . 5 0.000 5,00 10.000 -0o.00 LREF 15.150 IN.
 
t,.CVo4S) * $871 VE D 0.000 20.000 SllEF IN.
DLSI BZIXIC4V7WIS 04 10 MISS0 -2.000 30.4400 
XXRP 33.4360 IN. 
Y"RP 00000 IN 
Z12P 3.9380 IN. 
0.201 $CALE .01, 5 
P'.sa 13-0 












- , "'-4 2 0 2 4 6 S 10 12 14 10 10 20 22 24 20 













R EFERENCE INF fATO 
OREF 380.5004 SQ. IN 






ZHRP 3.9500 IN. 
MACN 0.201SAL .07 
PU3E 140 
OUTBOARD AILERON EFFECTIVENESS B-15B-i CONFIGURATION
 
I ­








Ai" DCQ EO RFREC1 n"TQDAASTSMO-C)FGRTIHDSR-IaBT' 
-RR0.4C IN 
0~0 
.+'640 .55 .fl .W+ .t0 .15+ 4.0 .05 .11 , -g05 -. -. 15 -. 20 -.2t5 -. 3t0 -. 55 -. 40.0..0
 '~~~P.E.. 1 :141...
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIEN T. CLM 
DATA SET SYNB f CaVZIGflATIc DESCRZ 0TTI BETA" AZIl fl OEI.0 DEI0 REFC{ENC 114r0Q4ATZQN 
THRP 0,000,0 Z6N. 
Z*4RP 3.D3SO IN1. 
PA.SE 141 









--. 5-~-2 O 2 4 ~ a-4 0 2 1 16 to 00 29 26 
'ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES "
 
DATA SET SyNMoC. CCHF149RATI(k VESCRIFTI - BEOTA AILRON DELI DERI, REFERENCE INFCXMATION 
'tCAV045s) SOLST 567-1 0IXIC4VT7I6 DE Z 0 D* = a 0:000 Glut) 10:000 -00 ogSNF 580.aVD IN
 
Cvaso) * *OL*T567-1 DlxIC4vTwIG 





ZHA P 1.480 in:
SCALE 0.0175
 







- - p34 -I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREESI
 
DERI REFE91INCE INFCR4ATIerABETA AILRON DELIDATA SET 97NM CONFIOURATIC0 DESCRIPTION = I Cc 05f 1 0 DLST 507-1 821XC4V7146 VE 0 DA = 1) 9.000 0.000 0400 0.000 $REF 380.30D4 SO. IN 
= 











INBOARD AILERON EFFECTIVENESS B-15B-1 CONFIGURATION
 









ANGLE OF ATTACK. AL.PHA. DEGREES
 
%= ,':5 R ., DS t -- 02 X C4 W6 VZ 0, . A 5 0,600 5.000 20.000 _10,0 	 LREF 15 213 IN 
















z 0 0 1 1 22 26 .. 4 a2 0. 4 a 1 0 20 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA.. DEGREES
 
BETA AILRON DELI DERI REFERENCE INFOAMATIONDATA SET STROM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(cv0ass) GOLST SOT-1 V2IXICAVTW1G cc = a DA 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 5SF 380.3004 SO. IN 
CACV0AS / GODLST 5:7-1 S2IfXC4VI CE = 0 DA 5 0.000 3.000 10.000 -10.000 LREF 15,2.5O ZN.
 
(ACVYGO) 0 GDLST 5t-1 SZIXIC4VVWIS CE = 0 DA 1 10 0.C00 10.000 20.000 -20.000 BREF 30.4400 IN.
 XNRP " 33.4360 IN. 
TMRP 0.00 1". 
























- 0 4 6 8 to 12 14 16 1 20 22 264--I6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CTA AZtRON DCLI DERT REFRENCt INFOMATION DATA 36T SYMBOL CNFIURATON DESCRIPTION 
o u.00 0.000 SRaF 3s3004 $. IN fCCVGol LST $07-1 821XC4VWIS' DC 0 DA 0 0.000 0.000 

CACV45) 2 2=1 507-1 ozlxzcovlwo cc 
= 0 DA = 5 0.Do 5.0o 10.000 -10.M00 LREF 15.2:50 IN.. 5fXIC4V7WI6 .:000 10.000 20.000 -20.000 DREF 30.4400 IN.(tcvGsSZ C - IXT DE = a 0A =0 X4RP 33.436D IN. 
YNRp 0.acne IN. 
















-. 10 -. 15 -. 2u -. 25 -. 30 -,5-.4004 o11S .30 t2 .26 .15 Ano .03 .00 -. 03 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET Sy HO C nFX URAI1 DESCRIPTION OTA- AILRON DELI DERI REFERENCE INF ATION I 
0 OACO 0.000 .0.000 0.000 SREF 380.3fi04 7I-------------------------------------------------------------------------- SQ. 1 {CC1,05) Q IOLST $67-1 S2IX t4V7WI6 DE 0 DA =
 5.000 IGOQD -10.000 LREF t5.21150 IN. !ACYOAS) ODLOT 56T-1 021xlc4v?wlG DE a OA 5 0.000 IN.
O . 0 -20.00 30.4400
4VOO , JCIX 2[=.ODO BRF 
,AVGO 4Oar58- E A 33.1360 






". o 2.7 
B-15B-I CONFIGURATION INYAW WITH CANARD DEFLECTION
 
0.4 - ­




Z2 i 14 1
s:Qo- -15 6 4 2 13 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SCT SYMBOM ¢C.FIGURATION DESCRIPTION J ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1ACV061) Q GRIST $87:1 0O = OR UO 0.000 3XF "U.3U04 $Q. in 
I AC"53) AU LST $07 1 qR XIV7C4wI6 DE z C C = to vRoO 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 15.2150 IN. 
'C.V06.) 0 IDLST 587-1 82iXjV?CAWi6 Of = B DC = 20 d.000 0.130a 0.000 213.000 REF 30.4400 IN. 
XP 334360 IN., 
!mRP 3.lzeo IN:" 





B-15B-1 CONFIGURATION INYAW WITH CANARD DEFLECTION
 










4 6 a 10 t 2 14 16'in a 0 A 9 0 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
RMDER CAHVTR REFERENCE INFOiMATIONCE6VTR AILACNDATA T $ZYMM COr URATION DSCRIPltCM lxcvosl) Q 4OLST $87:1 0ZIXIVC4WtG DE = 0 CC = 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 380.3004 So. IN 
(ACV063) 4 VOL5T 507 1 8ZXIV?C4Wl6 PC = 0 PC = 10 0.000 0.000 0.0 tO*Doa "Er 25.2iz IN.
 










Pt 3E 149 








- l -6 A- z a-• 2 4 6 a so 12 14 is 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
AILRON CANVT2 REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA MT Sy"OOL CC*FI4VRATlON DESCIPTION ELEYTR RVOOER 

(ACVOGIJ GOI.Sr 547-1 3Z1IjV7C4WI6 DE = 0 Dc = a O.on 0.000 
 000U aOcoo SREF 5300 O4 44. IN 
a , O O ,09O 10 ,000 LREF 105.X 1 0 IN. cc = 0.000
S 587-1 32lxl Tc4Wt6 De = 0 to
I ACVV63) DOW 	 0 Zo 2000 IN.I ACVO IJ GP'ST 5a7-| S lXlV7¢4Wl DE = CC .0 0.000 1"D D.OVO 	 BREF 30 1408 




















DATA SET SrBom CONFICURATION DC3CRIFTION 
AL-HA 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DECREES 
ELEVTR AILRON, RUDDER 
O.'acto 
CANYTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
XNRP 33.436D IN: 
Y 0P.00D0 IN. 
ZNRP 3 g300 IN. 
PA-E 151 














2 a- 21 4 6 8 o 12g 14 • 16. I 6. 4 
SIDE ANGLE. BLIPeETA, DEGREES
 
RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INF2RHATIONELCVTR AILRON 
cc = 0 aC 0a 0.000 0.000 V.000 0.000 OREF 300.3004 aQ. IN
DATA WIT SYMBOM" CWFIGURATIN MCRPTION 

rACvO661 )Q OLST 507-1 D2XtIV7C4VIC U.000 10.000 LRtF 15.2150 14.
 CACVO63 L GDOWS 5*7-1 BZIXIVIC4UIG 
 DE = I a = a 0.00D a.0 

DE =P DC Zo 0.000 0t000 0.000O 20.000 OREF .30.4400 IN,
(Al:V0SA 0 GOLt 58-1 V9IX1V7C*W16 XNAP 33.43el) IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN, 




-15B-I CONFIGURATION INYAW WITH CANARD DEFLECTION 
O .15 ...... 
_ _ _ _ _ 
z-J 



















.0 OO RF 1525 
. ' 
N 
DAAETSYDO C SdZORATGt 0ECSPIC 
(AC0SI 0 OLSSuXITCAIO 5ttE 0 C 
SIDESLIANLE. ETA DEREE 
LET ALO* UOU 
0 0.00 000 0,00 
CAVR.EERnE 
0000 SR F 
1NORAIO 
,380300 15 .3I 










SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
AILRON RUDDER CANVTP RCFEREC' WNORMATIONCLCVTR
SET BYMS CONVIoURTION DESCRIPTIONDATA 0.000 0.000 0.000 AREF 580.1004 94. IN 
fAC¥ 1 '1S 57-1 StXIV7C4W$6 Or = V DO =o|0 .000 0.000 0.000 10.000 .LREP
,ACVO ) 5:;:l 7C4WI6 CC 2 0 Dc 0 .000tLS 8ZlR 0 

15.2150 IN. 
















-2- -8 6 ; 4 -2 a 4 6D a In4 le 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
OATA SET Sy"SML CONFIGURATION DECRI-TION ELEMT AILRON RUDDER CAqVTR - REFERENCE 
INRf RATION 
"'CV06(31 L GOL.ST 507-% szixlvTc4 €tG BE - a CC - 10 0.o000 0.000 0:00 10.800 LII r 15.2150 IN.+ 
fA,£VUG 1 0 &LST 587-1 821Xl¥lc4wlG Mq - 0 DC = 20 613*l]o MIN)0 0.0004 20.000 BREF 30.4400 .1N, 
XHRP 353630 IN: 
y"RP 9*4,110 1 '. 
21"RP 3,9eas IN. 
ALPHA 0I.600O SCALE 0:0 IS~l 








SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA. CESREES
 
CEV[TR AILROR RUCCE CANVIR REFERENCE INFCRMATIONDATA S t SyNBfl CMPIGURATIC" DCRIFTICN 
T 
 VE a "pc = a 0.000. 0.000 G.V .00 S rF 300.3On4 So- IN
IACVV61) C) DLS 587-1 s2lxlvT4wl6 

= 0 DC = 10 0.000 B.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 15.2150,.Cvooz) L OLsT Ssr--I B5lxtv 4wt OE IN, 
DC Zo 0.000 0.000 U.000 20.D01 BREF 30-4400 IN.tocva") 0 rvL T 567-1 BZjXV7C4WI0 VE 0 
XRPM 33.4360 IN. 
zmr P 3:0938, ,N 
ALPHA 16.001 
P'3E 156 








O It- 14 164

-4 _
"I" I0~~~~1 -- g 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
ALPHA AILRCN RUDDER CAVTR REFRENCE IFRATION DATA SE SYM o 4CFIURATICH D RI TI 380.3004 SQ. IN 
= 0 PC = 0 0.005 0.000 0.080 0.000 SAEF 567-1 S2'-IV7C4 DE 
' cvvO; PIDUST 587-1 921XIV7C4WIS DF . 0 PC = a 0,0 IN. 
"JECV062 I GDLST 
8.00 10.00a 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN.
 
O 60 0 000 10.D00 0.000 ZHIP 3.9380


















.0 .0 .0 -00 LE 5Z N
 OWl 5Q-S99Va C a 
4-w4 a I 6.0 .0 ls .00 DE 040 N 
-J 02 *S #- gxvCWS P C a .0 ~o 000 094 XR 344 
4 CVO n T571 01)I4J e 0 P .o . 0 1.0 .0 NF 000 n 
'p 607- ozxvCws o a P 600Oto 90o 00O S98 NV 7
 z4H 02oSAE 

PAG 15 
SIDE SL_,P ,ANGLE,BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA ZLT SYNMOM CO FIPURAICH DECRIPTICM ALPHA AILRON RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE TNPC R4A&TI 
'P PS 
8-I5B-1 CONFIGURATION INYAW WITH RUDDER DEFLECTION 
r- -
z 






SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 

































O, 00 LREF 







( cvofzl GOLST 567-1 s IxSYT¢4wI6 PC = a cc 
•SCALE 
13 19I.000 0.060, 10.000 0 .000 ZHRP 3.9380 
0.01?$ 
IN*. 
P E- 159 
I 0 
B-15B-I CONFIGURATION INYAW NEAR (L/DMIAX 






" 10Vo" - b -
DAtA SE SYMBOL CartGflAIl 
(CCVOC$ 2 OOLOT 567.1 
'CVOO3}i G0L8T SO7.1 
(ma..,J GO tS 587-I 
ICCYOSS; :ODT 5:T' 
iCCvGS) &VLST 587-2 
AlPHA 4.000 
- 4 -DE 0 2 4 6 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DESC2ZPTXCN ELEVIR AU.RON RUDDER 
BZflVTC41J±6 02 0 DC = 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 
82XIVICSWI5 D = C DC = 10 0,000 0.000 0,000 
S2±XIV4WIS 02 = 0 DC 20 L.000 0.900 00 
RDIXIVTC4AWl c 2 1o C -to -10.000 0.000 0.000 
SO'X11VC4WO6 0z 15 DC = 3 3.000 O.0O 0S000 
10 12 . 4 I 
CANVTR REFERENCE INFCR$ATION 
0.000 5IREF 580.5004 S.? 
10.000 LREF 15,210 IN, 
20A00 O5r 30.4400 IN. 
-I.000 XMRP 33.4360 IN. 
15.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 




B-15B-1 CONFIGURATION INYAW NEAR ([/D3MAX












SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
CANVTR REFERENCE I 4WTIHCLEYT9 AILRO RUDDER 
.CC€0611 Q GCL3T 587-1 a2IXIV?C4Wl6 OE = 0 CC = 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 300.3004 So. INDATA SE syHam 
C FXORATIO DCOCRIMICH 
0.000 lca 0 .000 20.000 BREF 30.4400 






















*-v~3 .006- f. zxycw6 V cz1 .0 .00 000 1.0 RFID ISzcv V 6:1 q1ST4I r 0 P .Z .0 o .0 ODOE lA- N 
LtIco, 0 T $ 2XV14 S V S C=s t~o .0 .D 1.0 HP 5.,s N 
fU v4$ 6LT571 NI~?~6 D s P .0 .0 .fa 1.0 HP 000 n 






SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA DEGREES
 
DATA = SYTH o C O PIOURATSON DESCRIPTION ELCYTR AZLROM RUDDER CANVM REFCRENCE INF6,RHATION 






ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INGROUND PLANE - CANVTR=IO DEGREES
 
1.2 






0.8 .000 I 
"D - G -- 0 2 4 6 a la 12 14 16 Is w 22 24 26 
ANGLE Or' ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORM TION 
-0.000 O &TA 
STM84 'LEVTR PARAMETIC VALUES 
0.0430 MACH 0.201~ SREF 30030U4 SQ. IN 
is 2150 IN:1000 ANTRuvrg 0001.00LR6F 
SReF 10:4400 N 
.oo CAMAC" 0.000 ANLRO 0.000 
- -- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - --
- - - --$3.4361) IN:- XRP 
ZMRP 3.9300 IN: 
$CALE 0175 VA A HISI. COC HWY 
foDLST 587-1 821XIV7C4W1GG3 + GP OC ='10 (ACVGCI) 24 JUL 71 P'.-E IlG3
 









0 .00 .05 .10 .5 .20 Z5 .30 .5 .40- .45 .30 
URAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
syms ELEVTR PARAMETRI VALMS REFERENCE INFPMATION 
- o.aos MIA 0.000 MACH 0.201 SREF .380.3V04 30, IN 
-GO0 RWDER D.OO CAMVTR Id,io0 LREr 15.2155 IN: 
1, RE 30.400D in. 
:.00 CAWR,) 0.03no AILROM 0.000 XMRP 33 4360 IN. 




GOLST 58,7-I B21X1VTC4WI6G3 + GP or 10 CACVGOIJ 24 jUL 71 F^GE 164
 











-t -* -A-- 6 8 1o le 14 16 
$S tL L.IFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D 
SYKHgL EEVFN PARAETRI, VALU REFERENCE IW0MATION 
- G.OO BETA 0.00D MACH 0401 SREF 380.3U04 So. IN 
-l.v00 RUDDER 0.OO0 CANVW 10.DOO LREF t5.150 IN. 
a .0 30 4400 IN:o .0Go CANRCMf 0.000 AILRVS %ao XMRP S.34360 IN. o 10.000 YRP 3 Do0 IN.ZMRF 3:936D IN: 
0.0175SCALE587-. -2
OATA CWC 7 
GDLST 587-I 921x1Vc4WIg63 * GP DC = 10 CACVGOI) 24 JUL 71 R.AGE 165 
ELEVON. EFFECTIVENESS INGROUND PLANE - CANVTR='O DEGREES
 
1.4 




L - " 
.,a4 .55 .30 .95 ell .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. $a -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
svmao CLVTA PARAMET91C VALMS REFCRENCE IKFOWIATI 
-20:900 OE A 0.010 HACH 0.201 SREF 300,3DU4 S4. IN, 
.OG wo 9 0.00 CAMyTR 10.0o L EV Is.2150 IN* 
0 AEBRREF 30.4400 IN* 
a. as CANRCM 0.000 AILRON - 0.000 	 XNRP 3460 IN. 





DATA MIST. CME mvv 
DOC tO
GOLST 587 1 B21IV7C4Wi663 + OP 10 CVGOI)' 24 JUL 71' P'.GE 166 
ELEVTR =0 DEGREES
CANARD EFFECTIVENESS INGROUND PLANE ­
1.4
 












N RFRNC E MHr4HAT O M
RU DDR CA R 
DATA Sc syxs 000 . 000 0000 
BTA A LRO 
C 4FG AT ION onS ca T lo RF 38 .3 00. SQ. IN 
2XVC4W l03 + P C = 0 . 000 LR F 1 .1502 ) OLST s?-$ 0090 0.000 3.0005GO 

SIXI CW AWI * VP CC

CACV = 0 .0 





+ p C = 5 0.100 lovO 0000 
XRF 
2IxIVC4w1f3 0.000 I N,
toCV05) U 001.T $7-1 .00 0 1000 0,130 20.00 0 4YRp 
- DC 2 0 UFAJCKGLH. 
IN.(*V OU4) " D L3 S B- 1 azlx twc4 






























DATA SET YMBOL C FIGURATIOND93CRIPTIN BETA AILROW RUDDER CANVTR REFRENCE INF(,RHATION 
9ACVOOZ) OVGLST 587-1 9ZXlV7C4Wl643 + O C = 0 0.090 0.000 0.000 D.OOD SEEP laO.3004 St. 
•GOT*VLSO 'OT-2 ffzXlv?4wx6*3 . OF VC . 5, D o D OOD D uo 5 00 LREF 15:o150
 
GALST $07-1 M SPEF
(CVGOI) O BZIXIV7C4WIGG3 + C- DC = 1D 0:000 oo 0:000 aOOO 0.440D IN:
 
, OCVGO5SI GOLST $07-1 9ZlXlV7C4Wl003 + GFPC = $5 0.000 0.000 0.000 iS.000 XMRF 3$.4360 in.
 
, AC 104) 4DLT $67-1 vzlxlv cWq-3 . O D- 20 0.000 V.000 00.000 YMRP
P 0.000 a . '": 
SP ,GE 168 








so -8 6- -Z 0 2 4 a 8 a to 2 14 16 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO, L/D
 
DATA SET SYNSO CNFIOURATIQ OESCRIPTION ETA AILROW RUDDER CANYTR REFrE.=..... ; 
'C4CV02) C GOLST 58-1 SZXVTC4WO#5G * op DC: 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 300.3004 SQ. IN 
£4CV003 OST 367-1 021X1V7C4W4603 + GP DC = 5 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.000 LREF 15.2150 IN. 
(8CV0ofl GOLT 507-1 621X1VC4W1603 + GP DC = 10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 30.4400 Ia. 
LCVG0$S) DtST 5 aR tCQA S . p D = 15 0.00 C.Dfl 0.143 15,0 XNRP 3.45 0 IN*t-- cxlv(ACVOC Ot Sf5-1 821X1V7C4w1603 * OP DC 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 20.000 TWA? 0.000 IN. 
ZMR 3.9340 IN. 
£LZVTR 0.000 SCALE 0.P 1E 
P1/E 169 
CANARD EFFECTIVENESS INGROUND PLANE - ELEVTR =0 DEGREES 
.- 0
 
1-11:D R"MU.IRE, ... 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENlT. eLMD T LV 02tRAt0OEOOOOPTZ 02 OT0 R 0002 ADy00 SCALHOFD ER roI.00I01po
.30ll- .00. R'02U 0D .1 00 . 1 0 . 0 .. -. 
" LPt 003E 170 
0.4 




SANGLE OF ATTACK ALPA ERE
 





- v ,.0 O&.0A : GDD HtACHRO 0.2OSJ 

33.+4360-I3 
24RP 3•g3 , IN. 
SCALE 0.0175
 
DATA HIST. CODE p(VV 
GOLST 587-1 B21XlVTW!GG3 + C-P CACVGOG) 2d JUL 71 P13E ,171, 
ELEVON-EFFECTIVENESS CANARD OFF CONFIGURATION - INGROUND PLANE
 






SYMSM 	 ELEVR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INF093ATION 
EOD 0 TA' 0.000 MAC" O.Zal SREF 360,3D04 I3a. IN 
--IDo RUDDER 0,000 AILROW 0,090 LREF I 5.215C IN. 
BREF 30.4400 !N,
V OPD XMRP 33.4360 IN. 





13OLST 587-1" B21XIV7Wl6G3 GP 	 EACVG06) '24 JUL 71' PAGE 172
 







'- .4 o 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO- L/D
 








DATA "3ST_ COD "Vv 
B21)(IV7Wl6G3 GPACVG06)
GOLST .597-1 cp 24 JOL 7 1 P lE 173 
ELEVON EFECTIVENESS - CANARD OFF CONFIGURATION - INGROUND PLANE 
L3 
z 
0.4 -i .1 e 0 - - --. 30 - -I! /
 
A InZ240 mIA 008KC .01SE U, 
PITCHING MOMENT COSE.FFICIENT,, CLM
 
PUCa HG tIN.ME 
ZTNTP 3.0300 MN. 
"IrsT
PAA 1s. lx uvSCALE 
601ST, 587-1 8321X1V7W1603 +OF £ACVGOS2 .24 JUL 71, R,3E 174 







aS a 2 4 a' s 1) it 14 18 is 20 ga 24 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
-.WHMCLEMlft PARAMETRIC VACt*2 REFERENCE !N7OP~hA TI CH 
-Bfcog MIA 0.09a MCH P.204 SREF 36.3fl4 V.IN
 
- *:DoG HODDER 0.00* CAMYT2 ±041110 LREP 15.2150 *IN. o 0.000 CANNON 0.000 AILR40 0.000 -REF - 4.440 'N 
Ta 0.* 0 inl. 
DAT HSz. COD NY SCALE 0.0175 
GOLST 587-1 821X1V7C4W1SG3E-34 GP OC =10 CACVGOS) 24 JUL 7"' P ,SE 175 
3 
0.0 
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS 'ENGINES E-34 ON - INGROUND PLANE CANVTR=IO DESTEES
 




ZMRP 4,9W8 IN. 
M-LST 587-3, 8B1XlV7C4WlGG3E34 4 GP OC =10 (ACVGO8) 24 JUC 71 P ,,W 176 
--!NGROUND PLANE - CANVTRI1O DEGTEES











- 20.005 BETA 0.090 MACH 0.261 
Sy"Sm ELZVTR PARAMRC VALUE """REFERENCE 
SREP, 3E0,0 4 90. IN 
LREF is.21SE, IN. 
-- o.0OD , UDDER 0.6aa CANVTA 10.000 UREF 30.4400 IN: 






D & MIST.COME MVVGDLST 587-1 B21XVNC 1603E34 - GP DC 10 CACVG08 24 JUL 71 P'.GE 1"77 















-AD4- S 5 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 .Gf -. 10 -. 13 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
_ 0.000 WTA V.G0 MACH Z.2Dl SEF 3004 $4. IN 
so :O00 RUDDER ooD CANVTR 10.00ot~ 3"" '150 IN. 









3.D0YHRP 000 0 IN. 
0.-RP 3.93%D IN. 
DATA MIST. COD NVYV .I 
GDLST 58--1 B21XIV7C4Wl6G3E34 + GP'DC =10 CACVG08) 24 JUL 71' Pi3E 178 












- 4 2 
CD¥L9)UST $67-1 
GD ST 567-1 
D T 587-1 
ODL$T 587-1 
a z lz 1, I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA- CEGREES 
02 VC4WlGSE'54 + OF CC = 0 0.0131 O;aaa 0.000 
B lXlVc4wzGs + Gp DC a a 0*O 0 g.o 
s2lxlvc4ws6G3 + OFP C 
= 15 ,l"N C:OO ':'a' 
8ZIXIV7C4WlS5 34 + OFP C 3 IS 1.000 D. oo 0.000 






So 29 2&D4 
$PRF 380 .30U4 sa. 
ERS 151 N 
"EF 40 . 
XMRF 3 .4360 IN. 
YHP 0.0000 IN. 














-. 0 .00 . 05 .$1) as5 .'D .5 .30 1$1 .40 .4a aa0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
DATA SET$¥y" CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION ELVIN AILRON RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFO INATION 
'CC'.." :fult'l 537-1 BE x V7C4WIG63 + OP DC= 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 15.2,50 IN. 
(G<Vlvs) MayS 58a-1 821XIMACWISSS + Gp Dc =s 3.00 0.090 a,050 15.000 OREF 30 4400 IN 
4ECVGVT "a ts 567-1 DZIXIMT4WI663934 + GP DC 1 5 3.O000 ,O 0.0000:00 1.00 XMRP 33.4360 IN: 
-Y0RP 0.09 IN
 
zm P I.3D H
 
PtE 180 
EFFECT OF ENGINES E34 INGROUND PLANE 










so 11 4 s 
I ­
0 - 6 -e , 2 4 |0 ZHRP l24 IN1-' -s --4 o 
.LIT-OAGRATIO. L/C
*At" 9.201 
0*TA OCT 57490 Ca.VGURATXON DEsCIPTxa. £EVTR AIL*ON RUODER CANVTR frtFREN t zNr RHATION 
(tCV400) fl GOLOT S87-1 82tX±VTC4VIGG3E4 + op DC = 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 360,3004 59. IN 
CtCV4026 ii OOT 587-.. S21*1V7C4W18fl * OP DC 0 0.0*0 0.000 0.000 0.000 LR[r ±5.2150 IN, 
ttCVGOS) OOL$T 587.1 621X1VCAISO3 + 02 CC = 3.000 0.000 0.G 500 RCF 0.4400 fi,*15 000 

%[CY90tI U DLST StY'S ft25XtVTC4 f6;3ES*4+ ? DC ±5 S.000 0.000 0,000 13.000 XNRP 35.4360 III.
 
ZHRP 3,0380 IN. 
MACN 0.20±. 
P,GE 181" 














.D °0$ ,00 -. w

-0.6.4 . s .30 .2 .20 .15 

PIICHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
OATA SET Sr"na 
leg09l 2 
(02, 
c 1.4"s 1 (ECYOD7h) jJ 
CFrXURATTCH O-eSCIPTIC* 
DLST 571- 821X1V7C4WI163E34 + GP DC = 
W LI .I-S 8IxZlv7C4W16S , op OC 
GOLST 087-1 BZIXIVC4WiO3 + c. DC 

















0.000 SREF 380.3004 
0.000 LREF 15.2150 
±O.UDI5,000 BREF 30,4400 
,15.000XHRP - 53,4360 

















s - 1 
2 
0 ­4 V t-4 $ 1 o V 4 2 
U-TAK 







R VR CNT EEC N O TO I t o'slCy~ISz4+o C=a 000 000 000 000 SE 4.04 S.I2 9LMiS 2 6 +O R o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .00 0 0 0 " r s ~ ~ N 
U A y X l 5 P I a - Ol f ~ # I a 9 4 + O * m 5S 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 o o o D E 9 4 0
(C V0 2 J G L T 5 T 1 0 1 I I 4 I O 3 P S 
H
 
, $ lg . 0 . 0 . 0 m F * 3 1 N
U.P .09
 
.. j. 3.55 N
 
'Crt .0 SAE 00i
 
z'E 8 
















P F 8 
. . ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
VAT. SfT syms CCAF'lURATICHDESCRIP-;' BETA AILRON RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFOrM"ATION
 
, ACV6091 ODLST 567-1 Bz1xtv c4Ul6G3e34 + OP 04 = a ".c 0.000 0*.000 0.008 
 SREF 3B003004 SQ. Is
 
G OR : 10 M-.Qu t B.000 10.000 0.000O LREF 15.213D IN.
 I ACV630) ODLST SOT-2V 9ZlXlVTC4Wl603ZZ4 6 
= 5 0.900 5.00 0.000 0.000 BRIEF 30:440a in.
 
CA"¥Zzl U OBLOST I- B2lxlvTc4wlG3r34 + aP BETA = 5 5.000 0.300 0.000 0.00O XmRp 33 4360 IN.







YAW, RUDDER AND OUTBOARD AILERON INGROUND PLANE 
X 










IA5- 32) Foj 
ats sml:010 
MELT 607-1 
" T 58-1 
ANGLE OF' AT TACK,, ALPHA, DEGRES 
9z xSv'C4wIG334 + OF oc a 0:000 506O" 0.000 
82IXIVTC4WiS43.34 + GP DA Z 5 0.000 5.00 0.000 
































-2 . 2 6 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CAMVTR REFERENCE INFOYMATIONBETA AILRCN MUDE 
0,000 0.000 0.000 SREF 380.buG4 Sa. IN 




1A V ) 2ACG$ GDLST 507-1 82I9IVC4VM63E o
 
GDLST 587-1 B2IX'.VjC4WIG3Z34 + 15.2150
IAYO) 4 I G DR =10 0.000 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF IN.
 












P 3E 18G 
















-6 - -2 a 2 4 8 S to012 14 1 is 8i 20 22 24 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 5YMhO8 CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTI0I BETA AILRO4 RUDDER CANVIR REFERENCE INFr)$ATtQN 
IACVQ09) 50645 81X1v7C4WI63r34 + oP DC = 0 .000D 00U 0.0000 0.0U0 SREF 380.3004 5. IN871 
CACVG0) 607LL 557.1 BZIXITC4W18034 . GP DR = 10 a.000 0. 00 10.0o 0.000 LREF 15.2150 IN.
 
;AV61) GVLST 587-1 021X1VC4W16G3E54 * 5 03 = 5 0.000 5.00- 0.000 0.000 SReF 60.4400 ZN.,
 







CLM 0.34SCALE LET t .87 
PI/JE 187 











.40 * .30 .1!16 *g .35 .10 .133 .00 -. 0s -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -as$ -. 30 -. 3, -. 40 
PITCHING MGMENT CGEFFICIENT," CLM
 
DATA WT STMB C¢"30RAT1, VESRIPTIM BETA AILRlD RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
(AcVGOS) C) GOLT 187-1 ZIXIMT41IF64i3E34 * fi? OC = 0 0.D G OD 00 EF 05O4 54. IN 
AVIG GDLST 507-1 8IXI MC411160934 - G- OR = 10 O*0:0.000000 OOO LREF N52150 IN* 
4ACV;illt) 0 DLST 5117-1 B2IXIVTC4VI6G3G34 + 6P BETA = 5 5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 XmRP 33.4360 IN . 
"JupP














-a. --- t 4.. 44,......44..444..&L& .t..- .. t t.4..J..4.L.L LL..4.4...."~...... .4..&.. 
-f t a 10 it 14 Is 20 at 04 28;0-2 6 is 







GaLS?1 3St-1 D2I4IVCAWIOrcS34 
S0431 I$. SZ1XtVYI4$65L34 


















SREF 3811.3004 $0. I4 
LREF .5$p IN. 
ORIV 3O00G M1 






Oat cazoSCALE 0.0175 
PAJGE 189 







-0.65 .O .05 .10 .25 " 20 .25 .30 .40 .45 .50 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
AMVTR REFERENCE INFIRATIMELEYTR AILRM RWOERDATA SET SYMOM CrIORATION PESCRIPTIC6 
* OP CC =-90 -2a coo .000 0.000 -90,000 SPEr 380.3004 SQ. IN
 EC63) CLST W8-1 BZ1XIVTC4WIGG3E34 
0 ,00 2 OD 0. 00 .000 LREF . 5 .
 (E VIrICY490) OOLST 5$7-1 8ZjXiVTC4WIGG3V34 + OP CC ­ alo0.000 a,0rc 30 4400
 
41CV0061 GOLST 087-1 8ZlXiVTC/I"3E34. GP C . 10 --20.000 1000 















0.0 -A . 
U.E 
-9 - --- --­
'9 
-LIFT-ORAG RATIO. L/D) 
xkRp1P',G 3:4= { IN:IN_9 












'40. .55 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 asD .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. o -. 35 -. 48 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET 3TMNf CCAFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER CANVTR 'REFERE14C INFO:NATION 
tscvO13) 4C;L$ 587:1 B XiV7C4WI6f3E34 + OP CC =-9t) -20.00 0.000 a 000 -90.000 SREF 8004 SQ. IN 
[FCG~g DL$ T - ZI%$Y7CAWI6*3ZZ4 . OF DC = (1.000 0.D .00 LEF- %. 5 N1". 

XMRp 'S 435 IN:
 
YHRP 












EFFECT OF AFT SHROUDS INGROUND PLANE
 







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
RUDDER 	 Or*ATIONDATA SET SYMBM CCUFZrURATION DESCRIPTION 	 BETA AILRC CANVTR REFERENCE l 
scV*00S) (: abLST 507-1 oB xlvc4wlos3r34 op DPO so 0.0o 0.0no O.00G 10.000 	 SREF 380.30 So. IN 
(ACV61a) Ll OLST AS7-1 5Slx3Vc4w as3r34 O P DO 10 0.000 0.000 0. 00 1W.009 	 LREF 15.2150 in. 
DREr 30.44UG tp. 
XNRP Z3.4360 IN. 
Z"Rp S:9soa IN
 
PA 1E 193 







DATA 8C TKMO t CONfl4LATION DtSCRIPTl0 0 TA AtLRON RU 0ER CANIIT R£rrR fl UNrcR$AflON 
Y RP 000,a 1.
Sf504 3)3.46 HJ. 
0.,000 III, 
S PtGE 294 
- -






-- - -- --
- :E--
-~~~~P - --LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D
 
RUDDER CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
19CV000) GMLST 387-1 132IXIVC4WIGGZES4 * OP DC = 10 0.000 U.060 0.000 10.000 SREF 380.3004 SQ. in 
fCVGI.; R CLS1 507-1 9tlx3v7C4 ISS3A + SP c = to 0.,11 0.000 0.000 1.000 LREF i5.215a IN 
DATA WT SYMBD CCHFIRURTION DESCRIPTION BeT* AILRON 
0R.F 30.440D IN
 









0.0 000 -. 
- - - -
EFFECT OF AFT SHROUDS INGROUND PLANE
 




As 0.2 - - - ­ -
-. 
.93 0 - I . 0 -. 	 5 - 10- 4 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SEY SVI(SOC COSF1UA" DCSC~r~Z,CI O El AIL"Q RUDDER OHMVX REFERrnCE tNPO0MATton 
4pxyr~non=Pto 0.000CV1$T Sat-I9 w4Sr 5o7-2 "txsveC4Wto634 ocVC =10) 0.000 V.001) 15.000 SRrP 3$0.0-1. $a.0.000 0.000 0.000 LIMP10.000 	 SS.2!$O MN 
00 IN. 
"UF 3.14 
THRP 0.0000 I. 
2#R? 3.9380 IN-
SC D .U171 
APAGE 19G
 








ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CANVTR REFERENCE INrOfHATZONELEVTR AILRO4 RUDDERAtA SET SYnMS COVIOURATIaJ VESCRIPTCN 0l IN 
o21%VTc4Iwt3e54 + G ac 0 SRZF a80. 
SQ0.000 0.000 0.000 0000 O)ST5 7-1 0.000 U.000 . 0.600 0.000 LREF 15.2150 mN, (OV221lVOI) GLST 5087-1 0X1VTC434IS43GERO BREF 30.4400 14N 
XNRP 33.4)60 is: 
YNRP a.0000 IN, 















DRAG COEFIIEN, O 
- . 03o 
DATA SIT STMSO 
(FCV09) 
. 0 0 . 0 5 . 1 0 
CONI;FURATICW DESCRIPIC 
GDLOY 587-1 SZlXiVC4Is153t4 
*VCYPZ4)LSI 5$T-1 9Z5XIVC434WS1 
. 5 . 0 25 .3 0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
ELEYTR AILRCN RUODER 
*p cC a 0.000 0.000 0.000 







40 .4 5 . 5 4 
RtfERENCE INFORNATION 
SREF 340.S004 sQ. in 
LRtF 15.2150 IN. 
BREF 30.4400 I. 
XNRP 33.4340 IN. 
ymp 0.000 'N. 
ZNR? 3.9340 IN. 
SCALE 0.01t7 
P13E 198 












.atsssr- Dt"L41ASGtS1 f e ; 0.006 01000 Q000 Mao flEr 3801300, ". ftcflVotgl a GOLST Sat-t DtIX*V7C4E!4U05 4MAr ON " 0.000 0.00a a.000 0,00a 	 LRF t5.2150 IM, 
fiREr 3n.4400 TN!. 
Wr .VcSCALE 	 n0173 
P/3E 19 
EFFECT OF GROUND PLANE - LANDING GEAR ON 












.f0.62 .2 .20 .15 .10 .05 .0 .3 -1- 2 -. 9a -. 0 -3-.40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. C0SFIQURATIc* 0ESCRteTIO atEVI AXLRON RUDDER CANVTft REFEREflCE INrFl$ATIOIJ 
Q OPv.9 02±Iytvc4w16G5E34 . aP cc = 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SMer 300.4004 So. INGL3T 587-2 

ItScVU12) 0LI 5 szsxlytccs4wxe;3 474R CAN 0.000i 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 15.Z%50
oos4s7-1 IN.C 
OREF 30.4400 IN. 
XIRP 5 3650 IN. 
VHRP 0.0000 IN. 
Z$p.p 3.9$60 IN. 
0.0171SCTA 000)SCALE 
P.GE 200 
EFFECT OF FLOW SIMULATION INGROUND PLANE " B-15B-1
 








- - 4 
­ 2 £ 4a to it 14 i s to So 220 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA*

VATA'SET SYMO CONFIGURATIO EGREES
DESCRIPTION BETA FLOW ELEVTR CANVTR REFERENCE INFO"N4TIONF IVP~ 
 L3 a I "6 -1 I CAW1 6 SG 5 GP D C= 0 Dem o a 0 0 0 0 .52 0 0.0 00
lscv l l GDL 0 .0 00 LRE PGr Sv5 - & 0 2 txt 7 l sc LS .2,50 I N M VGg rG3s 4P cc= a D emoGDL I, OG Q .620iVG ,587-1 O DgD 8 O BREF; GD$03- 3 0 4 400 IN:D2IIXv7C4I6Q3CG +
•ZMRP OF VC =a OO O:U0,D
aZXVC 
 O.O O MRP







P! 3E 201 

















DATA sc SYMO tONlogRATION DESCRIPTION SETA FLOW CLEM CAMVT9 REFERENCE IMMMIAMIN 
o LST 5: 17 .2tIMAV 0.0 0.00D SW 30.4400 IN.
(4¥;1I C40SE35 OF Dc= 4: 0 D 0 0.620 0.000 

( CO0 DST 58 -1 S2IXIVrC4WI6434 4 OP PC : 0 0.000 0.060 0.90 XMRP 33.4360 IN.
 













-'10 a - - 4 2 a 2 4 6 a "'42 1 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO, L/Fj
 
CAV T& SYMBOL COFIOURATION DESCRIPTION BETA FLOW ELEVTR CANVTR REFERENCE INFOFAATION 
VP 0 0. LRF 0
(ECVGF$l GDLST5007-3 6ZXIVTC4WlGG3E3S + D DE=0 0 ago 06 V.000 G.000* 385 :D04 IN
 
( CGFil 6- 82ZXVTID3 4WI663"5 - OF 'Cz 0 DC C 04aus 020 0*Q . a .G R ZO.44OG IN. 
",Zo,9) GOltsT 5:7-:1 XSZIXVTC4W ffSE34 + GP DC : 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 XHRP 33.4360 IN.
 





MACH ZKRP 0 0 75  
PAE 203 
--- 


























.40 Zm9 .30 .23 
 .O .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 10-. -.25 -.20 - 2 -.0 .35 -. 
DATA ST SYMBOL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLMCFGURATIOc DESCRIpTION 
. OTA FLOW ELEVTRfrCVlFlj 0 S6G3E35 + CANVTR REFERENCE INFCRNATIOmGDLST $S7-1 :ZjxVyTC4
$1 OP 'OC DE=O O .0 RF
DO~v't? 5St 021xlyC4m60305 0 B0 O *o 3aO.3004,crvecwJ 1 GDLST St-t * ;p DC= a GtE So. INSZ1X±VC6w1603E3, * OP 0C. 0.000 0.0130 0.00CCCCY0s 0 e 0.000 0.000 SREPF O.04;DLST $47-1 S 0.520 0.000 0.000 LReF S.IXlVIC4WSG3355 * OP C= 0 15.t350 IN.G= 3.000 0.620 0.000 0.000 ORE,ECV ' OLS $8S-I 30.4400 IN.
SZIXZV7C4WG3134 + 6P CC
0 = 0 0.000
,VSVG0*I 0.000
$D4S? ZX11
5.rs C41 GG3 OP CC = 0.00D XHRF 34.43s0 IN.0 0.000 
 0.000 O.000 
 YMRP 0.0009 IN. 




- - - -
EFFECT OF FLOW SIMULATION INGROUND PLANE FOR DC=-1, DE=O DEGREES
 
ANGLE-- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-J 8F1.2
 
-0.4 J * 0Ji a 4i 6J a* o J ig m 14 1*1.0 __ _ J so i '0 z , f i 
I--4
 










IAiiSI HV L O? 
CDS 8- B1I74IGE5 G C-OD= ^VF p I.7 Ac 
XNAP 3346 IN 
RIOT ANGTA ATTAVE ALPHA sRAEE
 
GOLST 587- B2Xl7CWlb33 +ACGP20DC=-1 DE=O0 (ACGF2 94A 1 AC 













-. asg .10 .I15 .N2s .*0 4D45 .3 .5O 
ORAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 














GOLS1 587-l ,82jXlV7C4WlGG3E35. ,GP OC=-10 DE=G CACVGF2) 24 JUL 71 P; "'F ?2nr 
EFFECT OF FLOW SIMULATION INGROUND PLANE FOR DC=-10, DE=O DEGREES
 






-8 o -6 4 4a G | , l16 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO, L/D
 
zrmacc. FI.Qw PARANETRIC VALUE REFERENCE INFOR TIONS " o o RTA 0.000 HACH D.ZalSE 3030, S.I 0.RE-520 RUDDER 13.000 ELEVTR 0.06c F.0020 ALO LREF 15.215u IN.0.000 HACKT b.200 30:4400IMEF 3S 430 SQ:0.520 RUDR 000E0.000 
.00'AKR 
 0.0cc RF 15.t0ornP 3a.436o IN.IN: 
?NRP 3.9300 IN. 
DATA MIST. C C N Y SCALE 0.0175 
GOLSI 587-1 B21X1V7C4W18G3E35 + OP 0C=-10 DE=O (ACVGF2) 24 JUL 71 P'GE 207 
DE=O DEGREES
 












5 .0 -. 5 -4
 
- 05 - .10 -,11 -,.1. . 5 . 00
.3 0 . 95 .0 15 . 
- 0 4 0 .5 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLMRE RNC HO AT N 
S E 6 . 0 4S . I S A FL CQ FARA M RI C VAL E S I15 ,0:4 IN: 
swLe W 0N 00 . o 
o BETA GODD HACK 0.201 LREFP 3 2150 
X Rp 3 3 . 3 6 0 N . 
- 1 0 . 0 0 0 D 2 0 . A R .O O CANV TR 

0.0000 IN:62 I M 000YHRP Z RP 3 .93 8D I  . 
CA MA0 .000 
SAE .17 
DAIA HISS, CODE .3 9nQ
mv DE=O (ACVGF2) 24 JUL 71' 

GOLST 587 - I B21 XIV7C4Wl6G3E35 + GP DC -1O 
- -








I It 4 a a to It 14 to so 20 22 24 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ATA S11 SYMWiC, CCFICURATIM CESCRIFICH 
.. 
MIA FLOW CLEM CANVTR REFERENCE INFOf MATIONO0 0 10.010 380,a)(4 St. IN ( V:, DL T 8 2 C GG
tic 4CLST $97-1 5 D toXV 0.000 9.5zo
+ : $ DE=Iv 10.1113{CVgr3) 021XIV7C2W6G3V34 . OF DC = 10 10. noD LRE F 15.2tso in.
GOLST 50?-1 PTIXIV7C tWLG31II5 0. 1.000





yAGpLP E TA. IN.
 
HACH 
















- 0.400 7 







tECVGF53 JD MCIS 567-1 O2lXIVTC4Wl63935 + UP DC .0 CE=20 0.000 

DATA SETSCHOOL CC rIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA FLOW ELEVTR 
O'cou 10.000 10OD a 3 F 380.$004 SO. IN 
"4.lFS, 4OLST 5$1-1 82IXIV7C W60335 . DP CC= 10 CE21D 0.00D 0.52D 10.000 10o00DO LREF 15.ZX5O IN.
 
CGCVGF33 OOGLST 587-1 OZ1XIVTC4WI6G3935 + GP OZ D C0[ 0.620 1@.000 100a
EZI .000 O REF 30.4400 IN.
 







Pt 3E 210 








 10%14 22 ' 'is 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/9
DATA MT ZVNBOL 
€OFIC01ATIO DESCRIPTION MTA FLOW CLEYTR CANVTR$XCVF3" 0LST,7-- REFERENCe INFORMATION
.82JiT 
 633 +p cc OC;0[Z1 9.009 0.00 L0.000 10.000

,FCGS 3nr 300.30G4 50. INOS 6- A 82IXIyTC4WJ 3936 
.000
q p ucz to OE IO0
4c¢vGort GOL3T 0.520 10.000 IC.000 RF507-1 5ZjXlv c4w s39$4 S.15 INOP v 
 so 011 0.000 
 CGZO 10.000
4,cvQus) CO;LST Se7-1 821KIVCA4G3C 
. 
10.000 BE F 30.4400 N 
4 6P CC = 10 9.01H) G10.00 1c.Dav XHAP 
 33.4100 'N.
 
- Ac" 0.20 .CA4 
DU175
 
PA 9E 211 











.0 .2$ .50 .95 .*a .tS .10 .0Z .00 -105 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 33 -. 4; 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SIT S'M0O.. cotrIuRATIat DESCRIPTION 0MTA FLOW ELEYTR CANVTIR RFtCVRtNCE ?NFCR#AT&ON 
(ECVsF$J LST 557:1 5ZtXIVVC4WtSGZi5 + QP DC= 19 DEzIC 0.000 0.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 380.5004 SQ. IN 
(VVV) GLT 5'1 O2IAIVIC4WISOIESS . op 0C= IS CEZl 0.900 0.5Z0 10.000 10.000 LRU, 11.1$0 IN. 
'r-Cv."; !o ADUS $07-1 StI*1V1C4W10flE55 - OF VC= 10 DE=10 0.000 0.62D 10.000 1:0. nr 40.4400 IN. 
9 









-- - - -
- - - -













S 0.4 , 
L) 
-0 e -4 -2 0 4 
 t is1 14 le to 111 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA =I SMB OL COFIGURATION DESCR PTI ON BTA FLOW CLXTR CANVTR R FERNCE INFORMATION 
(£V;4 GLS 87 92fXITVC4Wi6 3635 Op DC. IV DZ=-10 DOOD -S I,0M. REF 380.300. SQ. IN 
FCv4F4) 
 GULST 567-1 B VT 63 5 D G 0- 0 .009D U.520 -20.00 10.000 LREF 15.2-130 in.) S 7























.20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .'s .50
-0.45.9 00 .05 .10 .15 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
SETh FLOW ELCVTR CAHVTR RL,*ERECE INFCRMATION DATA SET SYXfBV CMFIURATION DESCRIPTION 
SQ. IN
0.000 0.000 -to'ace 10.000 SRF 380.304 

41CV4. LX G0LST 307-1 2IXIV7C4WI$G3E3S + ;P CC= 10 VE=-10 
N
(EVF4 DI.T 587-1 :2IXV7C4WI,,3E35 . OP DCz 10 Dt=-10 
 0.000 0.520 -to.000 10.000 LREF 15.2160 
OP DC= V.0139 9.69 -10.000 4$0.000 DREF N' CV4F4) 00LAT 567-1 aZ2%IV?C4W6f3ESS - 10 09=-IS 
I040 
















D 1 4 1

-






BETA FLOW' ELEVTR CANVTR REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA T SYMBOL C4NFIOURATIONDESCRIPTION 
389.3094 SQ. IN
0.000 0.000 -10.O00 10.000 UEP V 633 +2XO F cc= to De -lo
I EtVGF4) GDLST 561-1 0.0au a.520 -10.900 iG.000 LREF 15.2150 IN. 
c4cvGr4) GDL3T 587-1 21XSVT"WG03935 - OP DCZ 10 DE:--D 2.000 0.620 -10.0D0 L 10.000 BREF 30.4400 :o 
IFCVGF.J QDLST 587-1 :2Ix$¥?C4WGC31:5 - "P cc= &a Oc=-Ia 

0.000 -So.00 10,000 XWRP 33.1360 IN.
 tmcvGdsj Lj DLST 507-1 azIXlVC4 It"3E3* - OP CC = 10 
zmnp 3.93$0 IN. 
-CA- C 0o.175 
HACH 0.0 











, . 1 i e e l I I 1 I t l
 
•. II , . . . 
.1 d e l . . . . r5. . . . 05 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 3S -40
-0. D .3s .30' .2. .20 ic .00 -. 10 -. 
PITCmiNG MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
CANVTR REFERENCE [NFO4MATIQNBETA FLOW ELEVTRDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
4 	 Dr=-10 0.000 0.000 -10.000 10.000 SREF 380.3004 00. ZNOCVGcV' GaLST 587-1 2ZlXIVC4W1ZO3E35 . Op Vc= 10 

(FCV F4)I (.L5T587-1 821xtVTC4I3a35 - OF CL= 10 
 !=-10 0.000 0.520 -10.000 10,000 	 LREF 15.2150 I. OE 30.4400 INt.
.0 a? .620 -10.000 10000C30DtC 	 33.4360 IN.Z*XVT4IOSS 	 fl XNRP0 A0.55871 N 	 0.000 -10.O f00 go *VLSI 581-1 B2IIYC4W1603634 + OP DC .10 YtRP 0.0000 IN. 




EFFECT OF FLOW l SIMULATION INGROUND PLANE FOR DC=1O, DE=-2O DEGREES













1T71 Il 4IG O33 4I OPl DCZ II E 0 000 000 2.0 000 3R. s.04 S.I 
GDLST 587-1 921 X1VC4Wl6G3E35 4 OP 0¢: 10 DE=-20 
GOLST 507-1 69IXSV7C4WI6G3C35 + GP OC O 0 =-20 
5Cd 7-1 O2lAIV7C4W eG5934 * OF DC z 10 
11.201 
0.061) 0.520 

























P '-E 217 
---
EFFECT OF FLOW SIMULATION INGROUND PLANE FOR OC=IO, DE=-20 DEGREES















-0.6 05 .00 wile .10 .10 ad0 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
BETA FLOW ELEYTR CAHVTR REFERENCE INF,"AAION 
0.0D0 -. 000D -20.00, 10.000 SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN 
DATA SETSYROM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
+4P OC- 10 DC=-20
DST 50?-l SOlXSVTC4WIG03E35
I EC¥QF5) U 	 LREF 15.ki5o IN.1 CVGF51 :DLSI 5*7-1 v2:IVTC4WI6Q35 + oP c0 so Or.=29 0.000 0.50 -Zo000 10.000 

(0VGlp" 60"OT 5*7-1 OzIlIVlC4WtGG3c3S + op Dc- 10 Dg=-Ro0 .000 0.690 -20.000 10.000 BREF 
 30,4400 :N:
 IN.





 ' ..8 .
 PCSALE 	 01
 
P'GE 218 
ErrCT OF FLOW SIMULAIlON INGROUND PLANE FOR DC=IO, DE=-20 DEGREES
 











)10VF -4DS 7t . 0 'V?4 3-z3 P C 0 D -2 4.6O0.2 - 0. 10 :2 5 14. 10­
(GC4&FSj GOLST 587-1 521X1VCAWLGGSESS 4 OP LC 1XO t:-20 0.000 0SzO -t0. 0 10.000OtE F 30.4400 IN.
 
tctvtosB GaLST 387-1 B21x1VC4W e3E34 * OP DC =10 0.00 -20.000 10.000 
 XIIRP 33.4360 IN. 
VIRP 3.0000 N. 
ZHRP 3.9300 IN. 
CALE 3.0:?s0.0 
PAuE 219 














.40 .5 .40 .25 .20 .15 .10 05 .00 - 05 -. 19 - 15 - .0 - 25 - .0 -. 33 -.40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
)ATA sET syh80t CaFIURATIO DESCRIPTION BETA FLOW ELEVTR CANVTR REFERENCE INFORKATION
 
.ECvGr5, 0 CtS? 507-1 21 1V754W.603r35 . OF DC= IQ DE=-20 0.000 0.000 -2Q.000 10.000 SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN
.FCVoFS) OLS? 57-1 2IX1VC4W163E35 * OP 0C 10 0E=-20 0.000 0.520 -.20.000 10.000 LREF 15.2150 iN.
¥cvOFpS 0 OOLT 567-1 821XIV7C4WIG3C35 * Or 0C 10 OE=-20 0.000 0.20 -Mo00 10.000 BREF 30.4400 IN.
GCCODS)LS UIT 517-1 1%XYJc JG334 * OP DO = 10 0.000 
-20.000 10.000 	 XNRP 33.4360 IN
 
YNRP 0.0g00 IN.
ZMRP 3. soO IN. 


















14 16 13 20 22 24 26

-o 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 so 12 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
BETA FLOW ELEYTR CANVIR REFERENCE INFOINATIONDATA ST SYNSOI. CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION 
1a0.000 300.3004 So. IN, 
. OP PC= 10 DEO 0.000 0.000 0.000 aRar IECVGV01 GUEST 507-1 521X1V7C4W16C3E35 10.00 15-2150 IN.0,000 REFIFCUGFgl R GOST 5$71 82IIV74WIG63E3I (P 0,': 10 0DE=0 0.000 0.520 











.30 .35 .40 AS5 .50
.20 .9S
.005 " .00 A 5 .10 AS5 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
ELEVTR CAHVTR RcrgRSNCE INFO.MATIONBETA FLOWDATA SCT SYNBL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO 
0.00O 10.000 S F 390.3004 S .I ¢ 3 3 PC= 10 DE :O a D 0.000
T S .$ O p
, F OLGe T 567-1 10.00G LREF 15.2z55 N OP D.'z to Dezo 0,CUP 0.5ea0 .000 
F)FV*FO GOLST 587-1 BZXIV7C4Wl6C3C3, -
I 









EFFECT OF FLOW SIMULATION INGROUND PLANE FOR DC=0, DE=0 DEGREES
 
1.2 





-10 8 - 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1 
LIFT-CRAG RATIO, L/3
 
BETA FLOW ELEVTR CANVIR REFERENCE INFOiMATION 
*.0 '.00 10.000 SREF 3O.3004 So. I
DAT. =E 3 .rn ts;rAT.Ia 0E$CRLPT!CH 
OEcVOFOOL$T 567-1 OZXV cWI±03E35 . or D- 10 O':O 0.000 
FCV4F6) - DLST 87'.1 8ZIXIVIC4WI6G3E35 + GP D= 10 DE:0 0.000 0.520 0.0 10.00 Lt' ±5.2150 IN. 30.44013 IN.4OCVGF4) -0 GO 1 57- O7. I2X1? W1003E55 . aP DC= 10 0E0O 0.010 0.620 0. 000 10.009 9REF 
GP Dt = 10 0.000 0.000 10.000 XHRP 33.4360 IN.cnCV1o8f DLST B2IX1V7C4WIl6G3E34 +I 5,7-, YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNpP Z.9300 IN. 












.2 20 .5 *1 0 .0. 0 1-. -1 -.2 -.5 .3 -Z5.4 
-. 0.2 - - -- - -. - - - ­-
35 .25 .05 25 35.4 .O .36 .20 .15 .10 .00 -. 05 -. 10 ... 15 -. 20 -. -. 30 -. -. 40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET'3Yit4 COFIGUATI DESCRIPTION ETA FLOW ELEVTR CANVTR REFERENCE INFOFNATION 
IcVcro *O3,LST":7-t 021XSVTC4W16OsE35 . SP DC= I0 DE=U 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 SRCF 380.-00. SO. IN
cFrcVoro L DLSY 587-I B21*IV7C4WIGG3E35 4 GP CC= 10 0E=O 0.000 0.520 0.000 10.000 LREF 15.2150 IN. 
IGCvYFf}y 6DLST 587-1 82IXIV7C4WI6;5335 * 4P C. %0 OEzO 0.000 0.620 0.000 :0.000 8REF 30.4400 IN. 



















- 4 -02 2 4 8 to 12 14 i6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
18 20 22 24 26 
DATA SET SY80 
£2 
'FrcvGFr 0cr?)  
CECVG07) L 
CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION 
O 7LST561-1 8ZIXIV7C4W163r35 . OP DC= IS QE=3IE15,I0 L:- Z 
GODLST 587I DtXIV7C4IG63E35 + OF DCs 15 0DE3 
GDLST 807-1 B2tX$VC4W1G6MZ3S + 4P 0C 15 0C=3 















CANVTR REFRENCE INFOf.ATION 
15.000 SREF 3100.3004 SQ. IN 
15.000 LREF 15.2150 IN. 
1I.000 BREF 30.4400 IN: 
SO00 IXHRF 33.4360 Im. 
YHRP 0.000D IN. 
Zm" 3.9380 IN. 
MACH 0.Z01 SCAL PE2017$ 
P/ 3 225 





















-. 05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
DATA SET SYEMO CCHFIQURATIa. DESCRIPTION BETA FLOW ELEVTR CANVTR REFERENCE IHFakMATION 
CCCVOF) 
IFCnGr, 
: DLST 561-1 B21XIVtC4WS6S3E35 * GP DC= 15 DE=3 
ODLST 50?- IZlxVC4W63e35 . OP OCn 15 D0=3 
























05CVG0715G 7L5T$67-1 821XIVC4WI6C3E34 + GP CC Z 15 0.000 3.000 15.600 XKRP 33.4350 IN. 
YNRP 0.00o IN. 
ZhRP 3.938D IN. 
MACNOSCALE 0.0175 PA..rw P9I 








N F R HA T I ON 
DATA SEE $YXS CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICM MIA FLVW ELEVTR CANVTR REFERENCE I ­
3.000 15.000 SREF 300.3004 $2. IN
 I rCVGr?) 4nLST 58T-1 821XIVCW163E35 + GP DC= 15 DE=3 0.000 0.000 
.FCVOFTI DLST 597-,1 DIXIVC4W GSE35 .+GP CC- 15DE=3 D.Cav 0.520 ;.000 15.000 LR£r %5.2,50 in.
 
fGeVGFl, ODLST $87-1 82IXtVMIW16 3EU * OP DC= 15 VE=3 0.000 0.620 3';(HIG 15.00 GREF "0.440C IN. 




















. 5 - | , " - 2 . - 5 . 5 ­a

- 0 . 64 1 .4 . 3 0 . 9 5 . 2D 1) Z O 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLk
 
BTA FLOW ELEVTR CANVTR REFERENCE INFRMATION M C OFIaRATION DESCRIPTIONATA T YB 
*O ,D 3.000 15.000 SREF 3B00.004 SQ : IN OFP C= 1 :
EY71 GOLST 567-1 DIUVVC4WIO3Z LREF 15.2160 IN.0.00 otsz * 15.000ZO 3.000 
(CyF)FCVGFT}) IOLST 587-1 5ZIXIVC4WI6f3E35 PPC= DE =3 30.AADD IN. GF UC= 15 Ve Z *.110 0,620 coo0 15.000 BREF 
¢fCvGF?) 3:001 I$*nDO XMRP 33.4360
IOGLST 507-1 8ZIXIV7C4WI6&3Ea5 IN.
 GPDC = Is 0.000
~VCW63
IECV;or) DS 8-
















4. I t2 4 a1 













DATA MIST. CME MVV 

SCALE 0.0175
GULST 587-1 B21XlV7C4WJ6G3E35.4 GP CC= 20 DE=I0 (ACVGF1) ,24 JUL 71 P/ L 229 
________ 
EFFECT OF FLOW SIMULATION INGROUND PLANE FOR DC=20. DE=IO DEGREES
 






.2 R- 0.000 
a 	 1 
BEA 000 AH0SRF 	 303O4 S.I
 
0. 520 A__ 0.00 2 . aAP3 	 36I _ _ __ 
S, 	 .- .25 .5 A45 .30 .3 .4 . .30 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDNv 	 SRECLE ~0Rk~LILL.RUDDERAT 
CANQC 9.a4 o 	 YMIn 11.30c IN. 
0.000 	 BETA 0.000 MACH 0.201.3D F S.I 
BR[r 30.4400 iN.0 	 0.82 Ai.Ra 0.000 CANVTR 20.000 XNRP 53.4360 ZN.
 
CANARA 0.000 YwFP 0.0000 IN.
 
ZHRP 3.9580 TN. 
O A Hilt. COO nvv SCALE 0.0175 
GOLST 587.-I B2IXIV7C4WIGG3E3S OP DC= 20 DE=IO (ACVGF8) 24 JUt 71, R.'SE 230 






4 	 4 6 12 14 16 
LIFT-CRAG RATIO. L/D
 
REFERENCE INrOR'-ATlDNSYMSOL FLOW PARAMETRIC VALUES 
DD MAHBTA .00aSREF 	 a00.300. "t IN 
U102 RUDDER 0.000 ELEVTR 113:02!n 	 B.REP 3.SSQ0 IN. o 	 .020 AILR 000 CANYTR t0.doo R 3 46 IN 
CAfl 0 000 YR 0000 N
 
ZMRP 3.9380 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
DATA MIST, COMt MnV
 
GOLSI 587-1 B2IXIV7CAV1GG3E3S G P DC= 20 0E=10 (ACVGFS) 24 JUL 7i P152 231 
------ 
EFFECT OF FLOW SIMULATION INGROUND PLANE FOR DC=20, Or-=1 DEGREES
 
. , 








- E - . - . So I 
"zo T . 0 A H0 9 2S 
F- t - 10 I000 000LE:52 RUDR E.VR 
-04[j4 L .. .. .. 1.L..L.. L .4t.4 .44 -A. .4..L4.. 4..Z. . .... . . I ... L... ... ..... . ..... ... t4.. L
- IN:[-
-10 -:00- ARC -.---
404 .35 .50 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -,40 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFTC!FiT- rM
 
SYMBO L VtiAfRAMTIC VALES REFERENCE INZORtIATION 
G.GQ,OOT AH * SSREF 380.3004 50. IN 
OOOO 15.t1500.50 ELVTUDER II.0 REV IN. 
V UDE 1.00BREF ti.LETR 000 30.4400O - A1LR ~ O.G CAVT ? 0IOIO KNRP 35:4SSO . TN:
 





GOLST 587-1 821X1V7C4W18G3E35 + GP OC= 20 DE=I0 CACVGFS) 24 JUL 71' P'3E 232
 










aG.A - a a t o 12 14 to is go 2z 24 zo 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SyNam FLOW PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM-TION 
aOo BTA 0.000 MACH 0.201 SREF 3811.300 So. IN 
0:520 RUDER 0.000D ELEVTR D.GD3, LREF 15.2150 IN. 
CANRCH a ago YR 0.DO N.ov 

ZIRP 3.9380 IN.
DATA HIST. CD "VV SCALE 0.075
 
-2OXIV7C4WlGG3E35
GDLST 587-1 + OP DC= 20 DE=O ACVGF9) 24 JUL 71 P E 233
 






- 0 . 4 
Ld 
_ _ _ _ 
-tI- I 
.00 .0$ .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, 'C0
 
*fla0 FLOW PARAMTRIC VALUES 

.o0 REFERENCE INFOR.-TIaO
BETA 0.000 MACH 
 0.201

.0:52D RUDER 0.1100 ELEVTR 11o0co SREF 380.3004 30. INLRFEF is,3Q41.2150 ;HZ. 
B.920 AILRC4 0.000 CAMVTR zo.aca
CAH0R 0.XmRP BR F 3.40 
 N
33.4360 IH..YKRP 
 0.000 IN. 
Z4RP 3.9380 IN.DATA MIST. CME NVV SCALE 0.0175 
GDLST 58-7-I B2IXIV7C4WIGG3E35 4 GP DC 20 DE=0 (ACVGF93 24 JUL 71 P/3E 234 
EFFECT OF FLOW SIMULATION INGROUND PLANE FOR DC=2O, DE=O DEGREES
 
r r' 1r- . . . . .' 









o 2 4 s




 ST"Sm FLOW PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN
 0.000 MTA 0.00D MAIN 0.201 

LREF 5 .440 IN.
 









 SCALE 00.475 
VAIA HISt. COD HVV 
GO,-ST 587-1 B21XIVTC4WIGG3E35 - GP DC= 20 DE=O [ACVGF9) 24 JUL 71 F,%6E 235 




-0. 20 .1 .1 0 .3 -1 .5 -9 .5 -3.33I K7 
.3f . 0 .25 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
SYMBOL F1.0%; PARAMETIC VALUES 
a 0D BETA 0.000 ACH 0.201 





0.000 CANVTR 2c.900 
*K conZ4?p 











24 JUL 71, P1-E






















 I I 
2. F.4~h0. r Sor is ?a 22 24r 
7:.l OF__ 
- ______33S 
ANGLE OF A7TACK, ALPHA.OGEGREES
 
S CT a r gr aL C F I OR A II I DE S C IP T I ON B T F LO WA E L V T, 9 AL R F R E N C E I FO M A I Q ' 
'CCVF G ST - 1 V? 5 +
G3 
-I D. 000 0 20 -0.DG 0.0[)( s~r .
 'o-vc D So,¢0 IV
: VlS 5IO 0 2 9 iVv Ww Oo "3 3a .ZXO F 
 D E - 2 0 O a. 0 - 2 0 .D0 01 4; . t a OG L T 5 67- 1 S Z X l V 7 W I 3 E3 5 A 
. 0o nD L R eF 1 ,2 s o I N p D = -2 0 , 0 .0 0 0 0 6 9 a - 2 . 00(C GOv OUST 587-1 S21XlYWJ643 4p 0 .9 O B AOF . 4 4 0 D I N' 0. 00 

















t 5 3 5 .4 4 S








A LW {ET IR E{EC NONTOLuA ¥@ I AI ICIT 
C VF} GLT571B;|? 633 P = 0 OOg DOO-DO GGD S 8.04 S. 
5 t 2XI ;33 G D=2 ______ ____ -__ .OD LE 1o 5 
0.2F} GLT5 - ~
U V______ 




U- VD) D 8-$ B XVWG3 G •0 2.DG O D XR 346 N 
.4P O~OO N 
0.0 ,98 i 



























 0 10 








IG3 + IF 
'IFT-DRAG RATIO. L/GETA FLOW ELEVTR 
DE=-20 C.oM .0 -2.0.000 
AILRON REFRENCE INFOKAATION 
RE o.04 So. IN 




IOFO$LST 587-1 BZlXVb7W613E35 
























CANARD OFFCONFIGURATION - FLOW SIMULATIONIN GROUND PLANE FOR DEz-20 DEGREES
 
1.4 _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
oAor 
.414 .20_.__ .1 ----a-- - .0- -.- 0--5- .20- .25--- - .35-.-
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
BETA FLOW ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INF)RHATIONDATA T SYNBOL CONFIGURATItf DESCRIPTION 
C¢VGFV) Q ODLST 587-1 B6zIvWIGc35 + OF DE=-20 0.o U a.Due "20.000 0.000 SREF 380.3004 so. IN 
11 vo0 L GOLT S87-1 02SXIV7WI60 33 . OF DE=-2c 0.000 6.520 -2D.000 OO0 3.4U LREF $1 5 0 i.
 
( CYGD GDLST 501-1 021XIVIW1603C35 + O 





4.1.005, *DL* 587-1 %zlIv7yW sq3 OF 0p.0O0 _20.cco pO aHR On 








ZKRP . 5 
P".GE 240
 









-0 6 6 4 
 - 2 a 2 4 6 a a0 12 14 Is An . 20 2 4 . 2
 
ANGrLE O F ATTACK. ALPHA. D]EGREES
 
UCAA SET[ *YM- CMfFIGIRAT-1W CC$CRjI*Pff BETA FLOW ELEVTR CANVTR REFERENCE IIFCff-kATZ0N 
IICO F 21 2 IDL37 587:-I R2IXtV7" WIGa3E3S CP VC -I) VE--0 0.000, 0.620 aI.uac -to.00o aRe 300.3004 $.I
 
(CC.V;Fr ( G.L" B|2T t ;3 4S'p mG. S DE-O 0*I0cul 0.620 0.0139 0.000] LREF IS.13400 IN.
 
"IFV } ODL&I 51IT-1 821 IV 16G£ 0. CC= 10 IE=0 CGooO 0.620 0].000[ 10.000 BRP 30.4400 IN.
 




MACH OF ATTACK A DER5 ZMR,? IN.
 
P/ 3E 241! 
------- 















DATA SET SYKOL COFIOURATION DESCRJPTI BETA FLOW ELEVTR CANVTR REFERENCE INF04MATION4 CDF2 :01T S8-
­
2IXIV7C4W%6O3E3S OF VCz-IO VE=O 0.000 0.620 0.000 -10.000 SREF 380.31304
( C..FI IDT57-1 S2IXIV7C4WI6O3E3S . 4P OC= 0 OE=O SQ. IN
CAM 0.620 0.000 0.000 LREF 15.2150 IN. 
, CVOF l f GOLST 567-1 8ZIXIV7C4WSS3E35 
- OF DC= 20 DE=O 0.000 0.001) O









mv, P,.,3E 242 
CANARD EFFECTIVENESS AT TAKE-OFF THRUST, DE=O DEGREES
 




904 6 - 46a , t 2 1 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/O
 
DATA MT SYNOM CCNFIGURATICH nVSCRPTI k MIA FLC ELEVTR CANVTA REFERENCR,.MrORHATIONI'Cv'F2I GLST 5 III OP O-10 DG=0 1::21S XVIC4WIGS935 VC glacO O.Doo -to.voc SRcF "38U.3004 SQ. INGLT58- ZIVF) 0--= 0E=0 .000 0.5 0 0002XIV7C4W 6035 +'OP 0 . O.20 LACF 16.2160 IN.
 
I&CVOF6) 0 GOL$T 567-1 B91 VtY?4WJ63C3S + r VC= 10 DE=O 0.620 V:.oD BREF
0.oav ON.0n 30.&ACOt IN.
t;cv4Fgx GOL$T 537-1 82IXIV7C4UJ6G335 + OP DC= 29 DE=0 
 C.Go NNDO
0.00 U.620 .00 XRP 3$.4360 IN.
YRP 0.000. IN.
 
Z0RP 3. 8t IN.
 
MACH 01201 SC'L' 0.01,5
 
!AGE 243 









-. 25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40
.10 as5 .01 -.05 -. in -. 15 -.20a064 SS m t2 * . 15 
PITCHING MOM'ENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
L V T R  
BE TA FLOW E E CANVTR REFERENICE INrCAMATZON DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATJCN OE$CRI-TXWt 3004 So. Z"0.000 U.*5ZV -1D,00D SREF is IN0.000 380. "So (*;CV:F2; IDLST 57:1 0ZjXIV?C4WI4G3E35 GPp, DC=-10 O[E[G=.660 .
-Cy ,  
OF CC=- 10 D£E=O 0.000G 0.20 0.000 1'0:00, BRF 30 4400 N 10 v.F6) ODLST 1 7-1 B0Z lXllVC4WGG33gE 
20.DDD XNRP 33.436, IN: 























0 A -2 0 a 4 6 6 In 12 14 16 la ED -aa 24, 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA', DEGREES -

DATA SET SY tB OL C OFI URATI OND SCRI TI ON M A FLOW L VT R ANVT A R F REN E INFOF ATION 
(Or vF6) OLST 567-1 BZXVTC4WI633S - OF CC= 0 D=D 1100 .620 0.01)( M OOD BRF =.4490 1
 




Z P.R.' S380 IN. 
PP -E 245
 

















-. a$0 o00 .05 toD 
SET $YM50L CCHFIQURATI DESCRI 'TIN0GCVQFi±QDL3T 5$7-1 B__XIV?C4WI6&335 . 
.15 
OP CC= 
o2 .25 .30 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 







[GCVGF3| GDLST 50?-$ 82%XlV?C4WIGGSE35 + OP OCz 10 D£zIO 
MACH O°z t 






3 9380 IN. 
0:617s 
P.',SE 246 









-8 a 6 4 2 4 6 8 to i2 14 is 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. LID
DATS S7 SY*W CCFZGURAUQ OESCRIPT;a BETA FLOw ELEVTR CANVTR REFERENCE INFHATIONcCDs, 
LGCVGFp) 00CLOT 538-1 oZXvrC4W6egZsz - OP DC: :0 DE:.-2 .000 0.620 -20.000 10.000 SRaF 3c.;004. So. IN01.ST 587-1 52ITV1C4U1003Z35 
- OP 0Cz 10 VE=-10 0.000 9.620 -10.000 10.000 LREF 15.2150 IN.
OOL31 $87-1 (G0V0F3j U LS 57-1 921XMVC4.U410O35 
- OP 
00V1.57 821XlvlCAIGOZt O P CC= So pe=0 0.000 0.520 G0,00 000 DRYE 3C.4400 Is.
C: 10 DE=10 0.000 0.620 10.0010 10.4100 XKRP 3.4360 IN. 




MAC" 	 V.ZatSCALE 
 0.0%75S 
PP'3E 247 
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS AT TAKE-OFF THRUST, DC=1O DEGREES
 
" J 
.40 .35 .3,D .25lJriia.20 .15a .1D .05fj .00 -. 05lu a Is -. 0 .2 -30 5 .4 
0.2 










 .35 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 25 -. 30 35 -. 40-. -. 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIEN T. CLM 
DATA SET STNBo CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION BETA FLOW ELEVTR CANVTR REFERENCE INFOPHATIONCGCV4F) 05758- StlXlvtCIWm sE3s + GP 0C= ±0 0E.20 0.000 0.620 -2a.000 10.000 SREF 380G.004 SQ. INLIVF)GDL.ST SA 821XIV7CAW1$43E55 + 0 Oc 10Ct -o 0.000 0.620 -10.000 10.000 LREP 15.2150 IN.f#CVGFG6) OLST 587-I 021XiV7C4W163E35 OP DC= 10 DE0 0.000 0.620 0.000 10,000 BREF 30.4400 IN.tocvGF3 U GOLST 587-1 BZIXIV7CtWIG;c35 * IF cc= 10 DE 0.000 0.OO ±0.000 10.000 XNRP 33.4300 IN.Y14F 0.0000 
 IN.
 




















-o -s -2 0 2 4 0 8 10 12 14 18 i8 20 22 24 2e 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OA. , SEI oyot FIGURATIC CfCRlPTIC MTA FLOW CLEVTR CANVTR RErCRCNCC INF.MATION 
CGcv*Fl) GOLST 507-1 B21'1VTC4Wt6G3E3S * GP VCz 0 DEO 0.000 0.620 0.000 0 .0 SREF 380.3004 Sq. IN 
tC4cvF09) I OLST 57-1 B 2XIVTC4WI6;3Z35 * GF DC. 10 DE=: ,.000 0.620 0.000 U0. LREF 15.Z150 IN. 
(OCV#FS) 0 GOLST 567-1 B2XjV7C4W6E35 -* OP CCO20 E=O 0.000 0.620 0.000 20.00 BRFF 30.4400 IN. 
(1CVOFT) U Ct5 587-I 82XIVC4WV6G3E3S * OF C= 15 DE=3 0.000 0.620 3.000 IS.000 XMRP 33.4360 IN. 
eCGVGPF* GLSt 597-1 BIXIV7C4W163E35 + OP DC:20 n ,f 0.000 0.620 10.000 20.000 YfRP a. 000 IN. 













cc .0$ sol .5I za .3 l 's .0.4 5 
DRAG CGEFF=IC NT.1
 
DATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATI ONESCRIPTION BETA FLOW ELVVTR CANVIR REFERENCF INFORMATION 
(G<VGFI) 1 6 LST ':7--I 821Iv7C4w s3SS3 + GP Dc= DE=60 0.00 5.620 0.001) 11.000 S2EF 38b.3Ua4 SQ. IN 
Q;VF) ZIXIVTC4WIGQ3E3$ - OF DE0 0.620 10.000 15 INoDL*T 5T-1Z DC= If) 0.000 0.0006 LREF Z%50 
GCGg LT58- 21XV7C4W16Q3E3S + GP DC= 20 DC=G 0.000 0.620 13.0110 20.000 BREF 30:410D IN: 
= 
;CV=1T}1 DL$:T ZIXIVTC4WI6&3E3S Gr DC 15 6V=3 0.000 620 3.000 15.000 33.4360 





:5- . b. X"RP IN. 
0A.2 0.201 SCALE U°0175 
rAGE 250 










-to-G 4 - 0 2 4 a 10I 12 14 16 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D
 
DATA WT 3THOOL CCNFIoURAT$QM DESCRIPTSO BETA FLOW ELEVTR CANVTR REFERENCE INFO,.ATION 
GCVGFS3 GDL T 567-1 921XSV7Z4WIG3E35 O P DC= a Dc=O 0.000 0.620 0.0s0 0.000 SREF 380.4004 te. IN 
tocv;rol 0GL:T 567-1 oalxlv?CWIG,3E3, OP CC= to oc=o 0.009DO * .Gav0:00 1.000 LREF ls.Zl 0 IN. 
IGIVF01 GL3T::-l :2lX$V7C416r335 OFG DC= 211 0E=0 C.000 0.620 0.090 20.000 DREF -30.4400 in.
 
,*CVG " LST _8- ZlXlV7C4WlGC3E35 C P VC= 15 OJE=3 0.000 0.620 3.000 15.000 XNRP 33.4360 IN.
 




P/ XE, 251 







-0.".40 .35 .30 .95 .20 .25 .10 .05 X0 '-.05 -. 10 - 15 2 -. - *30-. -. 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
T 
DATA SiT SYMBOL COTIOURATICN DESCRIPTION OTA FLOW CLEV CANiVTR RCFCRZNCC IHr('RHATIOM 
V F ) = (GC I I VGLST 501:1 sz,&xly7C4Wtfi 3S . OF DC a oc=a ,G.0 0.6i20 0.090 al R EP 300,3004 $0. IN 
(GVF6GL$ 8-tB|XVCWS E5 P = D0IIIG0 , .O OGo LREP 15.2150 IN.
 
¥ F ) 

{G G 57 5IITC4WI603ESS - &F CZ 20 VE=D 0 Goo0.O620 0.000 20.000 BREF 30.4405 IN,
 
tlCVGF7 GDLS 561- B2IxY?C4WI6G 5E ~. OF oc 15 D =3 0.000 .. 620 1.000 15.000 XmRP 33.43S N 


















-o -4 a 2 4 6 le 12 14 1$ Is 20 te 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION. BETA FLOW ELEVTR CARVTR REFERENCE INFOEMATIOM 
ECVFOS) 0 GOLST 587-1 S2SXfVC4VIGGSE35 DE = 0 Dc = 0 0.00 ElO.D0 0.000 0.000 SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN 
cVF5) GOLST 587-1 82111VC4f6lGGE3S De = 0 DC = 0 a.00 0.50 0.0000 o .0 LREF Is.so IN. 
rcVrPos ) 0 GDLST 587-1 S2IXIVC4WI6GE35 DE =' 0 DC = 0 o.0 0.520 0.000 0.00 	 fR F 30.44D0 I". 



















In .25___ to.2 
.0 ,S.47 45 .5 




DATA SET SYMOCC COFIOURATION DESCRIPTION BETA FLOW ELEVTR CARVIR REFERENCE INF MATION 
'CVrfS {FC V 0 I G S -OS 58-1 587-1 12XVI4.16CU35 2 X1VTC4W16;3 35 EDE = 0 a C = P C= 0D . 0D.0D00 0DaE ZMGG, 0 00 OD.000 000 $R F . 000OG LR F 3 .2 04 3 0 0415. 15 a S .I N . 
I n r F 0 5 )
I E¢V0 12 ) 0 U G D L S T G LS T 58 7- 1 5 7- 1 0 2 1X SV C 4 W l6G 3 E3 5 D E = a D C = B2 XIVTC 4 3 4 W 6 G 3 - 6 AR CH 0 0 .0 0D . 0 0 0 0 . 2 0 0. 0 0 0 .0 0 0 . C u . 0 0 BEO3 5 FXHR P . 4 0 3 ,403.,436 0 N I N. 
HRP 0.000 In. 
NA H 0.20. IHR "ALE Z.93800.0175 IN. 
Pt E 254 





















 in1 12 14 "16 
DATA SET SYNOM LIFT-DRAG RATIO. LIDCONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION11Vv105 GDLST 58I 82 CTA FLOW ELEVTR CANVTRX1V7C4Wl6G3E35 DE REFERENCE INFO4NATION
'a DC = 0 0:00 O .C;zGOLST 507-1 921X1VIc4WI6G3z35 DE = G.000 O.0O SREF 380.3004(ocVro,, C r0 DC = 0.000 SQ'INGOLST S 1 BOIX1V7C4Id16;3E35 DE = 0 0.520 0.000 0.000 LREF0C'= 0 6.000 15.2250 IN.
I V5DLST 0.620 0.00 0.000
57-1 O21X1VIc4E34W16;3 BREF 30.4400
GEAR ON IN.
0.000 



























• == .0 *2 15 .G 0 
 *O -. 03 -. 16 -. 15 -. 90 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DAASTSNG OHIUAINDSRPINBTA 
FLOW ELEVTR CANVTR REFERENCE INFOIMATION
,FCVFG05} 4 :VL3T $87-1 0Z1XlVC4Wl6G3E3S DE = a a aDc D0 0.009 0.002
U-OD 0.000 SREF 380.3004 . SQ. IA CVFDS) ODL3T 567-1 BZIXIV7C4W 603E35 DE= DE =G .Doo 0.520 0.000 0-000 LREF 15.2150






MACH "m0 . G 
 H p 3 .9380 IN .
2S C L E G. D 1 75
 
Pi 3E 256 






















0.6 6 - 4 - 2 0 , 4 10 12 14 1e to 20 22 24 *6 
SYS w. 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREESSYMSCL FLCU 	 AUS-REFERENCEPARAMETRIC VALLT$0.000 BTA 	 1NF0R 4ATIoN0.000 MACH 0.201 
o0520 RLmDER b.000 ELEVTR 
- 10.000 	
SREF 380.3004 SQo I 
LREF 35,01.0 IN. 
0.620 AILRO4 0.000 CANYTR 
- IO.000CANRO 








DATA MIST. CME Nfl SCA3E IN:
 
SCALE 0.0175




-10 (ACVF03) 24-jUL 71 .', 257
 









GDS14J2 X V C W S 3E 5 D 1 C = -0 [ CV 0 ) ? U P G 5 
-. 5 G05 
.1oi 15 .90 .23 .30 .35 
.40 .45 .50 















E FE R EN C E I N FOR A T IO N 
SREF 380.3U34 SQ. 
LREF 15.215r IN. 
BREF 30.4400 IN. 
IN 
CAMRRN 0.000 XHRP 33.4360 IN. 
U­
• DATA MIST. CCCE 
1 


















4 8 10 - 2 1




D.DD $ETA 0.00D MACH 0.201yMBOl. FLOW PARAMETRIC VALUES SReF 380 3DD4 So. IN 
LREF 15.2150 IN. 
0.520 RUDDER 0.000 £LtVTR - 10.U0 BREF 30.44 IN: 
0-62a A1LRO4 0.000 CAMVTR - I..000 XMAP 33.4360 IN. 
YNRP 0,0000 IN,CANlO 0.000 ZMRP 3.380 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
DATA "i3. CODE MVV 
GDLST 587-1 B21X1V7C4W1603E35 DE - -10 DC = -10 C,ACVF03) 24 JUL 71 F,GE 259 


















0.20 IRNL 	 525 N
.0.4
•40 .35 .30 .23 .20 .15 	 I.10 03 00 -05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. a5 *.3o 
-. 35 -. 40 
PITCHIING MOMENT COEFFICENT. GLM
Sl~t rwPRMTI AUSREFERENCEo 0.0 0 
 B T A 0.0 0 0 ACH 	 INFOrn..ATION0201 
0.520 RUDDER 	 REF 38 0. 300.009 ELEVTR 
- 10.000 	 C4" 8 . IN 
0.020 AILRaA 	 LREF 15.2159
0.000 	 CAHVTR 
- 10.000 IN. 
XHRP 33.4360CANR 4 C.ODg IN. 
YNRP 03.0090 IN. 
DATA MIST CODE xVV 	 ZNRP =.938 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175GDLST 587-1 621X1V7C4W]6G3E35 DE 
-- 10 DC =-10 CACVF03) 
 24 JUL 71 P,'3E 260
 














-2 40 * S 10 It 14 16 IS 20 22 24 2 
ST B" FLC ANGLE OF ATTACK;'ALPHA. DEGREES'PARANTR1C VALUES0.00 BETA 0.0oo NACH REFERENCE INFOr4ATZOU
0.2010.5201 RUDER 0.00a SREFELEVTR 380.3D40.00 SQO. IN 
.620 AILRCW 0.000 CANVTR .IREF 15.2150 1".- I D.CO BREF 35.450 ZN.CANRCW 0.000 
XmRp 33.4360 IN.
C A N ~ S 0 . 0 0Y NRp 0. 00 00 I N . 
ZNRP 
 3.9380 
 ZN.6TA HIS7. CODE wHvV 
 SCALE 0.0175
GDLST 587-1 821X1V7C4W18G3E35 DE 
 0 -DC = -10 CACVFOI) 
 24 UJUL 71 P.,G& 261
 































.35 40 .45 .50
 
SYMBOL FLOWj 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
0.0DO 





 RUDDER 0.000 ELEVTR REFERENCE INFO
0.u0o ATON
S 0.620 AlLS 0.000 CANIVTR LREF 380.3004









ZMRF 3.9560 IN.GDLST 59- DATA MIST. CO E MVV ZCRL 22 1X1V7C4w:G3E3S DE - 0 DC 3 .9 375
-10 CACVFO4) 24 JUL 71
. SCALE PA\GE00175 282 














A 0.0 0 LVR -WE DfoLE 
-.






rM eot r t LIFT-DRAG RATIO. LID
PA RA H IC VAL 4$Eo 
 0 G00 SZTA 0.000 flACN 0.201R0 .520 RU0OE FEREN CEE I N FO R T O.000 ELEVTR o. an AT O SREFIR  380.3004 SQ. IN15 2tS  IN.o .00 IRW 0.0 CANVTR - ±t.oaoAN .00.XNRP OREF 30.4400 IN. 
35.4380CWcd .00YNRP IN. 
. 0.000 IN. 
-ATA nEST. CaE lEVY ?NRP 3.9380 "1N.SCALE 0.0175GDLST 587-1 621X1V7C4W-l8G3E35 DE 
 0 DC =-10 CACVFO4) 
24 dUL 71 P.GE 263
 



















-. 40 .35 .30 .25 
SYBL F0WPRMTI BETA0.000 
 0.000 

D.52; RUDDER 0.000 

<1 	 .620 AILRCN 0.O0a 
DA00BTA 0.000CADE 
GOLST 5-7-1 821X1V7C4W 603E35 DE 

.20 .15 .10 *05 *00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 










































3 0.301 4Q5I IN. 
p * g 'r 














-- 20 2 4 6 8 20 14 16, to 2229 24 2& 
SYBLANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SB FL PARAMETRIC VALUES




 SREF 380.3VO4 So. IN 
01520 RUDDER 0.000 ELEYTR D.oo LREF 15.2150 IN.










CATA MIST. COE "vV IN.
 SCALE 0.0175
 
....T587-1 B2XIV7C4W!6G3E35 DE 0 DC = O'ACVF051 12 JUL 71 P',GE 265 











































- DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO0.o00 ETA 0.000 HKACH 0.201 
G.5 D UDE O°UOSREF, REFERENC INFOR.ATION
LE /RO.DO 
 380.3004 So. IN
D::20 RUDDER 0.000 ELEVTR Ouo
D0620AILRW4 0.000 CANVIR LREF 15.2150 IN.
0.000 


































-0.S 	 2. .I.....................
 
- -6 - - 4 
-- 2 0 2 4 6 0 ±0 - 12 14 16 
T"00t F&0J PARAMETRIC VALUES LIFT-DRAG RATIO, L/Ooo o BETA 0.00D MACN 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION0.201 0.520 	 SREF
RUDDER 0.000 ELEVTR 0.060 380.3d04 SQ. IN 
LREF 15.21500.620 	 IN.
ALRX 0.010 CANVTR D.uGOCANRm ' G .aoD REF 30.4400
XWOP 33.4360 IN.
YNRP 	 IN.0.0000 IN. 
DATA HIST. CODE NVY 	 ZIIRP 3.9380 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175
GULST 587-1 B21X1V7C4W1G1E35 DE 
= 0 DC = C CACV053 21-UL 71 P/JE 267
 
















.D'4a .3 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 5 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 46 
PITCHING MOMENT COEF
SYMOCC FLCQ 	 ICIENT, CLM PARAMETRIZC VALUES

.Doc BETA 0.0D0 MACH 
 D.Zal 	 R FR N E 
'N~ H T O
SREF 380.3001 
 30. IN
D::20 RUDDER 0.000 ELEVTR 0.00D








DATA MIST. CME . VV 	 Z RP 3 .9300 IN. 
SAE Du?GOLST 587-1 B21XIV7C4W]6G3E35 OE 
= 0 DC = 0 (ACVF05] 24 JUL 7 FtGE 268 
1.4 

















-0.6 - 4 -a .o e 6 8 1 




O*O T PARAMETRIC VALES
G00 NCH 
 O2iREFERENCE 
0.000 BETA INFORY.TICH0.000 MACHI 0.0
0 520 RUDDERo G.OGU ELEVIR 0.00U SR: 380.3004 S.IN0.20 :620AILRI 0.000 AI5ROM5a EN.2CANVIR 10...o 







YHRP G*ODOR IN. 
DATA. 11. CE MVV ZMRP 3.9180 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
GOLST 587-1 221X1V7C4W1GG3E35 DE 
 0 DC = 10 CACVFO6) 24 JUL 71 PACE 269
 












-D. 6 L t~ l l 
- 5 n0$ 
.10 .0 .. 5 
.31 .35 
.40 .45 .30 





















REF 380.3GU4 SQ. IN 
15.215 5 N 
BREF 30.4400 " N: 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
DAT H ST*C 
00SCALE 
GDLST 597-' B21X'V7C4WGG3E35 CE -
0.00 SfA 0.000 
.211RF 0 DC 10 
YRP 
7"ZRP





























 i P'G 7
 
0.0H S .COE- H V;MA E 0 0 7
 
-D Ga -6 -4 
 -2 0 2 4 6 10 12 14 le 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO, L/D
$y mo FL W PARAKTRIC VAL ESREBEA0 AC .0 
 REFEENCR NC NFORAIATICN20aO RUDDE ODo. AC 0.2p 5EF 300.3004 So. IN
UD£ ~ 002g ELEVTR O.GDS 
S06 LREF 15.2150 IN.
G0.0-1 58-* AILRM ao CANVTR 10.000
-61V7 4Wl'33 D2 BRF 30.44"D IN.
0 2DC6CANRM D.Gaa 10 2 L'/I P12VFG. 1. 710
'XHRP 33.4360 IN.
 
RP 3.3380 1 .
 

















-'.44 .35 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -5 -. 10 15-. -. 20 -. 35 -.30 -. 35 .40 
s.na0 FLOW BETA PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLMSYMBOL 
 F.ITR MALSP4RAKETRIC V LUES 
0.050 ERTA 0.000 
-ACH 0.201 REFERENCE INFOR:ATION 
0.520 RUDDER SREF 380.30040.000 ELEVTR SQ. INo..uo 
0.620 A1LM 0.000 LREF 15.2150CANVTR IN.10.000 
BREF 
 30.4400 




DATA MIST. CODE 3.S380 IN.MVV 
SCALE 
 0.0175
GDST 58,7-1 B21X1V7C4W18G3E35 GE 
 0 DC = 10 (ACVFOG) 21 JUL 71' P.'.3F 272
 
1o6 
EFFECT OF FLOW SIMULATION INFREE AIR 
 B-15B-1
 
, , ,rrrll j i i 





















--2 2 4 6 a is 12. 14 is is 2 2 
ANGLE OF ATT^C ,ALPHA, DEGREES20 2 24 
4 2 
6 




0.000 ELEVIR MOOO 

LREF 15.2150
g.GZD Al LROW IN.
0.00 CANVrR 10.000 
 BREF 30.4400 IN:
 
CANROM C.Uav 




CATA MIST. CCOE MVV*A IN.
 SCALE 0.0175
 
GD-ST 587-1 B21XlV7C4WlGG3E35 DE 10 0 C 10I(ECVF07) 24 JUL 71 
 P.,GE 273 




































0.013 PRER0 MALS DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO o.000 RETA 
 0.000 )AACI REFERENCE INFOHATION
0.201
t .0 RUDVER 0.000 SREF 300.3004ELEVTR ±oujo SG. IN
 
LREF
















3ULST 58-7-I B21X1V7C4W:6G3E35 DE 
- 10 OC 10 (ECVF07) 24 JUL 71 
6. F 0E 274 

















-2 02 4 6 a 10 12 14 16
 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO, L/D
SY B WFL ,PA RA METR IC VALUES





020 RUDDER So. INDODD ELEVTR 10.090 




 XHRP 33 4360 IN.
 
T HVVA, YMRP :GO*DOD IN.
 
DAAMS. OEiRP 3.9380 IN.
SCALE .. 0175
 
GOLST 587-1 92IXIlV7C4W]GG3E35 DE 7 10 DC 10 24IOECVF07J JL 71 P'GE 275 




















.40 .35 .30 .25 .20 .15 
 .10 




 FL PARAMETRIC PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLMVALUES 

2 D0oo 
 BETA 0.000 MACH REFERENCE INFOR[ATION0.201 

0.520 
 RUDDER 0.000 SREF 380.3Dc4
ELEVTR 
 10.006 SQ. IN 
0.0z AZLRON 0.000 LREF 15.2150CANVTR IN.
10.0o0 









DATA HST COVE HVV*A 3.9380 IN. 
SCALE 0.017b
GDuBST 5V,-I 2IXlV7C4WIGG3E35 fE r 10 DC = 10 (ECVFO7) 24 JUL 71 P'SE 276 


























SYMBO FLW ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
PARAWEIRIC VALUES
o Co I .0 AH 021REFERENCE.000 BTA 0.000 INFOPHATIONMACH 0.201 
0.520 RUDER SREF 380.30040.000 ELEYTR 1o.uoo SQ. IN 
0.420 AILRA LREF13.000 CANVTR 15.2150Zs.on IN. 
BREF 30.4400CAURCJ O.D0 IN. 
XHRP 33.4360 IN. 
ZHRP 3.9380 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
DATA HIST. CODE Vv 

GDLST 587-I B2IXlV7C4W SG3E35-DE 
­ 10 DC = 20 CACVF08) 
24 JUL 71 P'GE 277
 
EFFECT OF FLOW SIMULATION INFREE AIR
1.0 






















0.00aOGs 	 MC .0 EEEC NOM10
 
.°05 
 00 .05 .10 
 .5 .20 .25 .30 
 .35 






 DETA 0.001; ACH 
 0.201
0.520 r RUDDER 0.VDD 
 ELEVTR ba*0oa 	 SREF 360.3004 SQ. IN 
LREF 15.2150

















GOLST 587-I B21X1V7C4W16G3E35 DE 
= 10 OC = 20 (ACVFO8J 
 24 JUL 71 PAZE 278
 




















-0 1- 0 4 0
- 2 4 68 
 14 16 
3THB FLCW PARAMETRIC VALUES r-IDARTO-L0 
a I .U AH OZlREFERENC INFOR':ATION
0,*GoO RUDDE ELET E0.000 10.00 
 SREF 380.3DB4 SQ. IN
 
0.620 AIR COR *0 LV I , 0 
 LREF 15.2150 IN.
ZR 0*=.000 CANVTR 2G.000 
 SREF 30.4400 IN.
 
CARRN S.00





DT IT COE "VZmRP DTO15GDLST 587- B2.0X0V7C40lGG3E35 DE 
 1 DC = 2"C ACVF08) 2 JUl 71 P'3.E 279 
1.. 

















.4 .3s .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 .25 .30 -. 55 -4 
SYMBOL FLO PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMPARAMETRICo .000 BETA 0.000 VALUESMACH 0.2010.520 




.620 15 21513 SQ.IN  INAILR 0.000 CANVTR 20.0o0 

CANRON V Doa BRRF 30.4400 IN.XMRP 33.4360 IN.
YNRP 
 0.000 IN.
DATA MIST. CODE Nqy 







c-~ 8f~. 62 X V c w1 0 E 5 D 
 10 DC 20 CACVF O08) 214 JUL 71 P..SE 280 











- --4 -2 a 42 6 a 10 12 14 le l8 22go 24 26 
ANGLEE OF ATTACK,'ALPHA, DEGREES
SYB OL FLQ PARA MTRIC VALES 
GeVO SETA O.Do EEE C N O ITMACH D.201 O
 $REP 300.3004
Go5- R UDER o: ,0 0 So. INE L VT R 3 . 0 j o . L R EF 1 5 . 2 1 5 D I N .0 .:20 Al"C 0.000 CANVTR 15.500 BREF 30.4400 IN. 
CAMPOS 0.060 XNRP 33.4360 IN.
YRP 2.0000 IN.
 




GOLST 587-1 B21-XlV7C4W.6G3E35 DE 3 DC = 15 (ACVF09), 24 JUL 71" P'.GE 281
 

















,Y'st FLOW 	 DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
PARANETRIC VALUES 

G Go STA 0.000 HACH REFERENCE INFOFNATION
0.20± 

0.520 RUDDER 0.000 	 SRE; 380.3004
ELEVTR 3.UOO SQ. IN
 
0.02G AXLRf LREF 15.2150 IN.
0.000 CANVTR ".000 






DATA M1s. CCCE .VV ZKRP 3.9380 IN. SCALE 0.0175
GDLST 587-I B21XIV7C4WIGG3E35 DE 

















D5 RUDDER0. 	 62 Alu 
CA0.4 
-






















DATA MIST. 	CODE MVV 

GOLST 587-1 B2IXIV7C4WIBG3E35 DE 

















































.033" .30 .o5 .20 15 .10 05 .00 -*D -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40 
lY"Scc FLCV 
G.050 BETA 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 



























GDST5 1 B2XVCW 33 3 O 1E5 CACVF09) 24 JUL 71, P',GE ?Rd 
EFFECT OF FLOW SIMULATION INFREE AIR
.... w- rrr ± ,6 	 B-15B-I


















2 4 5 8 1So6- le 14" le is 20 22 24 25 
ANGLE OF A,,ArK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
3 mam FLOW PARAMETRIC VALUESO~a 
 I .0 AH 021REFERENCE 
 INFORMTION
 
.a20 RUDE D.060 EHT OGDD SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN
 
.620 RUDE DDL LAORX°D 
 LREF 15.2150 IN.
0.2 ACOoO ANYTR 
 5.zaa 
 BREF 30.4400 1N..
 
CA R01 0.00 D 
 XRP 33 4360 IN. . 
MV IN.DAA 0IST.COD 	 ¥NRP 0:0000 
SCALE 3.9380
0 0175 IN.
G 0.LST 	 ZNRF
587- B2X 0V2C4WIG3E35 DE 0OC 
 1 iACVF1O) P2 2 E 285
24 JUL 71 

-0.4 




















*0 * O 05.10 
.15 
DIRAC COEFFICIN . Cl) 
.30 3*4. 
.3"4 5.4 O 
BT 




















DATA MIST. CCCE mvv2.lV1C4WI5G3E35 









EFFECT OF FLOW SIMULATION INFREE AIR 
 B-15B-1
 












0D.40.0 00 S T .() M C 
 .0
 
-- -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1; 
LiFT-DRAG RATIO, LILY
 
Soo.F0ARKTCVAUSREFERENCEO INFOR9.ATIOU0.0 BTA - 0.000 MACH 0.201 
0.52 RUDDE SREF 38U.30040.000 EL£VTR SQ. IN0.000
O *,20 AILRa 0.000 CANVYTR LREF 15.2150 IN.
5.000 
BREF
CANRaJ C.000 30.4400 IN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN.
ZHRPYM  U. 0000 IN.
3.938n




GDLST 587-1 B2IXIV7C4WIGG3E35 DE 
r 0 DC = 5 (ACVRIO) 24 JUL 71 P,'.:E 287
 















o 	 E 0. 04 IN









0.620 AILRM 	 IN.
0.000 CANVTR 5.600 

CANRON 	 C.00D AREF 30.4400 IN. 
XRP 33.4360YMRP 	 IN.
0,0000 IN.
 
DATA MIST. COE 




GDLST 587-1 B2XlV7C4WsG3E35 DE 
= DOC = rArvrn, I .. 







--2 2 4 6 0 12 14 16 IS 20 22 24 26 
DATA SET 3YMSO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
£CVFGIJ SDL3T S$7-1 ozixlvTwIGG3E35 
IFCVFD1JI GOLST 567-1 B21XIVTWl6S3E35 
IECVFGI L GDLST 567-1 B2JIlV7WI6aR£35 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
BETA FLOW ELEVTR AILRON 
DE = -20 0.000 0.000 -2000.000 
OE = -?0 0.000 0,520 -20.000 OO 0 
0."0 00D 0.620 -20.000 0.00a 
DE =-10 0,060 O.0go -10.000 0.000DE -10 0.000 U-520 -J*0 .ODE =-10 0.960 0.6213 -0.000 0.O00a 
REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
SREF 360.3004 So. IN 
LE 5 N 
BREF 30.4400 XH. 
XHRP 33.4360 IN. 
YRP.00 N 
ZMRP 3,q3oa IN.SCALE 0.075 
P ".ORE 289 














 .05 .19 





DAW A YB L CNI UR TO E CI TO [FCVFDI) 
- GDLST 587-1 BZ1XIV7WIG3E35 DE=-0OOO 
TA FLOW ELVTR AILRON REFRdCE INFRNATION 
ORAG COEFFICIENT, CD 

[FCVFOIJ D 0-OO 0GDLST 567-1 2XYT6335 DE = -23 .G000 SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN !ECVF02) 0.000 0.520 -20.000 0.000
3 DLST 567-1 B2lXlyTWl6G3E35 DE = -zo LREF l5. 150 IN.D*ODD
:£CVFG2 GDLST 0.6 0 _Z.O :*000 BREF
87- 21IVT7Wl6G3E35 30.4400 IN.
FcVFG2) DE = -10GOL3T 587-1 SZIXIV7WI6*3e35 0.O00
DE = -10O*O Do*a -1,000[ GOLST 567-1 B2IXlV7W16G3E3S DE = -10 -.'°520 0 
OO0XR00D XNRP 346 IN.GC¢VFDZJ 3 *0aD 
0.00a B.520 -10.000 0.000 ymap 00 
 N
 
0.000 0.220 -10.0 
 0.0 




P ".GE 290 














-I I./ T D A RAu 
DATA SET SYNMM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA FLOW ELEVTR AILRONECVFG28 REFERENCE INFOINATION '
-0.6-1I 87-1
5 -GIDS XIVTWI 63535 -2 OF -21?a" 20:00 :"G :2 :00




,GSOLST 587:1 -I*Q OOO:011T021. DS B X V O E 1*] 00G XRE;°30C H O ol . S S D -1 a,0 . 0 87- 2l l 7W S603C31 2 aD:.0C 0.000000 0.3D 0a2 0.000 NRE ,R3%043D N380.30 S INE.4
CVCVFC3 XGO$ .. IN:57 821X1V7W1603E35CGVO)f :Ein00.0DLST 57.- 121XIV7W1SG3E35 0.520 -10.000 0.000bE -1a YMRP 0.0000 IN.
.00 .0 
-10.000o 






















-0.8.40 .55 .30 
 .25 .20 .15 .a0 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -. 15 
-. 20 
 -. es -.30 -. 35 -.40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT.
DATA SET SYSM CNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CLM 
4ECVF01) Q BETA FLOW ELEVTRDLST 587-1 B2IXIVVW16G3E35 DE = AILRON REFERENCE INFCRaATION
1FCVF0I) -20 0.000GDLST 507-1 B21X1V7W15G3E35 0.00D -20.000 
CcCvroij DE = -20 0.00 0.000 SREF 380.3004 SQ. INGDLST 587-1 821X1V7W16Q3E35 0,520 -20.000 0.00
DE = -20 LREF 15.3150CFCVFZ 0.000 IN.
GDLST 567-I BO1XIV?Wl603E35 0.620 -20.000 0.000 BREF
DE 30.4400
tFCVFO2 = -10 TN.GDLST 557-1 821XlV7WjEa3E35 E 0.000 0.00 -10.000 0.000 XNRP
0 2 or -10 33.4360
cocvroz, f 0.000 IN.
GST57 547-1 2X1YTW13E35 
= 
0.520 -D.000 0.00a YNRPGE -10 0.OO00
CA.Ge IN.
0.620 



























6 "4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1S It 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
taT STY SYft CO F1URAYS VOSCRI#O OlTA CANVTR ESVTR AILRON REFERCNCE INF&.ThATION 
ICCVP I GDLST 587-1 821XV7C4WU603E35 DE = P DC . -10 0.000 -10.000 a.OD 0.000 SREF 580.3004 SQ. IN (CCVF0I ODLST 57-1 921MXV7C4W603E35 UE G CC . 0 C.060 0.00 6.009 0.000 LREF 13.2±5 IN. 
VF GOLSY 587-1 q21X1V7C4W1S:3E35 DE = 0 DC = 5 C.000 5.000 0.00D 0.00 BREF 30.4400 IN. 




ZNRP 3.9380 IN. 
FL 0.520 -SCALE 0.017$ 
P:;3E 293 









.45 .43 .5 




ETA CANVTR ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFCRHATION OATA SET SYMBOL CcFI*URATICO DeSCRJITIOI 

0 CC=-0 0.000 -10.000 0.000 
 0.000 SREF 300.3004 SQ. IN ID 0LST S97-1 2lVTC4f6SE35 DE = 0.000 LREF %.elsO IN. OE = 0 CC = ' 0.000 0,Due 0.000ICCVFCO) G 587-1 021XIVC4XS3E35 0.000 BOEt 30.4400 fl.OULS 
= a CC 35 0.000 :Go.0 0.00D lCCvFro) COLST 587-1 V21XIV7C4WI613E35 0R XMRP 33.430 IN.1.000 
IOST58-19ZXI7CWlM3= aYNR$' 0.0v00 in.C 
ZHfP 3.9380 IN. 
SCALE 0,0175 
0.520 
s. P'SE 234 
CA 








-I - 6 4 - 0 2 4 6 a to 12 14 it 





l. COFIGURATZC t DESRIPTC 
S~r 
DLST set-s BtXlVTC4WiO3E3S 
DLV~~COt?57-1 G2tXy7C44W04533 
































SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN 
LREr $5.tiSo IN. 
CREF 30.4400 IN. 
XW2I 33.'$&0 IN.-
YNRP 
ZNEF O.DO0 3.4390 IN. IN. 
FsOw 0.520 SCA'L 0.0s, 5 
PX,SE 295 
.[f-r , 
* CANARD-. DEFLECTION-r WITH FLOW SIMULATION INFREE AIR FOR DE=O DEGREESr-,-r- -Jl,-rr rrn











.33 	 .30 .25 .20 .15 	 .10 .0! .00 -. 05 	 -. 1a -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 .,S -. 40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
ATA T SYNS" CCNFICURATIO DESCRIPTICN 	 M IA CANV TR ELEV TR AILRCN REFERENCE IN F,RNATIOICV03 GDLST 567-1 PZIXIV7C4W64,3E35 DE = N
 CCVFU$) GDLST 567-1 82IXlVC4Wl6l3E31 DE = 
0 CC = -ID 0.000 -10.000 aoo0 0.000 SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN
5 CC = aCvFlo) 	 00O.O oC0 0.090 0.000 LREFGO;LSY $87-1 B2IXIV7C4WI6I3E35 VE 15.2150 IN. 
€ VFGS) Ll DLST 567-1 921XLVTC4$tl63E35 VE = = 0 U CC = 5 0.0 500 0.0 .00BEF 3.40U 
 CC = S .00 loDD 	 N
. D"oc 	 0.000 




















C-)° Is 2 a 22 4 6 
-a - 2 4 a io 
10 124 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ON RFR ENCEINFQ lC"ATIlY 
DATA SET $'MQV ClFIURATIl3 VESRIP I lD 0 .3 04 S Q . IN 
BEA ANVR LVTR A LR 
O 0 .000 .0 0 0 0 SkEF 3 
1 W 63 3 1 D E : 0 D C = 0 jo0(CC W 0) D L ST 587- 21XIVTC4 
O 0 * 00 BIF 30.4400 IN, 
OOST $6-1 ZXV?C4WI633 5 D E I a0 C = 0 n.000 D .00,0 1O I€VF O) XHRp 3 .43 .0 IN:
 




is 0.000 Isoc as S.0DO0 0 







P SE 297 










. 60 .05 .15 .So.-05 *G .10 .11 
nRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
INFOrmATIONDATA SET SYMBM ¢CFIGRATION DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE 
(CCCVFG) DLST 597-1 821XIVTC4W G&E35 DE = a vC = 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 380,3004 $0. IN 
tccvFo7 l QDLST 567-1 BZIXSVTC4WI 66E33 GE =:0 CgC = IV 0.000 10.00 O I.DUO a " a LREF [5,2.5fl IN. 
CVO) GDLST 5:7-1 BDIXlVT¢4MIGGDDD5 DOf = 1 OC - 20 VADOD MCIO( 10.000 0.O ORE5 su:440a N 
tccvFg) I. ST 587-1 B~jXlV7C4WI%335 DE = 3 DC = 15 0.O 5 .000 a MRP 3361 O0 N
 
yHRP 















_ SRE 3D_0_4 se 




DATA SET SYMOM C FIOURATIC O&3CRIPI, BETA CANVTR ELEVTR AILRM REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CCCVFG$) OOGLST 5S7-1 O jXIV?C4WIGD3E35 DE : 0 Dc = a 0,0D 0 100 600 R 6.30CC¢VF07J GDLST $37-1t B2IXIV7CAWIGSES5 DE III DC = 111 S.I
 10.000 .000
..000 ODO LREF I$,Z250 IN.
( OS 57 BElXlVT 4WI6D3E35 VE 10 CC = 20 0.000 MOOG
cccvra9) L GDLST 561-t GIXlV7C4WL6D3E35 VE z 3 CC = 10.000 0.000 BREF 040 INIS 0.000 16.000 5.G0 0.000 XHRP 304.4360 NIN."• 










PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
G~l t0 SOOCCFZURA~a n0cRrTWTI47 CAAV1A CLEVT0 AILRON REFERENCE lNrORKATW01 
.1350I CiOLST587-1 BSIXIVTCSWI8OICSS c 5-14C 04 0.000 t 00 3.0 0:000 SNAPZJ44P 30.4340" 




P 0[. 300 
EFFECT.OF TEN VERSUS TWELVE ENGINES AT CRUISE THRUST'
 












6 -4 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 16 18 20 P4 22 24 23 
- ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SET $Yfta C¢dFIGURATC OESCRIPI c 82TA CANVTR ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFOmHATICN 
(CCV'05J Q GOLST 087-I 321X1V7C4W163E3 DC 0 OC = 0 0.000 0 00d 0.O0 0.0 RF 3.0A 0.I 
CCCFII .) 87182X17C41636LitC 0.00 V.09 .000 LREF 50.2104 INOLT 0 .00 
OREF 30.4400 IN. 
XNRP 53.450 IN. 
YNRP U.000&" IN. 
ZMW? 5.9580 IN. 
F&0 0.525 SCALE 0.0175 
PIZE 301 














 I .15 r20. .23 osD 
.35 40 .4, .50 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
DATA SET SYMSM COFIOURAICH DESCAIPTIN BETA CANYTR ELCVTR(CcVFvS) Q GOLST 507-1 BElXjY?C4WiGG3E35 DE AILR REFERENCE INFOAMATION = 
 0 CC = 0 0 goo 0.000 0.009 U.UDDICCVFXZI SAEF 480.3004
MorS 567-1 BzxlTc4wl6E36 SQ. III











F0CW0 0._ 0 D 
zmkpSCALE 3.F3 0 IN.0 0116
 
.... 
 P,'.Z3E 302 
EFFECT OF TEN VERSUS TWELVE ENGINES AT CRUISE THRUST 
* 4 aot 1_t __ 













EFFECT OF TEN VERSUS TWELVE ENGINESIT CRUiSE THRUST 
I 1 




PICHN MOEN COFICET 
















Al ~ Rr Ruc NON T0 -LYR 
. 
-O lST 5871. 3 .2X1VC4 063$ .C 0i DC .O0 .0 0,0- . 000 0o.0 -.REF -.3$0 - . -


























-.. 0.1 0.2 
_. 0,4 • 0.5 0.5 a.? 0.8 0.9 
3VMS- ALPHA PARAREIRIC VALWS FLWREFERENCE JNFO0R,ATIcN 
n 00.00 "A HAH .2lSREF 300.3004 SO. IN
.O0 cOg£ O.OD0 ELEVIR 10.9o 
 LREF 15.2iso IN.
":,00 L 0.000 CAMVTR 10.000 BREF 30.4400 !N: 
-
15CO CRRM C00XHRP RP 33.4360 IN.0.0000 IN. 
ZmR- 3.S389 IN.
DATA MIST. Cwt , "VV*C SCALE 0.0175 
GOLST 587-1 B21XIVCW!G3E35 DE 10 DO. 10 (KCVF07) 24 .111! 71 InaC = 
1.0 


















--- -A- Q A - ­
.05
 
-0,1 0.0 0.1 0.Z O*. 0.4 0.5 0.6 a." 
0.8 U.9 Ila 
FLOW 
$1148. ALpNA plA~rATRZ- VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 SETA 0.090 MACH G.201 SREF 5-21S04 IN, N 
. OGURUODER 0.009 ELEVTR Io.UGo BRF 30.4400 IN. 






3oj000 CANtXC 0.000 Z"Rp 3.9310 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
DATA NISY. C E MVVfEI 
DLST 5(-1 B21X1V7C4WV6G3E35 DE 10 DC = 10 (KCVF07) 24 JUL 71 FGE 308 
_____ 
EFFECT OF CRUISE ABES ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
-. 3 . . . . . . 











S AL'HA _ _ _ _ _ VALUE _ R EE_ 
S 
"to .9 A___ a____.1_ 

































ZNSp 3.6380 IN. 
DATA 1136t COCE svv#Zz SCALE 0.0175 
GOLST 587-1 821X1V7C4W1663235 DE r 10 DC'= 10 CICVFO07) 24 JUL 71 P'.SE 307 
--








------ 4 -M 
'4 
4 





0000 BETA 0.000 MACH IN. 
symacc ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.t01 SREF 380.3004 $0. IN 15.2150
ELLREF

5.000 RUDDER 0,000 EEVTR I0.0D0 LREF 1O5450 IN. 
to AMRO 0.000 CAHVTR *l0.CO XMRP 33.4360 IN. IRP a. coO in.
 
[] 5,000 CANRom .000 
ZMRP 3.8380 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
DATA HIST. CODE WVVfI 
GOLST 587-1 S21X1V7C4W16G3E35 DE 10 DC 10 (KCVFOY) 24 JUL 71 PP:E 308
 
______ 





i_ _ ___ __|_,, *1 * 
-t ___ _ I_ __ _ 
1 1. 1 4• 
. 








SYMBOL ALPH A PARAMETRIC VALUES 00REF 
LRF 15.2150 IN:






• 51*0 RUDDER 0.1000 CLCVTR UREF 

$0.000 AILUCK 0.0 CAMWTA 16.000 




OITA MIST CODE , MVV*E| 
JUL. 71 P: 3E '309GDLST 587-1 B21XlVTC4WlGG3E35 DE 10 OC = 10 (KCVF071 24 











_____V__ S AL 0.1_ 
I-J 
0.0 0 1 0.2 0 3 0.4 0 5 0,6 0 7 0.e 0.9 
FLOW 
0.4S58_-_2_IVWGE 3 + G 0 D E_ _=STMVOL ALPHA PARA MERIC VAL ES ____V G _3_ __ __ __ _l________REFERENCE INFOR MHTI N 
voHCBTA 000 0211SREF 380.3004 $9. IN 
5°000 RUDER 0.000 ELEVTR 10.0cla LREF 15.215C IN. 
ta:000 AILRON 0.000 CANVTa 10.600 BREF 30.4400 IN. 



























.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
FLOW
SMBOLC ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.00 BETA 0.00D MACH 	 REFERENCE 1NFOf:HATION0.201 
5.00 	 SREF 380.3004RUDDER 0.000 	 SQ. INELEVTR to.0o0o 5.02 AILRCN 	 LREF 15.z150 IN.0.000 CANVTR ld.000o] 
 15.000 CANRH 




 0.0000 IN.IN. 
DATA HISr. CODE nvv*E 	 ZNRF 3.9360 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
GOLST 587-1 B2IXIV7C4WIGG3E35 + CP OC= 10 DE=1O CMCVGF3] 24 JUL 71 FACE 311 
_____ 












0 0.$ GZ V.3 014 0.5 , , 0.8 0.0 I.D 
FLOW
 
3YMV0L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUMS REFERENCE INPOR"A TION 




so couO AIL OM U.110D CAMVTR 10.000 BNR 11.44 N 
XNRP 33.4360 IN.
 
5:000 x Dep 0.000 rrvTR 10°G o 

DATA MIST. C0MC SVCALE 0,0175 
GD,-ST 58t&1 jB21XlV7C4WJ6G3E35 4 GP DC= 10 DE=10 (MCVGF3]. 24 JUL 711 P' 























'00 MTA O*ODo MACH 0.201 

&,MBOM ALPHA PARAM97RIC VALUES 
SReV 380.3004 So. IN
 
•LREF IS.215V INo 
n.o RMDeR 0.000 CLE'V' S BREF I N:
 IDGoo 30.4400 





] 1 5 .0 C A R R ONM 0 .0 0 0 " y R p O : 0.0 0 IN.
 
Z"Rp S - a0 IN
 
GOLST 587-1 B21X]V7C4WlGG3F35 + GP DC= 10 DE=tO (MCVGF3) 24 JUL 71 P'GE 313
 







.11 ____1IL 1 IIi .4.....il 4... _____ ____ 
-. 4 





RE E E CE INFOk4ATLON
 
SREF 380.3004 S IN
 
SYKSCL AI.PMA PARAMETRIC VALMS 
goo BETA 0-000 MACH 0.Z2 REF -s 215U 'ID: 
o0 0 RODGR 0.000 ELEV72 1V.EGG RIF S0:4400 IN, 
) toOG10. "C" 0[.000 CANVTR ic.000 Nip 3'.436 a IN: O D 
 MRP 0 DODO IN. 
MRP 3:9380 IN: 
DATA MIST. COGS NVV*El - .O ? 
Ij s O CANRCN 0,000 
G13LST 58f7- 182lXlVTC4Wl6G3E35 + GP nr= 10 DE=1O (MCVGF3) 2 JUL 7 PG 1 






ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. Et-EVTR, DEGREES
 
INSO' ALPH PARAWIRIC V crs OArA SOURCE 	 REFERENCS INFORUnTION 
0.000 	 MT Q.000 HACH 0.201 DATAWT ELCVTR VATASCT CLEMT $HR 380.3004 ISa." IN 
"cca 10.005 ;P in.XMRO $3.4360
0RP .0000_ IN. 
ZHRP 3.$360 IN. 
EATA HIST. COO NVV*ATI*C SCALE G.ois7
 
GOLST 587-1 B21XI-C4V7WI6 OC = 0 OE =-10 CJCV021) .24 JUL 71 P1,lip 
























ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTRo DEGREES
























JCVC25 10.00D XKRP 33-4360 
YHRP 0.0ou 
DATA HISF. COD NVV*ATI*C 
SCALE 0.0175 













INCREMENT DUE TM ELEVON DEFLECTION B-15B4
 

























rMOL. ALmA ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLEPARAH]TRIC VALLJ $ DATA .ELEVTR. DEGREESSOURCEo .000 I& REFERENCE INFOR,ATION0.000 MACN 0.201 CATASET ELEVYR DATASET ELEVTR SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN1
*.oo RU U 0.000 CANDTR 0.000o 16. 00 0 CA N 2 0 4 . 0 0 0 A LR JCvDEa - 10.000 JCVO2Z 0.000CH 0. g00o- JC V03 3 . 0 0 0 J C V O4 6 .0 00 LREr 15.2150 IN.REF 30 .4 400 ' . -JCVO2S 10.000 XNRP 
-33.4560 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN.DATA MIST. CODE MVV*ATI*C - ZNRP 3.9380 IN.SCALE 0.0175SDLST 587-1I B21X1C4v7w16 dc z- 0 DE : -1O CJCVO2I) 24 JUL 71 - P.'GE 317 

























.40-3 	 5201 0 5 11520 25 
SYtfLo ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 CANVTRDATA SOURCE
0.000 BtA 	 REFERENCE INFOR&TION0.000 HACH
ov.gO 	 0.201 DATASET CANVTRRUDDER 0.0v0 	 DATASET CANVTRCANRON 0.000 JCV030 
- 10.000 	 SREF 380.3004 So. INJCVO2Z 
 0.00016.000 ELEVTR 0.000 	 LREF 15.2150 IN.ALROW O.JD JCVO26 
 5.000 JCVO27 10.000JCV028 15.000 	 BREF 30.44D0 IN.
JCV029 20.000 XNRP 33.4360 
 IN.
 
YNRP 0.0000 IN.DATA HIST. COE 	 ZMRP 3.9380 IN. 
SVVTC*CALE 0.0175GDLST 587-i 621XiC4V7WI6 
 DC = -10 DE = 0 CJCV030) 24 JUL 71 PISE 318
 


















o 	 a m u 

5 0 5 
 20 5 
ARAMTRI
WHOO ALHA VAUESCANV-TR 
0.000 BETAA PA.0TR0 HACH@ B.0A.TA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOR'lATION

.G Ooa fAH 
 00 DATASET CANVTR 
 DATASET CANVTR
,:.900 RUDDER 	 SREF 380.30U4 SQ. INa.aoD CANRON 
 0.000 JCV030 -10.000 JCVO22 0.000 LREF6.000 ELEVIR O*VDO 	 15.215D I.
AILRON 0.000 
 JCV026 
 5.600 JCV027 10.000 
 BREF 30.4400 
 IN:
 
iCVOZo 1$*.000 JCV029 
 "20.000 XMRP 
 33.4360 IN.
 





GDLST 587-1 B21X!C4V7WIG 
 DC -10 DE = 0 CJCV030) '24 JUL 71 
 P'.S3E 319
 
































 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFOPPATION
 
. 0 0 0 M I O . G o A C H O .Zl D A TA S T C A N VTR D A TASE T C A V T R ' 
 SR F 
 3 8 .30 4 SQ . IN
1:. D V R D R 0 .0 0 0 C ANR O N . 0 0 0 J C V 3 0 I O . DO JCV 2 2 0 .0 0 L R F 15 .2 1 5 0 I N .
;.000 CLEVTR 0.0O0 AILRGN JCV026
0.000 5.000 'CV027 ID.000 OREF 1144D 
 H
 






 3 .9380 IN.DAAHIT C N VVTI*C 
 SCALE 0.0175
 
GOLST B21XIC4V7W!G DC = -10 DE = 0 1JCV030j 2/ jUL P/. F 320
 



















VY- .0 1 0 






-to 0 in5iG 
 20 25 
3yGO 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. A-ILRON, DEGREESALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUED DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMTION0.000 
 HAC 0.201 -BETA U-000 DATASET 41LRON DATASET AILRON 
 SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN
 
,:-Goo RUDDER 0.000 CANV7R 0.000 jcVv5l
.6000 CANRCN 0.000 ELEVTR 0.600 4CY046 in-ova LREF 15.2150 IN.G.ZUO JCVC49 20.000

.eLo 0.005 BREF 30.4400 .DELI 0.000 

.. XlRP 33.4360 in.
23 2 -15 
-10 
-O 510 NRP D.000 IN.
5p 3 .9 0 IN 2
DATA MIST. CAET HVV*AT*T 
SRALE 0.0175
G .LST RB2 0XIC4V7WI6 DE = o
587- OA 0 JCV051) 
 24 JUL 71 PE -321
 




























SYMBOL AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AiLRON. DEGREESALPHA PARAMETRIC 
VALUES
O.000 DATA SOURCEMACH 
















D£L GGD D~l 20.000
DDDX"RP
PEW 















 DE :-0 DA = 0 CNCV051) 24 JUL 71 P.,GE 322
 


























1:-000 RUBBE R 0,000 CANVTR - GoDUD NCYOSI<1 ag°oG CANROWI DBoGo ELEVTR O.DOg 0.000 MCV046 10.000 LREF 1505 IN°NCV049 20.000 
 BREF 30.4400 %No
 
BELO V.000 
 DELL 0.0013 XMRF 33.4360 IN.
D[R
 O DGO O*OOYNRP
DR
EO .0 .00ZMRP 0.0000O IN.
 





GDLST 587-1 B21 X 1C4,V7IS DE 0 DA = 0 CNCV051) .24 JUL 71 P'.3E 323 
_____ 










AILRO DELC IO NL. LO, ERE
 
by"BOL ALPHA PAR,41MTRIC VALUES8 DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORIIATION 
.10O KACH 0.201 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON -DA TA$CT A ILRON BRIT 380.3GU4 SQ. IN 
I.0:00 RUDDER a 000 CANVTR 0.00D "CV051 0.000 NCV046 10.000 LREF 15.2150 IN. 
< 16.000 CARON 0.0oo ELEYTR 0.000 NCV040 2U.000 IRPF -330.0 IN+ 
DELO 0.011c DELL 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
CERI 0.000 DENO 0.000 7"RP 3.938a IN. 
DATA HIST, CODE MVV*AI*C SCALE O.G|75 
GOLST 56-7-] L B21X!C4V7W16 CE - 0 DA : 0 INCV051) 24 JUL 7 1' P'.SE 324 
_ _ 





U -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ 
r 
U] 0. 0 MACH____ 0.201___ BEA 0.0 
-0.2
-0ts to 
- - 5 rI 0 5 
TELEVATOR 
SfLtO ALPHA 0~~NRARAET IC VALU20.00 flAC1L 0.201 SETA 0.000 
* 8.000 RUODER 0.000 AILROH Ot00 O 1.000 
DATA rns:. cn WvTz c 
LET DTSE ,EL__ R___SE 6.30 S.I 
IN
to.. 
05 0 5 2 




"ELEVYR DATASET EET 
3.93| IN:If lREFERENCE u;OFHATIONRf 3050 ~ 
















GULST 587-I 221X1V7WI5 DE -20 CJCVOGfl 91 _lii 91 
IINLnLMI UuL 11 LLLV[N ULFLLU[ION - CANARD OFF CONFIGURATION 
-. 4V 
S_ .o. 4~ 
15
 
- 0 -15 -10 	 a 5 io Is 20 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLED ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMEfTRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Oagoa M N 0.201 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVTR DATA$ET ELEYTR- 5REF 389.30C4 St. IN 
$:agDo RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0.000 JCV052 - 20.000 JCV055 " la.con LREF 1152:W0 IN, 
C JCV*a6oOO jv54 6.500 REF 33.4400 IN. Jj"3 	 I.0 8RP 34360 !N
 






DATA MIST. 	 CODE NVVT*C 















--. 0 -15 -10 " - S C Is2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SVHft0 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA $ORCE REFERENCE INFORHATION 
n.nnn HACH 0.201 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELZVTR DATASET CLEVTR SRF 3e0.3004 SC.COO RUDDER 0.Un0 AILRJ 0.000 JCVO52 - go.ooo Jcvoss - s o.. LREF ±5.216 IN., 








YHRP O.o 0 I:.1 
ZRP 3.0380 IN. 
DATA MIST. COD )VVTI*C SCALE 0.0T7S
 
GOLST 5897-I 221XIV7WIG DE = -20 (JCV052) 24 -.JL 71 PAGE 327 
-1 
B-15B-I








z :W, 0.6 
w 0.4' 
-0.0 









 ELEVTR VATASET ELEVTR
BETA 0.000 DATASET 
0.000 fMi. 0.201 tS.z1sC IN.C.GYOI - 10.00C LREF 












DATA MIST. CODE 
24 JUL 71 PAGE 328
GDLST IR7-l Q'IXIV7C4WJGG3 + GP DC = 10 CPCVGO1) 
INCREMENT DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION INGROUND PLANE, DC=1O DEGREES 
 B-ISB-1 




















ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
SYMbOl 
 ALPHA PARAMETRIt VALUES
fl0.000 EASE... DATA SOURCE00l BElA 
 0.000 DATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR
0.0P "RUDDER 10.000 pCV00 
-
SREF 380.300, SQ. INCANVTR 
 20.000 *CVGOI I - 0.000 LREF 15.21s516.000 CANRGN IN.0.000 AILRat 0.00- OCVG0I 0.000 sCVsOi 10.000 BREF 30.4400 IN.
XNRP 33.4360 IN.YNRP 0.0000 IN.ZHRP 3.9380 IN. 




+ GP oC = 10 (PCVGOI) 
 24 JUL 71 PAGE 329
 
_ _ 
INCREMENT DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION INGROUND PLANE, DC=IQ DEGREES























-. 005 Lii 
-.010
 
- .0 15 









ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE
o REFERENCE INFORMATION
MACH 
 0.201 BFTA 
 0.000 DATASET ELEvIR 
 DATASET ELEVTR
S0600 D.o SREF 30.3004 So. INA RUDDER CANYTR 10.000 
 PCVgu 
- 20.0D0 QCVGoI 
- 10.000 
 LREF 15.2150 IN.
16.000 CANRO 
 0.000 AILRON 
 0.003 OCVGOI 
 0.000 SCVGODI 10.000 














 + GP DC = 10 CPCVGOI) 24 ;UL 71 P
 
INCREMENT DUE TO CANARD DEFLECTION INGROUND PLANE DE=O DEGREES 

o 0.0 
_ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 













3So - 2 1X 5 
-WIG0 10 J 715 
SY4B t ALPA - CANVTRARA tTRIC VALISE DATA SOURCE" SCAE0.000 aj[yn 0.000 WRBETA 
- .000 OATASEI CANVTR DAIAST CAMVTR SR oF 

E.O0n HACI 0.fl$ RUDDER 0.g9 NOVOQZ 0.000 NCVOOS 5.000 tREFO t .~o o C A NRO 0. 0 0 0 AZL R G 0,Q G Q U G * O HCVG 0S 15. 0 0 0 RE 
D 2GO YNG4XRP 

DATA HIlT. 
€ - flVYTZ*C ZMRP SCUI.E 
00S1 587-1 B21XPV7C4W1663 










500.3004 30. IN 
1 .25S0 IN. 
3 4 0 H
 
0 .0000 !Nl. 




INCREMENT DUE TO CANARD DEFLECTION INGROUND PLANE DE=O DEGREES B-158-1
 
- F4 













2 0 1-1 0 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
EE R 0.0 BE A.09 
R.0ACK 0.201 RUDDER 0.000 
CANKO 0.000 AILRON 0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE MVVIZvC 














In 15[ 20 2 
REFERENCE INFORMATIO N 
CANTR SREF 30.3004 $0. IN4 
5.000 LREF 25.n1o IN. 
15.000 ORE F 30.4400 IN. 
-XHRP 33.436D IN.YMRp 0.00_O 14. 
- .p 3.380 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
.24 dlb,. 71 PAGE R 






























0 15 20 25 
SYNs ALPHA PARAMETRZC VALUES 	 CANVTR oo.0V 	 DATA SOURCEg 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATASET CANVTR DATASET CANVTR8.Oo 	 - SREF 380.3004MACH 0.201 RUDDER 0.000 	 SQ. INHCVOOZ 0.000 "NCVG03 5.000 LREF
S 1.000 CANRA 0.000 	 15.2130 IN.AILRa4 0.0&0 UCVGOI 10.000 





DATA HIST. COE nvvTy*C 	 ZMRP 3.9300 IN.SCALE 0.0:75GDLST 587-I 82X1lV7C4WjG3 















-0 - _ _ is ED
 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
vxsQL AL"HA PARATCRIC VALNES DATA SOURCE 
 "REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0 AH 021 
 B A 000 D TST ELEVTR ATAST 'LEVTR SRF 38.3D4 $4. IN 
D.oo RUDER . 0.0 AILRON 0.000 gcvcos - 217.000 pCVOO: - 1a.0:00 LF EF 15 2150 in.F




ZmRP 3.938n IN, 
DATA H:ST. CME MVV.4N *C SCALE C.0175 


















-2 -1t - .3 10 _ 2U 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES" DATA SOURCE. REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.DGV o ' ACH .2 0 1 B E A . 0 0 D A T AS T L E V T R E T XAA* L EVTR E F 3 8 . 0 A$ . I 
a'co RWOER O'con AILR ~ 0.000 ocvG0e - 20.00D PcvGus - 10.000 LAEF 13.2150 IN. 
16.000 CARRON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 OCVG06 0.000 S¢V"D6 20.000 BREF 30.4400 IN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
-ZMRP 3.9360 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVV*AMTI*C SCALE OD.D75 
SOLST 587-1 821Y)V7WIGG3 + GP CQCVGCS) '24 JULl 71 PAGE 335 
-- 







































ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR. DEGREESPARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE0.201 BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION0.000 DATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR0.000 AILR* SREF 380-3004 SO.0.000 OCY&o6 
- 20.00 PCVG0O6 
- 10.000 LREF0.000 15.2130AILRcd IN.0.000 OCVG06 0.000 SCVO06 10.00D BREF 30.4400 IN. 
IN 
XMRP 
YHRP 33.43600.0000 IN. IN. 





.24 JUL 71 PAGE 336
 
20 



















-20 0 5 0 15 go 
• ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE., ELEVTR, DEGREES
SYMBOL ALP"A PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE ,
0.000 REFERENCE INFORMATION
FLO 0.620 BETA( ,o.0 MACH 0.000 DATASET ELEVTR0201 RUDDER 0.000 MCVQF5 Z. eSZ-T ELEVTR SREF 380.3D04- 20.000 
_ CVGF4 - 10.000 LREF SQ. IN.215_ IN.
 
o6GOD AILRM 0.1300 CANVTR 1D,0at NCVGF6 0.000 NCYGF3 
 10.o00 1 BREF 30.4400 IN: 
CAR O GXHRP 3$*4360 IN.




DATA MIST. CODE MVV*ATI*C IN:
 SCALE 0.0175
 
9OLST 587-1 B21XIV7C4Wl6G3E35 + GP DC=ip;'u













- - 0 



















ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, FLEVTR, DEGREES
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCEo 00 REFERENCE INFORMATIONLOW 0.620 CETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVTR DATASET " ELEVTR0.000 MACH SREF 38D.3C04 SQ. IN0.201 RUDDER 
 0.0n NCVGF5 
- 20.000 
 NCVSF4 
- 10.000 LREF 15.2150 IN.
16.00 AILRON 0.000 CANVTR IrODD 
 NCVGF6 0.000 
 NCVGF3 IG.D00 











ZMRP 3.9330 iN.DATA MIST. CODE NVV*ATI*C 'CALE 0.0175 
GOLST 58--1 B21X1V7C4WlGG3E35 + GP DC= 
10 DE=-20 LNCVGFS) 24 JUL 71 
 PAGE 338
 
INCREMENT DUE TO ELEVON WITH FLOW SIMULATION INGROUND PLANE, B-15B-1 DC=IO
 
.040 



















ELEVAOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
S MSO ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION0.000 FLOW 0.620 BETA 
 0.000 UATASET ELEVTR 
 OATASET ELEYTR SREF 
 380.3004 So. IN
BU°RD MACH 
 0.201 RUDDER 0.000 MCVGF5 - 20.000 
 MCVqF4 -I0.000 LREF 15.2150
%:*Goo AILRON Doall CANVTR Ic.900 	 IN.NCVGF& 0.000




TURF .. 0000 IN.
D 1-	 ZHRP S.9380
ELEVOE TIVV*NTA*C 	 IN.
SEVLE .07E
 
GLST 587-LB21X!V7C4WG3E35 + GP DC= 
10 DE=-20 NCVGF5) 24 JUL 71 PAGE 339 
_____ 


























































SREF 380.3094 SQ. 
LREF 15.2150 IN. 
BREF 30.4400 IN. 
IN 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YHRP 0.00o IN. 
DATA HIST. COE NVV*ATI*C ZNRP 3.9380 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
GOLST 587-1 ,B21X1V7C4W16G3E35 GP OC=-10 UE=0 CMCVGF2) 24 JUL 71 PAGE 340 
iNRFMENT DUE TO CANARD WITH FLOW SIMULATION INGROUND PLANE, B-15B-1 DE=
 
- .30 
-. 25 - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
t ­






CARRO V.0 I" 0 aO N 
S _ ___ _o __-__ ___ __ _ _ ___ __ 
CAR .G Hp GDU H 
S P 39 ~ 
GCLST 587- _ _2 __TWG_5 __=O__ C= D__ ___ VGF2 24_____UL 71_ PAE ____ 
tLE 007
DAA, MtST. COE NVAY* 
GCLS 587-10 B21V7 4WO G AE3R + GO DC GF0 DEO-g CVGF) J 7140 31oL 24.O RUL PAE 













-. 02025 -20 -15 -10 - 5 a 5 10 i5 20 Z5 
CANVTR
 
synes ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0000 FL 0.620 BTA 0.000 LATASET CANVTR DATASET CANVTR SREF 380.30C4 SQ. IN
 
0.000 	 MCVOFZ - 10.000 HCVGFI o.oGo LREF i5.2150 IN. 
-O00D HCVGF6 10.000 CVGFS 20.000 XBRF z04360 IN. 
0.00 MACH 0.201 - RUDDER 
sG.o CLEVTR 0.000 AILRO 

CANRCV 0.000 E YGPP O000 IN,
 
:Q'
DATA 011$T. CODE NVYAI*CSCLE 
GOLST 587-I tB21XIV704WIGG3E35 + OP f)C=-10 GE=O rMCVGF23 24 jUL 71 PAGE '142
 



















Y MBO A L PHA P A RAME TRIC VAL E S 
 D A T A S O UR C ER 
0.009 FLOM4 0.620 BETA E R NC I F O M T N0.000 DATASET CANVTR 




 D.201 RUDDER 
 0.000 NCVF*04 1- 00 CVFOS"
1:.ODu ELCVTR MDDD 0.000 LREF 15.2150 IN.
0.000 AILROM 0.000 NCVFj0 5.000 NCVFGG 10.000 BREF 3D.44DO IN.
 
CARRON 0.009 XMRP 33,4360 IN.
YQRP 0.2 00 
 IN

DATA MIST. CCE MV¥*ATI*E 

ZM RP 3.9380 IN:
SCALE 0 0175
 
GOLST 587-1 B21XlV7C4W18G3E35 DE = 0 
DC =-!0 CNCVF04) 
24 JUL 71 PAGE '14'4
 

























YMOL ALPft*GO PARAME[TRIC VALUES 
.00 FO .2 BEA 
1::.0,0 MACH 0.201 RUDDER16OD ELEVTR 0.000 AILRON
CAMROM 0100O 
DATA MIST. CW E " NVV*ATY*C 








DATASET CANVTR DATASET 
NCVF04 10.000 WCVF05 
NCVFI0 5.0OB NCVFD6 
oc= -10 [NCVF04) 
1 5 20 
REFERENCE INFORATION 
CANVTR BEEF 380.3004 SQ. 
0.000 LREF 15.2150 IN. 
10,000 SREF 30.44C11 IN. 
X0RP 3a.4360 IN. 
YMRP 0.000D IN. 
SCALE a .O17 





















- .s~~~ -201 ID -$ 




syMBlux{ ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
go FO .2 EA 000DATA.$ET CANVTR DATAS=T CANVTR SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN 
'0::00 MACH 0.201 RUDDER B.000 NCVF04 10I.000 NCVF05 0.0so LREF 15.Z15u IN.
16.010 CEL£IR 0.000 AILROMl 0.000 ;CVFlo 5.000 NCYrOs
CANR.0 05000 10.000 BREF 30.4400 IN.
 XNRP 33.436Z IN.
 
YRP Uo, U0 IN.
 
ZMRP 3.9380 1..
DATA MIST. CoOE MVV*ATI*C SCALe 0.0iTsG-LST 587-1 B21XlV7C4WGG3E35 DE 
 -10 24
0 DC 5NCVF04) JUL 71 PAGE 345
 
25 
EFFECT OF TAKE-OFF THRUST ADDED TO COEFFICIENTS 
- G.P., E34 OFF 











2 	 10 12 14 16 1s 20 Be 24 26
SANGLE 
 OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBLQ COMr:4URAT1O,. DESCRIPTION 
-	
BE TA ELEVTR CANVTR FLOWOLST 507-1 82i1V2c4Wisos 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION. GP DC =10 
 0.000 10.000
CwCG6) 	 10.000 0.620 SREF 380.3004
&DLST 587-1 B21X;V7c4WI6G3 	 SQ. INJRCkOS)}[ 	 + O? DC = 10 0.00&GDLST 507-1 21XlV7C4Wl6G3 	 -10.050 10.000 0.62D LREF. OF Dc = le 0.000 -20.000 	 ±5.2±0i4 IN.10.000 0.62a 
 BREF 30.4400 IN.
r vCIO, 
 ; LST 587-1 BZixlvTc4wsG3 











EFFECT OF TAKE-OFF THRUST ADDED TO COEFFICIENTS 




















-. 45 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 
 a 10 12 14 
 16 18 
 20 22 *24 26
 
DATA SET ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREESSYMBC CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BTA ELEVTR CANVTR FLOWSVC
GCLST 587-1 REFERENCE INFORHATIONXV7C4 
 3 4 GP DC 10 
 .OG 10.000 10.0000RCVC
OOLST 587-1 B21X1V7C4w16G3 + -0.620 SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN 
IR'C ; P DC a10" 0.00 -Ia.Oo 10;000 0.620 LR F587-1 821XIV7CIWISG3 . OF OGLST 1s.?1ls IN.DC Is a.OU -00 ' OO o 10 .o D 000 .620 BREF 30.410D IN.CRCVCZGJ 2XVCW63 OPD G
~~~~.0 OOO"°Q 0.100 18-D.1300 0.620 XHRP "33.4360 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 In.MACH G.Za 
































0 2 4 6 
 1a 14 16 18 20 22 24 20ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREESDATA SET SYOB t CONFICURATIO DESCRIPTIO. BETA ELEVTR CANVTR FLOWGOCVC64507-1 REFERENCE INFORMATIONTLST B21X1V7C4W16G3 * O, CC = In
R 0.000 10.005 10.00000 57-1 0.620 SREF::3 B21XIY7C4WI6G3 380.300,. So. IN* GP DC
RC CG QDCLST 567-1 = 10 0.000 -10.000 10.000 0.620S2lXlV7C4W1603 LREF 
. OP 
 CC = 10 0.000 -20.00OLST 507-1 B2IXIV7C4WIO6O + GF CC 10.100 0.620 BREF 30.4400 IN.10 0.000 
o a. :0.000 0.620 XMRF 33.4360 IN. 
YmPp 0.0000 IN. 




EFFECT OF TAKE-OFF THRUST ADDED TO COEFFICIENTS- G.P.. E34 OFF
 


















.2 -. 3 -. 5 -4 
-0.2 




 .10 0 
 . 
-. 05 .10 
0474 PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMSET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONJ 

2CVCOC 0 BETA ELEVTR CAN~VTR FLOW
OOLt7 587-1 S2IXIV7C4W160Z REFERENCE INFORHATION+ Sp DC =10CCVCGG SO- 0.000 10.000 1O.D00 0.620 SREF
a0S ZlIVC4W16Q3 SOn.3ofl, SQ. IN
+ OF ZC 10 0.000 -1 aGOO 10.000 0.620 Ltitt 15.2150I.1: JCCO GDLS :;;-1 ::XIV;4wi6O3 :OF , 0.000 -20.:000 10.000 0.620 SREF 30.440U IN.
C 2xVCW10 C1 XNRP 33.4360 IN. .000 a.000 10.000 0.620 YNRf 0.0000 IN.ZIRP 3.9380 IN.
AC 0.201R SCALE- 0.015 
PAGE 349
 









0.0 I ____ _ 
-0.4 ±.L .J .J..Lt .Z4J...J.L .. L.L t.t-J-4...~t4. L.-.±.~.I ~l. t4 -tt . 
-- -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 to- 12 1A 16 ta 20 22 .2* 26 
ANGLE UF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 










































XNRS 33.43.0 ZN. 
Sp G~0.0000 3". 
ZH#P 3.9380 1N. 
AC1I 0.201 SCALE 0.0I7s 
PAGE 350
 
EFFECT OF TAKE-OFF THRUST ADDED TO COEFFICIENTS 











-.56 -4 -2 
 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 24 is is 20 Z2 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
A TA S T Y MO C C W I U R A T I C W E S C R I FTI C E T A LE VTR C A N VT R F O E E E CCRCVCGZ} ODLST 587:1 5Z1XIV7C4Wl6O3 + GP DC N O M T O RCV¢IQ G.L.T 5-I BZlXlV7C4Wl6G3 + FP cc 10 
U 0 .000 6.1300 0.000 FC.G62U SR[EF 639E5D.30C.ORAOSQ. IN
 (RCVCIIJ 0.000 0.000 in.000 0o2
GCLST 587-1 B21XIV7C4WI6G3 OF OP 20 LREF 15.2150 IN.
{ 0.000 0.000 Moon0 





YHRP 60900 IN. 
MACH :).Zol ZHRp 3.938a IN. 
SCALE 0.0175
 

















.O6 --4 -2 
 a 2 4 6 to 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 Z6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION SETA ELEVTR CANVTR(RCVCGZ; Q ODLST 567-1 FLOW REFERENCE INFORMATION821XIVTC4Wl6O
 
. OF DC
3 = a 0.060 0.000 0.000
I RCVC10) 0.620 SREF 380.3004L OLST $87-1 B2lXIV7C4W1S;3 . OP DC So. IN
 CRcvc$4l 0 10 0.000 D.boo 10.000 0.620GDLST 567-1 BZIxlvTc4wtOG3 + OF OC ED LREF t5.115 IN.














EFFECT OF TAKE-OFF THRUST ADDEDTO COEFFICIENTS 













.40 o35 .30 
 .25 .20 
 .15 .10. -05 .00 -. In05 -. -. 15 -.2n -. 25 -. 30 -.35 -.40 
PITCHING MOMENT 	COEPFICIENT, CLM
CATA SET SYBOL, COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELEVTR CANVTR FLOW 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
I c LST 587-l 21XVC4WoG
 . GP OC
CRCvC1O1 	 3 = a .000 0.000 0.000OBLST 187-i 82IXlVtZ4W1G3 	 0.620 SREF 380.3004 so.
CRCVC141 0 GDLST 567-1 S2IXIVC4WX63 4 OP DC = 10 0.000 0.000 10.000 0.620 LREF 15.215; IN. In * P DC = 20 0.000 
























-- -•°-6 -2 0 2 4 6 a in 12 14 to to to ga 24 Be 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CAT. TSTB C.FlluATI DES |PTIGN BETA ELEVTR CANVTR FLOW REVERENlCE INFWMATIO" 
X;CVCZ02 LS1 91 - 1 szl 7l4lWIIQ 5 P Dc = a aoU00, , 000 0.000 0.5Z SHIP 30C.3D04 SQ. I. 
,. C I 2 .. LST IE-- c2XI74W16e cc .p To o:o :0OOG to90coo LREF .00 INZ1 
-RVC 8 561-3 8ZIXIVTC4WI6a3 Qp DC ;0 l~O10.0 OO BRF IN.QCL3T oc to 00 20* $0.1400 
ZMR 3:" 80 IN. 
.L 021 
.. cf, 0.201 

PAGE 354 






















- -4­ 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 Is is 20 22 24 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SETSYMBO L CONFIGURATION DESRIPTION BETA ELVTR CANVTR FLOW REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IRVC2 Gv 1 5 7- 82 "lvC4 1603 . OF CC a 00 .00a a*2
B.O 0.000 REF 3aa.30C. S.I
 
:CVCcolz, ,L,ST :,I Dz7"7B XV 603 + 0 DC 10 .000 30.000 LRe52b
U.0 0:6:"
[CVCG4) 'D 5 B1 
 ODO 

cvcz) 'VLSI 557-1 s ZIv?C4Wl6G3 + IF CC 

GL - VT4W1 G Gp OC I a0 IO.aOG 10.000 0.620 ORF O4 O N 
15 DGoo 3.UOG 15.000 9.620 	 XMRP 33.4U6G IN.
 
















GIT §7 1 





































TAKE-OFF THRUST ADDED TO COEFFICIENTS 











- ."4c .3 .0 2 .15 -t .05 .Do -. 05 -. 0 -,5 -aa ­ -. 30 
-40.,5 

PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SVWR CONIGURATICO DCSCkIFTIQN BETA EjEVTR CANVIR FLOW REFERENCE INWORNATIORVG) ;LT T1 BZIXIMT4 4G3 . OF CC 0.0O NOno 

DS 8- L BZIXVT 4.I6G, + IF ac 10
~D .00 oso 0.620 SRCF 3$0.300. be; IN
 VO.DGD 0:000
IRVG ] GDL$1 507-1 10 Gatl Do62GLC SZs
8ZtXIVC4WI6I3 IF la N
. DC GA GS
rQCVC12, ODL$T 58,- in.00 10'.000 0,620 CHELRF 30.4400 IN.
sz Iv?c4wI6G IF 1 51 + CC












TAKE-OFF THRUST ADDED TO COEFFICIENTS - G.P., CANARD OFF. E34 OFF
 
- -r-r-















2 4 6 .~10 12 14 16 1s 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
DATA 5cr SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCvdPTJO4 
-BETA -ELEVTR FLOW REFERENCE INFORNATION1RCVC 16) 3 DLST 5(7-1 821X1V7WIsG3 *GP 0.000 <.20.000 0.620 SREF 380.3004 SO. IN 
LREF I5.Zlfl IN. 
fiREr 30.4400 lIN. 
XNRP 55.4300 IN. 
Y"F 0.0000 TN. 
Z14RP 3.9380 358PAGS0.40 IN. 
MACH 0.201 SAE 007 
N~~AGDEGR
 
TAKE-OFF THRUST ADDED TO COEFFICIENTS - G.P., CANARD OFF, E34 OFF 

















14 is 18 20 22 24 ,LEGREES 
OATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO 











SREF 380.3004 SG. IN 
LREF 15.215C IN. 
BREF 30.4450 IN. 
XHRP 33.4360 IN. 
YHRF O.000 IN1. 
ZIRP 3.9580 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 359 













7 4 -2 a z A 6 a IG 12 14 is Is 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE Or' ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CA TA SEATSYMSOL CONVIOURATIONCESCRIFTION BETA ELVVTR FLOW REFEREN E INFORMATION 
IRCVCIG) Q GOLST 567-1 021xiVTWI603 + p 0.000 -20.000 0.620 SREF Z6fn.30n4 SO. IN 
LREF is 215G IN. 
OREF 30.4400 IN. 




















.,a .3 .30 .25 .20 .15 .In .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 .ls -. 20 -. 25 -_30 -. 35 -. 40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFF]ICIENT,- CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVIR FLOW REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCvCIG3 Q GOLST 587-1 921XjV7WI6O3 OF 0P.00 -20.000 0.620 SREF 380.3004 SQ. IN 
LREF 16.215 IN.3REF 30.4.00 IN.
 
XMRP 33 4360 IN.









TAKE-OFF THRUST ADDED TO COEFFICIENTS -G.P.. E34 ON











-J 0- - ______ 
-0.0
 
- -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OP ATTACK, ALPHA, LEGREES
 
A.TA =T SYMBOL C0F#OURlAT:O DESCRIPTIO BETA -ELCVTR CANVTR FLW REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1RCVCZ) 0 SZ1XIVTCA4WlGS34 - GP CC = 10 a.CC 20.00 10.000 D0.620 SREF 380.3c00 Sa. In. GCLST 587-1 

RCVC22) B OLST 587-1 a21X1V C4V1043E4 * OP DC = 10 0.00. -10.000 10.000 0.620 LIEW 15.l1oG in.
 
cvOzCL T SC v 5 4 10 000 1 0 SR8F IN.
0-t ZgXeVTO c 0$ CC .. .0 0 .0B0 30.4400 
IRCVCZOJl GOLST 557-1 02IX1V7C4W6G3E34 - GP fC = 10 0.000 0.000 10.D00 U.620 XIRP 33.4360 IN. 
YHRF 0.0O60 IN. 
ZN8F 3.93,0 IN. 













DAT! SET SYMBOL 




J4. .4..L .L...4. .J..± .LA..4-.-..4.... 
- a z 4 6 t o±0 12 14 1 
'ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR CANVTR 
GCLST 97-1 B21XIV7CAWI6G3 4 t OF CC Z 10 a.0ca 10.000 10.000 
GOLST 5871 321 XIVC4WISG3E4 * OP DC =10 a .00 -10.000 10.300 
GCLST 507-1 8?11IV7C4W16G334 OP CC = 10 0.000 -20.oo M.oon 









20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 30.3004 So. IN 
LREF IZ.ZLCO IN. 
BREF 30.A400 IN. 
XMRP SS.4360 IN. 
YMRF 0.000 IN. 












-) A 2 0 2 4 6 8 to 4 -2 Is Is zu 22 24 Z6 
ANGLE OF ATT.ACK,. ALPHA. DEGREES 
9 TA S; Misyoc CFIGUftATICW CSCRIPTIM CE TA, ELEVTR, CANVT9 FLOW REFERENCE IHFORHATION 
CRCVCZDI acOT.5 507-1 B2lXlVTC4Wl6G3E34 + OP, CC = 10 0.000 o p 10 .00 0.CD62D SREF 380.3004 Sq. in 
(RCz 
IDIvIIJIS 8-I 
CCLS7 7-1 a2lXIv7C4WI 03 
.2XVCW63301 CC = 















(R CG2 [] GCLST 56T-1 BZ1XIV7C4WI6a3E34 - OP DC = 10 0.a00 0.000 Moan 0.620 XMRP 3 .4360 
YMRP ..600 14* IN-
ZMRP 3, 3so 19. 
MACH O.Zol SCAI'c 0:1 175 
PAGE 364 





1. ___ --	 - - -I 
lol 
2: 	 1C-0. 
- 0.0 
040 .3 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 31 -. 35 -. 40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
VITA 5TSOt C 0FIGU4ATION DESCRIPTIO 	 BETA ELEVTR CANVTR FLOW REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCvC20) 2 OCLST 587-1 SZIXIVTC4WIGG3E34 .P C = 10 0.000 c.o 0.0 0a620 $REF 3S0.3004 S0. IN 
RCOC22 4CLST 597-1 - CC m 10 10.000 .620 15.2105821X1V7Z4W1GO3E34 OF 0.DG -10.000 a LREF IN.
 
(RCvCZ*' 0 GDLST 587-1 BZ1X1VTC4I16G3E34 + OFPDC = 10 0.000 -20.000 10,000 0.620- BREF 50.4400 IN.
 







 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 365 
EFFECT OF E34, lAKE-OFF THRUST ADDED - G.P.
 







- 0.-6 - - - 8 1 - 1 ____4 -8 -0 .2­
-2 0 0 12 1 S 1 2 2 4 2 
AN-LE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
GArA =I SYMBOL CONFZlURATIO VESCIIPTI BETA CLEVTR CANVTR FLOW REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RCVCI2 R GVLST 5:7:2 SZ1IXZVT¢4WI603 + GP DC 1 5 0;000 3.00 r 15.000 0.620 SREF 380 .3004 $4. IN 














EFFECT OF E34. TAKE-OFF THRUST ADDED - G.P. 











a.t - A - 2 0 2 4 6 8 16 12 14 is 18 20 22 24 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYflCS C FIOURATlA 0ZCkRpT1 1t 













(R l: GOLST 58T-I WI 3 5FIVBE 7PD15 0.000 3.00D 15.00,0 :690 LRCF is 216 IN. 
BREF 30 .440D 
XHpp 3 '. 43 , IN: 
YMRp I.D009 IN 


















.0 - 4 ifl 1a 14 16 I8 20 22 2 B20 




BATA SET SYMBOLC CIFGURATION PESCRIPTIO. 
 BETA CLEVTR 
CANVTR FLOW 

3.000 0.620 SREF 3$0.3004 SQ IN QS D±L$T 567-1 8ZI1VTCAWI6O3 . Gp DC = 15 0.0O0 15,000 

OP oC = 15 0.01N 3.000 oREF
15.C00 o.20 30.4400 IN.
 
xREF
RcVCSc ) a QCLST 587-1 sZlxVl(4W103E34 30.4400 IN,
XNRP "3.4360 ":* 
MRF 0.0000 IN. 


















.40 .3s .30 .20 .15 .1a .01 .;a -. 05 -. 10 -. 13 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40 
PITCHING-MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
CATA SET S MBOL CCVFIURATIC CESCAIPTION BETA ELEVTR CANVTR FLOW REFERENCE INFORMATION 
iRCVC12) 2 $LST 587- BZIXlVTC4WIE3 t OP DC z 15 0o0o 3.000 15.000 0.620 SREF 36D.303D So. IN 
LRCVS507-1 O2I*1V7CIW1603G03 t pC = 15 0.000 a300 15.000 0.620 LREF 15.215v IN. 
BREF 30.4400 IN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YIRp 0.O0O iN. 
Z RP 3.938a IN. 
.ACM 0.201 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 329
 








- 0.6- 4 6 10 14 16 is 0' 
ANGLE OF A.TTACK,. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA URATIOMT SYMBOL COFI CE&C"PTIN aE TA ELEYTR FLOW REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IN . 


















o.20 -- a i It 16 le zo zz Z4 26 
ANGLE OF ATlACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
 






'.CYC2cs Q o"T 54'-s '1 7W| $.2RV so. 
PAGE 371
 









2DO z 4 6 le10 2 14 16 Is 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 













0. 000 -2D.00OD 













XMRp 33 . 69 1'. 





CRUISE THRUST ADDED - FREE AIR - CANARD OFF, E34 OFF 
1.8 









0 - .. 10 -15 -.20 -. 25 -.30 -35 -.40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
DC C Z|ATAST SY 
,:VC4 













REFER NC E NFOR A TION 
SREF 380.300 SQ. IN 
LREF 15.21c IN. 
BRF 3.1400 IN. 










CRUISE THRUST ADDED - FREE AIR - E34 OFF 
%.A
 
o i 4 i 8 z 4 t 
-A" 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CANVTR LOW REFERENCE INFORHATICNBETA CLCVTRDATA SET SJMDC CAFlIURTIM CESC=IP 
.4 0.201_ 
C$ 8Rs4) I 4V-7wl6 = BE a 0 000 0.000 0.000O O.52, LREF .40 IN,B- 2ll cc 0 
69- : yLot*F 3.4.00 I': 
LH.





CRUISE THRUST ADDED - FREE AIR - E34 OFF 
-.5
 
S -. 05 - ___ 









-. 4 6 - 44 -- 2 6 8 la 12 1 16 20 22 26G 2 	 4 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ATA ST SMBC COFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION BE TA ELETR CANVTR F O E E E C N O H T O 
aCVC3S) GDLST 567-1 BZIXIC4V7WI6 DC = -10' rE = 0 0.0BB - *B F.LOW.2 REFERENCE INFORMAT I N 
Cvcla) GOLST 507-1 BZIXIC4iTWI6 DC = a DE = a 0. .006 _10.B0 0.20SB L6.3BSQFI0 	 EF 

IRCVCA2; [ GCLST 567-1 B0XCVW6 0 0 C .000 0.000 IO.GBu BREF 15.4 OS21'a
0.520 IN.
 
6 LjYC -1 V C 5
G O L T 5 8 7 B2 1X l 4V W 6 = D E = a 0 .0 0 0 . 0 D 5 .0 0 0 0 .5 0 	 X R P 3 3 .43 6 0 N . 
YMBP 0.0000 NH.
- A HZ 	 RP 3 93 0 IN.METHT 






















Q coLsr 587.1 B21X1z("4W16 
4 OOL$57. ZISCAVIW6 
00LSC 3T 0867- 0ZIX±C4V7U416 
40.r $67-: OtXaC'ytW±O 
MACH 0.2: 
12 14 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
BeTA ELEVTR CANVTR 
Dc = -IV0D = a 0.000 0.000 -10.000 
CC= 0 CC = 0a 0.000 0.000 0.00 
" 10 DE = 0 0.000 0.000 10.000 









SRE 380.3004 SO. 
LRC'F 5.it IN. 
eREF 30.4430 IN. 
XNRP 33.43603 IN. 
YNRF a0.00D 1,. 




--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
-- --














.20 	 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 03 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -.30 -.35 .4 .40 	 .35 .30 .25 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
BETA SLEVTR CANVTR FLOW REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL. CaFflURATIO6 DESCRIPTION 

(RCVC3S ) 6CLST 587-1 521XC4VW6 DC = -10 DC = 0 
 0.000 0.000 -10 .OD 0.520 SREF 380.3064 5. IN 
VC4O) 	 ThL ODLT 587-1 B2IXIC4?W 6 DC = 0 DE = 0 0.000 0.000 . 00 0 .520 LRFF 15.215 IN. 
O0CVCL BZIXIC4VTWIO = 10 0OGST 587-1 oc DO 0.00G 0.000 ,.ID0 0.:N0 OERF 30.t4q0 iI. 
. 8C4S' u$T 07.1 D1XIC4VW16 CC = DC = 0 0.E0s 0.000 5.000 0.520 	 XMRP 33.4360 IN. 
YHRP 0.000 IN. 






CRUISE THRUST ADDED - FREE AIR - E34 OFF 
-4 -a 2 4 6 a4 16 is 2 2 4 
-J 
-o 






ANGLE OF A TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORHATION
OETA ELEVTR CANVTR FLOW 





= -is 0ou -10.000 -1 .000 "0520 LREF GLST 57-1 BZXI47WS C = -10 
a 0.00 1.0ug -19.1190 D.5zo AREF 30:4400 = 4CLST 587-1 SZIXIC4VTW16 OC = -iV DF 























e - 2 a 2 6 af 4 4 to 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET ST.OC ClliFICURATI i T[A CAMVTRM£CIP1 LLEVIk FLOW REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2RV 0.0'ts; ::,-I S2IXIC4V7WI6 c~ 
-10 ~ = -10 ~ .10 o~o D0 0.520 SREF 389.3DD4, S.I) 'RCYCACT, ~~~ DC = DE = .30 O*C47I0.090 -10.000 -10.000 0.52C LREF 15.2151 IN.

':CV€38I <> 4DLST $87-1 0ZIXIC4V7WjS CC = -10 DE = 0 0.000 0.000 -10.000 0152a0 F 3.40 N
 
C VC4. J CLST sa'-1 021XIC.VTWI6 






















06 -4 -2 a 
DATA SET symsO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
, RCVC40) OOLST 587-1 B2lXlClV?W16 
fRCVC36) .. OCLST $S7-1 BZIXIC4V?WIS 
I 'C C}sl ODL51 58,2- bzlzI 4v7wl: 





C2 = 0 rE 
CC = -10 BE 
De = -,to BE 
DC 15 DE 
8 to 12 14 16 
ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES 
BE TA ELEVTR CANVTR 
= a 0.000 0.003 0.000 
= -10 0.000 -10.040 -10*GUG 
= u 0 DOD 0 000 -0.00DB 







2D i2 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BRIEF 3604.50r SQ. IN 
LREF 15.ZI50 IN. 
BREF 30.4400 IN. 
XMRP 3S.4360 IN. 
[N 




CRUISE THRUST ADDED FREE AIR - E34 OFF
 
1.4 - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
1.2 
21. 





- 0+4 -110 .3 .23 .90 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -.20 -. 25 Za IS -. 40 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
OkTA SET s5fBO C0FJIOURATIH DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR CANVTR FLOW REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IACVC40 0L,5T 557-1 B2ZXIC4VW1G DC = 0 DE = 0 0.000 0.000 0.00o 0.520 SREF 580. 00.. SO. IN 
,RCVC3L 2 OCLST 5A7-1 BZIXIC4VIWIG DC = -1 D0 = -10 0.000 -1o00 -±0.000 0.520 ELRF 15.21s0 IN. 
4RCVC3S1 g *CLST 57-1 BIXIC4VIWI6 ZC = -10 DE 0 0.000 01.001) -10.000 0.520 DREF 30.4400 IN. 
. IDVC4A5LST 57-1 BZIXIC4V'U14 C - I5 DE = 3 q.OD 3.000 15.000 0.520 	 XHRP 33.4360 :N. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZM2P 3.938D IN. 
HACH 0 01 	 SCALE 0.0175 
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